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ABSTRACT
Since the 1980s, neoliberal influence has slowly taken over our education
system’s vision and purpose. Presently, marketization in schooling has drawn the
attention and influence of those of monetary and political power (Bartlett et al.,
2002). Accountability measures set in place by the strings attached to school
funding and sanctions encompass blanket demands on classroom instruction not
equitably designed to support our diverse student populations (Ravitch, 2013;
Reigeluth, 2014; Tsang, 2019). The school system, as it presently stands, is
managed and maintained under systematic models that do not align to the
complex needs of each unique school within its unique community; instead, it
aligns to a business factory-like model (Groff et al., 2010; Reigeluth, 2014). After
decades of political interest in education, evolving technological growth, and
significant cultural and economic changes, this factory-like model has presented
malfunctions at the classroom level because children are not “product” and we
have more than advanced beyond that factory model (Bartlett et al., 2002; Groff
et al., 2010; Reigeluth, 2014). With school accountability and neoliberal
influence seeping through the education system, this phenomenological study
aimed to gain insight on the demoralization experienced by teachers. The
qualitative phenomenological study allows for a deeper understanding of the
unintended obstacles created by systemic policies and procedures experienced
by individual teachers that may lead to professional and personal
disempowerment and stress.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Navigating complex governmental bureaucracy and implementing
inflexible and multi-layered educational policies burden teachers with challenges
that can drain their passion for their career, resulting in demoralization (Brown &
Carr, 2019; Clarke & Kissane, 2002; Tsang, 2019). Often politically charged
school reform and policy changes are for purposes that are not always
transparent due to the complexity of the education system; this often includes a
lack of clarity on the how, who, or why certain changes arise (Brown & Carr,
2019; Clarke & Kissane, 2002; Tsang, 2019; Tschannen-Moran, 2014). All
teachers, nationally and state-wide, mold professional practices to keep up with
ongoing educational policy changes. Unfortunately, the lack of transparency
often leads to mistrust; mistrust leads to change resistance and frustration
(Tschannen-Moran, 2014). Teachers feel disempowered by the design of school
governance or leadership when its management limits their ability to truly
connect with their students and teach classroom content sufficiently with care,
relevancy, and thoroughness (Brown & Carr, 2019; Tsang, 2019). Providing a
supportive and effective learning environment is challenging, given the various
levels of educational system oversight, where directives enforce what is to
happen in the classrooms. These decisions can deplete teacher efficacy and
leave educators feeling disempowered (Clarke & Kissane, 2002; Tsang, 2019).
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This study explored the depths of the social and political issues that
influence the direction of education in the United States to understand the
complexity behind teacher demoralization. New mandates and accountability
measures enforce new directives, on top of current orders, that trickle down into
the individual classroom which impacts teachers and school administrators in the
educational experience they provide to the communities they serve (Brown &
Carr, 2019; Tsang, 2019). Leadership decisions and governance within various
levels of management revealed the complexity of the education system as it
pertains to teacher demoralization.
Inevitably, education has called for shifts in institutional policies and
practices throughout generations of technological, social, and economic
changes. With these shifts come changes in expectations of schooling,
academia, and accountability. Currently, accountability measures have placed a
giant target on school districts and teachers, as the design of accountability
measures imply a lack of trust between those of political and capitalist power and
teachers in the classroom, across the nation and around the world (Jeong, 2018;
Reigeluth, 2014). Neoliberal elites have combined business with schooling
expectations, determining the accountably measures utilized to decide schooling
successes. Testing measures, for example, uses a one-size-fits-all testing
approach, claiming to produce closure in an alarming achievement gap (Berryhill
et al., 2009; Blazer, 2009). School leaders and educators are aware of
accountability inequities and blanket measures that serve to account for the
academic successes of their students, schools, districts, state, and nation, and
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themselves (Gonzalez, 2018; Ravitch, 2013). Research is discovering a
correlation between accountability achievement scores and socio-economic
levels; some researchers have labeled this as the “opportunity gap”; others as
the “achievement-gap” (Blazer, 2009; Burdick-Will, 2018). Neoliberalists utilize
their influence of economic capital in schooling as subtle control over the
substance and definition of knowledge to be produced and reproduced in our
school system in hopes for globalized competitiveness, furthering socioeconomic
divisions (Angermuller, 2018; Apple, 2005; Bockman, 2013; Davies & Bansel,
2007).
There is little research on teacher demoralization; however, the research
that has been presented indicates teachers are feeling demoralized due to lack
of control in the classroom, which allows for less academic creativity and student
support needs relevant to the populations they serve (Lee, 2016; Santoro, 2012;
Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010; Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016). School
accountability consists of several administrative tasks that take away pivotal
instructional time to satisfy administrative mandates (Reigeluth, 2014; Tsang,
2019). While accountability measures have placed students in an educational
experience full of categories that measure more than the knowledge acquired in
schooling, it is essential to acknowledge that knowledge is its own entity as
defined by the ones overseeing educational policies and curriculum vision.
Students today are categorized and compared to other peers in school systems
nationally and worldwide since their first day of elementary school through the
twelfth grade (Brown & Carr, 2019; Patel, 2014; Ravitch, 2013).
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Low self-esteem and increased emotional needs are on the rise amongst
youth, including depression and suicide rates (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2020a; Gieger & Davis, 2019). Presently, schoolteachers are trained
in various ways to nurture the mental well-being of the students they oversee.
Efforts of the nurturing educators, their one-on-one support time and
individualized care for each student, are unsustainable in a system of
accountability that requires machine-like functioning from teachers.
Accountability measures force the teacher to be mechanical in how they manage
their classrooms, with not only the instructional materials utilized, but also
instructional methods/approaches and behavioral interventions students receive
within their care (Lee, 2016; Santoro, 2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010; Tsang,
2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016). Teachers are demoralized in their inability to manage
students in an equitable and nurturing manner because of the systematic
expectations that drive educational experiences (Burić, 2019; Carastathis, 2016;
Data Resource Center for Child & Adolescent Health, 2017-2018; Elcan, 2017;
Fimian et al., 1985; Gokalp, 2008).

Statement of the Problem
Since the 1980s, neoliberal influence has slowly been seeping into our
education system, and presently, the marketization in schooling has drawn the
attention of those with monetary and political power. Ever changing multi-level
school policies, procedures, and politics can present unpredictable challenges.
During a time of accountability discourse and neoliberal influence, this study
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aimed to gain insight into factors experienced by teachers that lead to
demoralization in the teaching profession. Demoralization exists within the
multiple levels of management within school governance and by politically
charged policy changes for purposes not always transparent in the complexity of
the education system. Teachers feel demoralized by the way school governance
and management limits their ability to truly connect with their students and teach
classroom content sufficiently with care and thoroughness.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to unveil the most significant educational
policy restraints that contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and
governance of K-12 public education. The second purpose of this study was to
gain an understanding of individual experiences. Third, this study aimed to
analyze programs in place for teachers that aid in times of demoralization or
suggestions on what teachers' need for such support. Finally, data collected
from interviews provided insight into the existing factors and levels of teacher
demoralization, while also providing a reflective platform for teachers to provide
solutions to this discourse.

Objectives of the Study
•

To analyze the systematic professional factors that leave teachers
demoralized.
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•

To gain in-depth understanding on teacher demoralization at the individual
level.

Research Questions
This phenomenological study explored various contributing factors of
demoralization as told through the lens teachers in the profession, as well as
gained insight into the individual teacher experience of the phenomena
(Glesne, 2016; Moustakas, 1994). This study addressed the following
questions through the lived experiences of the participants in this study.
1. What governmental education policy restraints contribute to teacher
demoralization in the management and/or governance overseeing their
duties as a teacher?
2. What governmental education policy restraints contribute to teacher
demoralization in the educational systematic design?
3. What programs are in place to support professional demoralization or
what do teachers suggest is needed to support demoralization?

Significance of the Study
This inquiry will contribute to recent research in the area of teacher
demoralization. The importance of this study is to highlight the impact school
governance and management have on teachers and how that may reflect on the
educational experience they provide for their students. Discovering the roots of
policy discourse is a start to understanding the variables that may or may not
6

create demoralization. This study will, at the very least, bring to light
conversations about education governance, and perhaps legislators may take an
interest in the various discourses and raise awareness to the present
vulnerabilities of a school governance impacted by neoliberal influence.

Conceptual Framework
This conceptual framework is based on the phenomenological analysis of
teacher demoralization specific to the individual experience of the phenomenon
for teachers currently in the teacher profession. Figure 1 provides a detailed
image of the framework of this study with the teacher at the center of the multilevel neoliberal influenced education system.
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
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Assumptions
This study assumed that participants were familiar with school policy and
the various levels of governance school policy is seen through. This study
presumed that participants would respond to questions with their perceptions of
their truth; truth shaped by the worldview lens that developed by their individual
life experiences. It is also presumed that teachers were or had been impacted by
various levels of policy and power that may create or has created professional
demoralization. Finally, the study presumed that participants in the study would
re-create or honestly voice their own lived experiences and observations as
prompted through interview.

Delimitations
This study was restricted to full-time teachers, in the K-12 setting, to
understand the professionals within the traditional work schedule and job duties.
This study focused on teacher demoralization due to accountability systems,
federally and state-wide, that are still being adjusted at the present time of this
study. There is not enough literature on teacher demoralization in the United
States and this study’s findings were a generalization amongst the participants in
this study. Additionally, this study took place during the COVID-19 pandemic and
interview data was collected through technology for the safety of all participants.
As a result, one-on-one and focus group interviews were done through the
computer screen and lacked human interaction that may have been essential
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when analyzing this human phenomenon. Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic may
have inadvertently influenced responses to interview questions due to the heavy
political hand driving the education system under this nation-wide emergency
crisis, and the strong opinions from parents, media, politicians, and educators
behind schools shutting down and shifting to online learning.

Definition of Terms
Accountability: Accountability is to answer for the result of something
(Dictionary.com, 2019). In education, accountability is overseen by state or
federal goals connected to school funding and sanctions; teachers and schools
are held accountable for student academic achievement.
Achievement Gap: On a global level, the achievement gap is that gap
between American students and their industrialized counterparts on test
international test scores; at the national level, the achievement gap is the test
score gap between students of varying socio-economic status or race (Hartney &
Flavin, 2014; Ornstein, 2010).
Burnout: Burnout is identified as emotional exhaustion or lack of energy
and emotional resources, depersonalization or detachment within the self and the
world, and reduced sense of personal accomplishment or lowered confidence in
one’s ability to be productive or self-efficient (Lee, 2016; Lee, 2019).
Demoralization: Demoralization is the result of high levels of anxiety in
which a person does not know the solution to, with a sense of depression and
hopelessness (Clarke & Kissane, 2002; Santaro, 2011; Tsang & Liu, 2016).
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Discourse: Discourse in this dissertation is centered on Michel Foucault’s
social discourse theory; emphasizing on a larger overarching web of knowledge
implemented through educations systematic practices, ideas, and values that
shape student knowledge and societal functioning behind the ideals of the
powers influencing education (Angermuller, 2018; Clegg, 1998; Popkewitz &
Brennan, 1998).
Disempowerment: Any type of negative emotions experienced when one
cannot achieve their moral goals (Lee, 2019; Santoro, 2011; Tsang, 2019).
Emotional Labor: Emotional labor is managing (regulating) or masking
(surface acting) unpleasant emotions to display socially or professionally
acceptable emotions (Lee, 2016; Lee, 2019).
Educational Leaders: Educational leaders include any professional in
education motivated to advocate for students through moral agency in and
outside of the classroom through various levels that range from classroom
teacher to district administrator (Glickman et al., 2013; Owings & Kaplan, 2012).
Ethical Code: A set of standards guiding professional behavior within an
organization (Friedman, 2008); ethical code expectations for teachers are in
effect in both personal and professional areas of their lives (Apgar, 2018; Blacker
et al., 2012; Cambron-McCabe et al., 2014; Owings & Kaplan, 2012).
Globalization: The newest ways in which individual nations are influenced
by ‘international world order’ in relation to political, economic, and cultural areas
of ideologies are molded by technological advancement. Political globalization,
economic globalization, and cultural globalization are interrelatedly connected
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with one another, and all influence the flow of education policy (Olssen et al.,
2004).
Moral Agents: Professionals intrinsically motivated to serve in the nurture
and care of another’s development, guidance, or growth such as the teaching
profession (Bergem, 1990; Cook-Sather & Baker-Doyle, 2017; Tsang, 2019).
Neoliberalism: This term originated in the 1930s following the Great
Depression of 1929 due to the impact “old” liberalism assumedly had on
economic decline; neoliberalism is known as the “new” liberalism, and it began to
rise in the 1970s (Bockman, 2013). When powerful states implement policies
that deregulate industry, relax restrictions on foreign trade and flows of money,
privatize state companies, maintain order through expanding prison and security
systems, and make “austerity” budget cuts to areas like social services,
education, and welfare benefits. David Harvey defines neoliberalism as a
capitalist’s response to implement neoliberal policies (with political allies) to
restore conditions for profitability and capitalist power. Michael Foucault stated
neoliberalism brings markets and powerful states together, but argues that what
makes a state truly neoliberal is using the market to govern, distributing services
and benefits according to market logic of efficiency, competitiveness, and
profitability.
School Governance: The bureaucratic system of education; federal, state,
and local governmental systems that overarch the who, what, where, why, and
how of student knowledge and learning experiences through laws, mandates,
funding, curriculum content, and accountability measures (Blacker et al., 2012).
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Stress: Undergoing any negative experience that brings about
disagreeable and unpleasant emotions (Kriacou, 2000). This study is focused on
stress in the workplace as a result of demoralization; components that contribute
to stress in the workplace include personal vulnerability to stress, environmental
factors, and organizational climate (Kendal et al., 2000).
Top-Down Management: Bureaucratic management of policies,
mandates, or other expectations in a top down manner. School sites traditionally
disperse management duties of school site functions in a top down manner;
visible in education, for example, through the implementation of legislative
mandates from federal to state to county to district to school site to
department/level to classroom (Thompson, 2017; Tsang & Lui, 2017; Tsang,
2019).
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

“It’s very important for our country. It’s very important for the wellbeing of
the student and the parents. So we’re going to be putting a lot of pressure on:
Open your schools in the fall” (Trump, 2020; p. 25). President Trump’s Twitter
announcement in response to schools needing to re-open after being closing
during the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the rise in positive COVID-19 cases
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020b).

Introduction
In this study, the context of demoralization is the professional limitations
faced by teachers who are outside the scope of their professional influence and
power. Job demands that interfere with their ability to provide a nurturing and
equitable learning experience for multiple and diverse student needs while
managing the unpredictability of each day, hour by hour, minute by minute (Clark
& Kissane, 2002; Dunbar, 2009; Elcan, 2017; Hinds, 2013; Isenbarger &
Zembylas, 2006; Jennings & Greenberg, 2009; Jeong, 2013; Kim, 2013; Lee,
2019; Lloyd, 2016; Noonoo, 2019; Patel, 2014; Ravitch, 2013; Rose, 2018;
Santoro, 2011, 2012; Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007).
Demoralizing limitations within the profession include systematic accountabilities
that vary from school site to state level, and the overall top-down decision making
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in the field of teacher profession (Berryhill et al., 2009; Cheng, 2009; Epstein,
2004; Gokalp, 2008; Jeong, 2018; Olssen et al., 2004).
It is imperative to acknowledge the several health risks possible from the
negative emotions endured by teachers in a demoralizing work experience
(Berryhill et al., 2009; Buric, 2018; De Figueiredo, 1993; Dougall & Baum, 2001;
Fimian et al., 1985; Gokalp, 2008; Hinds, 2013; Lee, 2016, 2019; Skaalvik &
Skaalvik, 2010; Walker, 2019; Van Dick, 2001). Also discussed will be the
various ethical duties teachers are held accountable to and the moral agency that
drives them while simultaneously creating an internal struggle between doing
what is morally right versus doing what is expected from management of various
levels of oversight (Apgar, 2018; Bergem, 1990; Cook-Sather & Baker-Doyle,
2017; Kim, 2013; Owings & Kaplan, 2012; Santoro, 2011). To best understand
the weight of teacher demoralization, it is imperative to dive into the depths of the
social and political issues and decisions that influence or have influenced the
direction of education in the United States.
Ethically and morally, teachers foster the learning experiences of students.
They are bound to implore an engaging and equitable classroom environment
that assists diverse cultures, needs, intersectionality, and learning styles of all
students, while accomplishing any job accountabilities presented by
administrative management set forth by the varying levels of political leadership
(Acton & Glasgow, 2015; Thompson, 2017; Tsang, 2019). Teacher
administrative duties can stem from state or federal mandates and regulations,
school county board policies, school district board policy, school district
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administrator oversight, school site regulatory oversight, and department leader
oversight. Though educators receive all documents throughout the layers of the
credentialing process and hiring process, they are also required to know all
contractual and law logistical matters. Teachers are to be aware of district board
policy, union contract, state teacher code of ethics, state education code, teacher
standards, curriculum standards, and school/state/federal policies. This
awareness is particularly expected during processes of change, and when any of
the aforementioned information has changed or has new additions (Blacker et al.,
2012).
While juggling to make an impact on the lives of students and fulfill
bureaucratic initiatives, teachers feel demoralized when the importance of
administrative duties take time away from providing curriculum and a relevant
learning experience to students (Noonoo, 2019; Santaro, 2011; Thompson, 2017;
Tsang & Lui, 2016). Providing a supportive and productive learning environment
is challenging, given the various levels of educational system oversight, where
decisions on classroom happenings are mandated. These decisions are
depleting teacher efficacy and leaving educators feeling disempowered (Santaro,
2011; Tsang, 2019). When new mandates and accountability obligations get
added on top of present directives, it trickles down into the individual classroom,
limiting the educational control teachers and school administrators can foster for
the communities they serve. This study aimed to analyze the work demands that
teachers find demoralizing and disempowering. Leadership decisions and
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governance will reveal the complexity of education management as connected to
the phenomena of teacher demoralization.

Teachers as Moral Agents
Morale is deeply rooted in the attitudes, values, and beliefs that drive
motivation within individuals. There are overall and long-established
expectations amongst parents, policymakers, educational professionals, and
community members that teachers are morally and ethically aware of being role
models to children (Blacker et al., 2012; Kim, 2013). As we dig deeper into the
complexity of the teacher professional, it is essential to discuss the teacher and
all that guides and motivates them (Tsang & Lui, 2017; Watt, 2012). Teachers
not only endure emotional labor in their profession for the betterment of the
students they serve (Buric, 2019); they also endure the blame for social problems
that stem from areas beyond the classroom, hence, the continual changes in
school policies nationwide (Olssen et al., 2004; Patel, 2014; Ravitch, 2013;
Robertson, 2000; Russakoff, 2015; Thompson, 2017; Tyack & Cuban, 1995;
Weiner, 2012; Zhao, 2008).
Moral Agency
Teachers are viewed as moral agents (Bergem, 1990; Tsang, 2019)
because the motivations behind the decisions and actions they take for their
students are with the intention to guide students to their best possible potential
(Cook-Sather & Baker-Doyle, 2017; Low et al., 2011). Research has shown that
the driving motivation for most teachers to get into the profession is the factor of
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making a difference in developing the potential of their students (Low et al.,
2011). Teachers are motivated to guide students toward their full potential
(Cook-Sather & Baker-Doyle, 2017); teaching in a manner that provides students
with the tools and confidence to believe in who they are and in the value of their
dreams is fulfilling. Since teachers are given the responsibility to take care of
and nurture other persons' development, teaching, to a large degree, can be
observed as a moral enterprise (Bergem, 1990; Tsang & Lui, 2016). Teachers
are intrinsically and mentally rewarded when their students achieve moral
educational goals. In a recent study, the motivations of new teachers from
Germany, the United States, Norway, and Australia were studied to understand
what made them enter the teaching profession (Watt, 2012). Researchers
discovered similarities between all four countries in motivating factors, and found
intrinsic values and the desire to socially contribute as the top reason for
choosing teaching as a career (Watt, 2012).
Teacher Code of Ethics
Ethics are the norms, values, beliefs, habits, and attitudes that we choose
to follow; coded ethic systems establish and guide behavior within a particular
represented organization or profession. Ethics as a moral philosophy differ from
one leader to the next; hence, the varied leadership styles that exist amongst
school leaders (Owings & Kaplan, 2012). Leaders get pulled in different ethical
directions during complicated situations regarding values and morals. Regardless
of personal morals and values, educational leaders and teachers will put others
and their organization first in making complex decisions (Kaplan & Owings,
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2012). School educational leaders and teachers lead by a moral example
because it is an assigned mission to positively affect all school and community
stakeholders through influence and support (Owings & Kaplan, 2012;
Tschannen-Moran, 2014).
Teachers are held to a higher standard than other citizens in other
professions. "In addition to the state and federal government, their professional
organizations provide ethical codes and standards as guidelines for daily
behavior. Transgression in their private lives may lead to tarnished reputations,
ruined careers, and legal sanction” (Blacker, et al., 2012, p. 99). Like any public
service professional, whether in the professional role or everyday life, every
general word spoken/written, civil action, social media presence, networking, or
attendance of community events hold the expectations mentioned above on the
individual as a teacher. Teachers are ethically bound to the teacher identity, by
various ethical policies, and throughout their career (Cambron-McCabe et al.,
2014; Owings & Kaplan, 2012; Blacker et al., 2012).
Nationwide, teachers are accountable to their state teacher code of ethics.
In California, teachers have three different organizations that provide guidelines
on their ethical expectations (Blacker et al., 2012): (a) National Education
Association (NEA) or California Teachers Association (CTA), (b) California
Professional Standards for Educational Leaders (CPSEL), and (c) California
Commission's on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC). The CTA Code of Ethics
consists of two principles, each principle encompassing other components of its
policy. Principle One oversees the commitment to the student, and Principal Two
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oversees commitment to protecting the high standards of the education
profession (Blacker et al., 2012). As referenced in Blacker, Stine, and Stine
(2012), the CCTC is required by (Ca Ed. Code, S. 44330) to suspend or revoke
credentials (Ca Ed. Code, S.4434) for "immoral or unprofessional conduct,"
continual defiance and disobedience of the law, or being unfit for service (Ca Ed.
Code, S. 44421, 2011, p. 1303). Immoral and unprofessional conduct is conduct
that offends the morals of the community and is considered lousy modeling to the
community's youth (Reutter, 1994).
Teachers are public service professionals (Tsang, 2016) expected to lead
by example; to protrude an inspiring authenticity that brings about openness and
vulnerability that allows a natural form of trust from the ones they serve
(Tschannen-Moran, 2014). Teacher identity is not something that disappears
when the end of the day school bell rings as it as an end-of-the-day time stamp in
other professions. Private lifestyles that limit teacher effectiveness can provide
school administrators to act; teachers and administrators have higher
expectations to be role models in their personal public lives as they are
professionally (Cambron-McCabe et al., 2014). Teachers and educational
leaders must act reasonably and be aware of the unfavorable consequences that
may result in any actions deemed controversial (Blacker et al., 2012; CambronMcCabe et al., 2014; Owings & Kaplan, 2012; Tschannen-Moran, 2014).
Guided by the specific position within the education profession, community
involvement is an essential component in the role within the community served
(Cambron-McCabe et al., 2014; Owings & Kaplan, 2012; Tschannen-Moran,
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2014). Professionals working with students in the educational environment are to
build community and family connections beyond the school environment; strong
relationships with community school partners and parents leads to better student
outcomes (Berryhill & Fromewick, 2009). Often networking, parent conferences,
or other necessary connections for the benefit of students occur outside of
instructional time and community events or networking occurs on weekends or
anytime and anywhere in public situations; teachers are morally and ethically
obligated to do whatever it takes to enhance student learning environments and
experiences (Owings & Kaplan, 2012; Tsang, 2019; Tschannen-Moran, 2014).

Demoralization
Stress
Teacher stress, specifically, is best defined as a teacher undergoing any
negative experience that brings about difficult and unpleasant emotions (Kriacou,
2000). Elements that contribute to stress in the workplace include personal
vulnerability to stress, environmental factors, and organizational climate (Kendal
et al., 2000). The profession of teaching has been associated with high levels of
stress, according to research released over the last three decades (Wolgast &
Fischer, 2014). Teachers experience physical, behavioral, and psychological
health problems as a result of stress; teachers report more illnesses and doctor
visits than the overall population (Makinen & Kinnunen, 1986).
In Oregon, 523 teachers in K-8 schools participated in a study which found
that 25% of teacher participants expressed experiencing high or extreme levels
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of stress, while 50-90% reported experiencing stress often or always (Hinds,
2013). In a Gallup (2014) study, among twelve other professions, the teaching
had the highest amount of stress at 46%; same as nursing at 46% and slightly
above medicine at 45%.
When stress levels are too high, it not only impacts student learning, but
may also influence teacher retention (Clement, 2017). Additional research found
that emotional support was a major deciding factor if teachers decided to stay or
leave the teaching profession (Hughes, Matt, & O’Reilly, 2015). The findings
emphasized the importance of environmental, instructional support, and staff
appreciation (Hughes et al., 2015). Hughes et al., 2015 suggests that teachers
should be provided training on resiliency or coping skills, enhancing collegial
support, and strengthening principal support in mediating between teachers’
needs and demands of the educational system. Kim (2013) suggests that more
attention be given to the role of emotion in moral reasoning and calls for ethical
literacy development in teacher preparation training to best prepare them for the
moral-ethical challenges they will face in the classroom.
Burnout
Aside from physiological problems, according to Dougall and Baum
(2001), stress can result in: (a) negative moods; (b) difficulties with attention,
memory, and problem-solving; (c) reduced motivation; (d) decreased restraint
against harmful behaviors; (e) reductions in sleep; (f) increased aggression; and
(g) changes in eating, drinking, and smoking behaviors. Workplace challenges
can create stress and symptoms of burnout (Makinen & Kinnunen, 1986),
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potentially causing loss of engagement, disease, and disability (Demerouti et al.,
2001). In a study about teacher efficacy, burnout, and job satisfaction, Skaalvik
and Skaalvik’s (2010) found that strong teacher efficacy was a predictor in job
satisfaction, while the opposite harmed teacher satisfaction, resulting in burnout
and emotional exhaustion. Burnout, according to Makinen and Kinnunen (1986),
is identified as emotional exhaustion or lack of energy and emotional resources,
depersonalization or detachment within the self and the world, and a reduced
sense of personal accomplishment or lowered confidence in one's ability to be
productive or self-efficient.
Teacher Demoralization
While burnout is centered on limitations within one's mind, or thinking that
creates negative emotions and experiences, demoralization is centered on the
negative emotions caused by the deficiencies outside oneself within one's social
environment. Any type of negative emotions that teachers experience when they
cannot achieve moral goals are disempowering and summarized as
demoralization (Santoro, 2011). Burnout and demoralization symptomatically
look the same, but the difference between the two is that burnout is due to
internal psychological factors while demoralization is due to external social
factors (Santoro, 2012). In modern social culture, the blame for social and
systemic issues is typically pinned onto teachers for what is or what is not taught
(Lloyd, 2016; Ravitch, 2013; Santoro, 2011). Teachers feel hopeless, or burntout, but burnout is not an accurate term to describe how blame and professional
limitations are creating teacher attrition (Lloyd, 2016; Santoro, 2011). Due to
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influential forces beyond their control, such as restrictive governmental or reform
group standards, teachers succumb to disempowerment and are then blamed
when the results go south (Lloyd, 2016).
Demoralization also causes a form of exogenous depression because
these negative emotions stem from situational or experiential factors in one's
environment. Jerome Franks defines demoralization as the inability "to cope,
together with associated feelings of helplessness, hopelessness,
meaninglessness, subject incompetence and diminished self-esteem” (Tsang &
Liu, 2016, p. 202). Clark and Kissane's (2002) study aimed to find validity in the
construct of demoralization. They found demoralization to be a result of high
levels of anxiety in which a person does not know the solution to along with a
sense of depression and hopelessness. De Figueiredo (1993) described
demoralization and depression as two married entities:
Demoralization may be viewed as a combination of distress and subjective
incompetence. The main problem in demoralization is the sense of
incompetence experienced by the demoralized individual; this sense of
incompetence results from uncertainty as to the appropriate direction of
action. By contrast, the major difficulty in endogenomic depression is a
decreased magnitude of motivation even when the appropriate direction of
action is known. This distinction is important not only because
demoralization appears to be a major public health problem, but it also
appears to influence the course or worsen the prognosis of both
nonpsychiatric and psychiatric disorders. (p. 308)
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Cognitive overload is when a person and their work environment exhausts
or exceeds that person's resources, resulting in stress on information processing
and decision making (Gokalp, 2008). Gokalp’s findings suggest that while in
cognitive overload, teacher decision-making regarding students is based on
personal biases and stereotypes irrelevant to actual student performance. When
faced with stress, particularly stress as a result of demoralization, teachers may
feel emotional exhaustion that leads to decreased positive feelings toward
students (Gokalp, 2008; Makinen & Kinnunen, 1986). Teachers undergoing
problems associated with stress can negatively impact their relationships with
their students, and as a result, influence their academic and mental functioning
(Hinds, 2013). School districts enforce social emotional and trauma informed
teaching practices; however, demoralized teachers may not have room to make
those necessary connections in a demoralized profession.
Teacher demoralization leaves teachers feeling disempowered, further
impacting their well-being and professional performance (Lee, 2019; Santoro,
2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010; Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016). “Working for
years in a toxic and unsupportive environment can lead to the erosion of
personal resources in even the most-hardy teacher” (Santoro, 2012). When
institutional forces, educational reform, and school administration control the
labor process of teaching, it is socially disempowering to teachers by forcing
them to utilize their time and energy on managerial labor processes, leaving little
left for instructional work (Lee, 2019; Santoro, 2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010;
Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016). Teachers are struggling to hold on to their
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core values in the discourse of accountability, often finding themselves feeling
the split between their student-centered moral values and incorporating them
through system obligations (Wrigley, 2016).
Emotional Labor
Emotional labor, coined by Arlie Hochschild (1983), can be defined as
managing (regulating) or masking (surface acting) unpleasant emotions to
display socially or professionally acceptable emotions (Lee, 2016; Lee, 2019).
Hochschild (1983) shed light on the phenomenon of emotional labor in her study
conducted about flight attendants and the regulations of their emotions.
Emotional labor as a professional duty involving putting effort into the
suppression of emotions that may be deemed inappropriate in professional
situations (Mastracci & Adams, 2018). Although emotional labor is a job demand
found in professionals working in social service, its importance is doubled for
teachers. Without adequate emotional management, teachers risk not only
upsetting their students, but also negatively impacting their educational
experience in the long run (Isenbarger & Zembylas, 2006).
According to Isenbarger and Zembylas (2006), emotional labor is essential
in attaining teaching goals and providing a learning environment in which
students feel cared for. When an education professional is faced with trying
times, emotional management needs to take place to protect the educational
experience for students (Lee, 2016). Students are sensitive to the facial
expression, tone of voice, body language, and overall temperament of their
teachers. Buric (2019) found that teachers who fake emotions (surface acting)
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and regulate emotions (deep acting) both had positive outcomes with students in
their perceptions of teacher enthusiasm. No matter how a teacher manages their
emotions by utilizing healthy or unhealthy methods (Hochschild, 1983), it is
beneficial for student learning. As moral agents driven by intrinsic factors (Watt,
2012), this is a necessary part of the job. Educational professionals are faced
with emotionally challenging incidents daily; managing their emotions is to stand
by ethical, moral, and societal expectations.

School Governance
Understanding parts of school governance is essential to grasping teacher
demoralization because of the layers of decisions that are made through the web
of governance impacting classroom instruction and overall education
management.
Federal
The Constitution Projects database, created by Google, holds
constitutions of 194 countries worldwide. Constitutions can be viewed and
compared to one another by looking at specific areas of interest in a keyword
search. When searching for 'education', 187 constitutions, out of the database’s
195 constitutions, hold the name 'education' as a component in their constitution
(The Constitution Project, n.d.). The constitution of the United States of America
is one of only seven countries that does not include the word 'education' (The
Constitution Project, n.d.). This contradicts the weight of the role our government
plays in policymaking and significant decisions made about public education.
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The worldwide educational ranking is data utilized by our education system to
measure the progress of knowledge in our country as it compares to that of other
countries. That data used, as an indicator of worldwide economic
competitiveness, globalization; therefore, influencing the continuous changes in
education policy and practices we have been seeing in education the past few
decades (Apple, 2005; Davies & Bansel, 2007; Libby & Horn, 2011; Robertson,
2000;).
The United States constitution holds the highest level of "supreme law" in
the country, in which all state, local governance, and school boards of education
must stand by; however, the word "education" is not found in the document, but
is covered within the Tenth Amendment (Blacker et al., 2012). "Powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the
States, are reversed to the people" (U.S. Const. Amend. X, States Rights,
[Sect.1.]). Other constitutional amendments impact education, but the word
"education" was not written within this supreme body of law, though a concern of
the U.S. government. The Tenth Amendment delegates each state the right to
govern education through its own system (Blacker et al., 2012).
State
In 1879, the constitutional mandate of providing public education was
amended in the state of California (Cal. Const. Art. IX, Sec. 1.). Legislation
began the education code in 1929; it gives the California State Board of
Education (CSBE) extensive influence to adopt whatever guidelines and policies
they believe fundamental for elementary and secondary education; however,
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state-wide, schools rely on statutory code (California Education Code) as the
absolute declaration (Blacker et al., 2012). Since the beginning of the statutory
code, there have been 101,060 education acts/statutes/bills under the California
education code. In 2018, 113 bills were chaptered and in 2019, 95 bills were
chaptered. California education laws are constantly changing, and are one of the
most adjusted legislatively managed areas within the California constitution
(www.leginfo.ca.gov). It is important to note that this applies to all education
levels from K-12, vocational schools, and postsecondary institutions. All bills go
through legislation before being signed by the governor, with each bill written by
a policymaker for the betterment of our education system.
Education policymakers pass on the implementation process of the plans
and strategies behind their policies. However, the action of these reforms,
except under rare instances, are not in the control of the policymakers (Epstein,
2004); they are controlled by the state boards of education who report to a school
state board, not the state governor. Essentially, there are two governments
overseeing education within each state (Epstein, 2004). Local school districts
oversee the management of implementing new state-mandated regulations and
the local governance of their school district. Districts adopt their codes of ethics
in their board policy and delegate implementations down to the school sites, both
state- and locally mandated (California Education Code).
The California Healthy Youth Act and Physical Educators are examples of
state education mandates. In 2009, during the economic decline, school districts
were forced to cut budgets, resulting in the elimination of health teachers.
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However, the 2001 California Healthy Youth Act (CA. Ed. Code 51930) mandate
required health education in public schools. School districts may choose to utilize
any subject matter teacher they deem appropriate (Ca Ed. Code, S. 51900);
typically, physical education or science teachers are selected to teach these
health regulations. Teachers are mandated to teach overall health components,
including, but not limited to, human sexuality, gender, sexually transmitted
diseases, HIV, and pregnancy. Parents/Guardians were provided the opportunity
to opt-out of this educational experience for their child (Ca Ed. Code, S. 51937),
and some districts allowed parents/guardians to select parts of the health
curriculum they wanted their child to learn. With class sizes often double that of
core subjects, athletic- and fitness-centered instructors are told to attend
mandatory training to cover these topics by their supervisors. Depending on the
values of the teacher, some may deem this as demoralizing if the educational
components within the regulation do not align with their own beliefs or teacher
pre-service preparation. Some school districts may hire outside consultants (Ca
Ed. Code, S. 51936) or other professionals, but not all districts do. Regardless,
the teacher is to be in attendance with these students during their lesson
(California Education Code).
Policymakers should focus on changes that help teachers in the classroom,
not policies that aim at challenging their morale. Policymakers may wish to
consider the diminished job engagement or emotional exhaustion accountability
measures teachers experience (Noonoo, 2019; Santoro, 2011; Thompson, 2017;
Tsang & Lui, 2016; Tsang, 2019). In a 2019 study, Tsang found that teachers in
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Hong Kong who were mainly guided by nurturing student growth in pursuit of
their moral agency felt socially disempowered by the 'managerialism’ education
reform and administrative control over labor practices in education. As the
mandates and regulations pile on and society's expectations of the education
system continue to add onto the existing globalized complexities, school
administrators and teachers will continue to face professional demoralization
without any political reprieve (Noonoo, 2019; Santoro, 2011; Thompson, 2017;
Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Lui, 2016; Zhao, 2008). To summarize, “we do not help
children by demoralizing those who do the most difficult work with them under the
most difficult conditions, every day” (Ravitch, 2013, p. 771).

Multi-Level Education Management
Government
To understand the top-down management that occurs within the school
site, it is imperative to start from the very top, as high-level governmental
decisions begin the ripple of decisions to follow. The U.S. constitution delegates
school governance to each state; states hold the responsibility of managing
education within their governing bodies and states delegate governance to the
local school board (Blacker et al., 2012). Local school boards are run by
community members who delegate management to district level administrators
where management is divided up amongst district-level administrators. School
boards and district administrators assign one head principal at each school site.
The principal delegates management with a division of duties amongst their
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assistant or vice principals, and they delegate teachers with special assignments
to assist in areas of professional development or mentor needs. Principals also
delegate department management to one department or grade level chairs and
student academic management to counselors who oversee student placement.
Finally, teachers manage the students assigned in their classes (Glickman et al.,
2013). Teachers may report to any of the aforementioned levels of oversight at
any given time.
School Site
School sites function in a top to bottom management system and, often,
the head principal delegates duties amongst the assistant principals to oversee
particular areas of the school, certificated staff, classified staff, students,
extracurriculars, programs, and community (Glickman et al., 2013; Thompson,
2017; Tsang & Lui, 2016). When a teacher needs a resource, they are expected
to address this need through a chain of command, often beginning with their
department chair. The department chair reports to the assistant principal
overseeing their department, and the assistant principal reports to the principal.
Should any concern need addressing beyond the first level, the principal would
report to the assistant superintendent or director overseeing the area of concern.
Concerns are addressed based on their urgency, and the workload of their
supervisor(s) at the time of the concern (Glickman et al., 2013). Along this chain
of inquiry, a response received may or may not be in favor of the teacher's initial
inquiry, but visible transparency is easy to lose in a system designed to follow
such a decision-making structure by individuals who carry large workloads or
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decisions that impact the majority of the people they serve (Weick & Sutcliffe,
2007).
Administration
In general, administrators deliver changes or new regulations to the
teachers they oversee; often, these changes come with a resistance to change
because systematic changes take time to adjust to – some changes can take
years (Jones, 2016; Jost, 2015). In other cases, management style may impact
a teacher’s likeliness to implement changes supported by administrators, who
are overall supportive of classroom management and discipline issues, school
safety, and the other logistical components necessary for teacher and student
support. Additionally, administrators are expected to lead any curriculum
changes and to keep teaching strategies aligned with current trends for their staff
through training and other resources (Glickman, et al., 2013). However, it is
unusual for an administrator to have the opportunity to support every teacher due
to their work demands (Clement, 2017; Weick & Sutcliffe, 2007).
In a 2018 study about understanding teacher change amongst physical
educators across the nation, Kern and Graber discovered that when
administrators (among 2,423 participants) were minimally active in mandated
educational program changes within their department, teachers were not
expected to make significant changes. The researchers also found that teachers
who had past patterns of self-initiating changes were likely to continue selfinitiating changes, even without interaction from their principal in the process
(Kern & Graber, 2018). Teacher self-initiated change, or self-efficacy, is a
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reflection on the role of the school administrator (Gonzalez, 2017). Learning selfefficacy could have benefited the willingness to initiate change (Kern & Graber,
2018). Administrators who are supportive of teacher efforts, open to teacher
collaboration upon curriculum changes and professional developments, and
willing to recognize the efforts of staff members were more likely to empower
self-efficacy amongst teachers (Gonzalez, 2017). Placing too many demands on
teachers resulted in loss of planning and instructional time, depleting selfefficacy, and increasing emotional exhaustion (Gonzalez, 2017; Tsang & Lui,
2016).

Accountability Discourse
Accountability is to answer for or to be liable for. In education,
accountability is holding teachers and schools liable for student academic
achievement by linking state or federal educational goals to school funding and
sanctions. The way accountability measures stand, constant remodeling or
renaming of current methods and more student categorization is reproducing
social and political inequities (Berryhill et al., 2009; Davies & Bansel, 2007; De
Saxe & Favela, 2018; Reigeluth, 2014).
Discourse
Measuring student achievement, the formula of assessments, and other
measurable categories of students has shifted over the past three decades.
Politically charged reforms are driving educational content in school classrooms,
including other behavioral, social, and emotional needs, as well as school
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accountability regarding of the development of the 'whole-child'. The teacher's
job couples moral agency with bureaucratic administrative duties, which create
limitations on the time they invest to enhance student growth to fulfill various
accountability measures (Acton & Glasgow, 2015; Thompson, 2017; Tsang,
2019; Tsang & Lui, 2016). Accountability measures are concerned with present
judgments on the effectiveness of schools and teachers regarding the
configuration of an imagined prospect of tomorrow. Too often, they neglect the
existing student culture and education foundation and focus on the potential
triumphs in global knowledge and economic power (Apple, 2005; Davies &
Bansel, 2007; Noonoo, 2019; Thompson, 2017; Weiner, 2012; Wrigley, 2016).
Federal
Diane Ravitch, a former United States assistant Secretary of Education
(1991-1993), former member of the National Assessment Governing Board (1997
– 2004), and current professor at New York University's Steinhardt School of
Culture, Education, and Human Development was an initial advocate of the No
Child Left Behind Act under the Bush administration. Ravitch renounced her
support of No Child Left Behind after discovering issues within the regulation that
did not align to her values as an educational leader regarding the use of
accountability measures and school closures as a means to improve schooling,
rather than utilizing poverty as the best predictor of low academic achievement
(Ravitch, 2013). Ravitch summarizes the impact of school accountability:
We cannot expect the schools alone to shoulder the burden of social
change; they are part of the solution, but only a part. Neither addressing
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poverty alone, nor focusing solely on schools, is likely to transform
children’s lives sufficiently and give them the opportunities they need to
succeed. Are all of these changes expensive? Yes, but not nearly as
expensive as the social, economic costs of crime, illness, violence,
despair, wasted human talent. (Ravitch, 2013, p. 769-770)
State
State accountability systems are intended to collect and track student data
for analysis of where improvements are needed and to set goals for improved
growth and student achievement. All components that impact a student's
education, from test scores to household income, are reported. If teachers could
access a similar accountability system used in student households, they could
better foster the student learning process by knowing relevant details about
students concerning their learning needs. For example, instructional techniques
could be adjusted by knowing how many hours of sleep students average each
night, if students feel safe in their neighborhoods, or the number of time students
spend on schoolwork at home, as well as any element that could impede a child's
ability to learn in school. Such an accountability system would be unlikely;
however, schools are expected to produce particular results in their state
accountability reports, which are impacted by such elements (Ravitch, 2013).
In 2018, California began to see some accountability measure progress on
the state's system called Dashboard (www.caschooldashboard.org). The
dashboard is a result of the Local Control Accountability Plan, which reports
information from school superintendents on student achievement, student
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engagement, other student outcomes, school climate, parental involvement,
essential services, course access, and implementation of common core
standards. Details within these dashboard areas include demographics, race,
and number of suspensions. The goal behind accountability is to help close the
achievement gap that generally exists in communities of lower-income and
minority households. Utilizing accountability as a means to close a gap put in
place by societal inequities does not align with the intentions of its initial goal
(Ravitch, 2013). Policymakers continue to push for achievement, despite the
individual lives or circumstances that heavily influence a child's academic
learning and success. Often, they turn to sound research that is driven by
reformers. "We must be more deliberate in naming, challenging, and pushing
back against the current neoliberal agenda" (De Saxe & Favela, 2018, p. 45).
Accountability measures intended to gather data, and those who have the
information and access to communicate it, are the ones who control the power in
what and how that data is being selected and used (Sahlberg, 2011).
Classroom
Teachers are limited in their moral agency by institutional forces, such as
the bureaucratization of schooling that places an importance on duties beyond
the classroom curriculum (Lee, 2019; Santoro, 2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010;
Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Liu, 2016). Throughout the past few decades, policy
analysts found that teachers do not feel effective as teachers or influential on
student learning due to the demands of accountability systems (Berryhill &
Fromework, 2009; Jeong, 2018). Jeong (2015) conducted a study on global
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changes in school governance and teacher responsibilities, which involved
analyzing decision-making responsibilities amongst teachers and school leaders
across 33 countries between 2000-2015. Jeong discovered that gains in
government authority hurt teachers' level of trust. Still, particularly in curriculum
and instruction, essential governmental authority poses a threat to the teaching
profession and on teacher’s autonomy (Jeong, 2018).
Teachers do not have as much instructional creativity or freedom when
abiding by curriculum mandates or other state/federal initiatives (Zhao, 2008).
Classroom creativity allows teachers to engage student individuality and varying
forms of learning styles; curriculum mandates do not honor the different forms of
intelligence that students hold as mandated tests center around reading, writing,
and math (Zhao, 2008). Teachers become subject to bureaucratic control
through accountability measures and enforced practices designed for disciplines
of classroom performance. Teachers are stuck between supporting unique
student needs and the disciplines of performance, causing a decrease in power
to control and moral connection to their work (Jeong, 2018; Robertson, 2000;
Thompson, 2017; Tsang, 2019; Zhao, 2008).
Failure
In school governance, there are individuals responsible for the policies
and creating educational changes and there are individuals held accountable for
the results. Often, these policy creators are praised and celebrated for their
changes, but blame for failure is placed elsewhere (Epstein, 2004). Over the last
fifteen years, our nation has seen rapid changes in education from No Child Left
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Behind and Race to the Top, to common core standards and state accountability
systems that are still being adjusted. This early push for educational change has
changed the way we view education as a nation. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics (2017), on the academic performance of sampled
fourth- and eighth-graders, traditional public or public charter school students
showed no measurable differences in average reading and mathematics scores
on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP).
Ethically bound, moral agents bear the weight of blame for not meeting the
societal goals placed within education. When students do not perform well, on
standardized tests, teachers are blamed for poor pedagogy, leading to broad
rhetoric reform, which in turn, promotes the firing of tenured teachers and the
hiring of business teams to fix the issues (Sheppard, 2012; Tsang, 2019).
“Blaming and punishing the people who work in our neediest schools for the
persistence of social, economic and educational inequities is not just wrong, but
will further damage the children whose interest the corporate reformers claim to
be (protect)ing” (Ravitch, 2013, p. 770).

Neoliberal Influence
History
As of the 1980s, curriculum decisions were up to the discretion of local
districts; lobbyists and reformers were not given much attention. In 1989,
President George H.W. Bush presented the idea of having a set of national-level
education standards with the nation's governors. In 1990, he set a goal: by the
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year 2000, America's students would be number one in the world in math and
science achievement (Epstein, 2004). In 1994, Bill Clinton picked up where Bush
left off and enacted Goals 2000. This enactment enforced challenging academic
standards, aligned professional and curriculum standards to the state, and
delegated responsibilities to districts for implementing state standards (Epstein,
2004). In 1994, it was reauthorization as the Elementary and Secondary Schools
Act, called the Improving Americas Schools Act. This was when school districts
began to see accountability for meeting standards set by the federal government.
However, Goals 2000 faded away, and Clinton shifted educational focus on
reducing class sizes, school construction, and providing general aid (Epstein,
2004).
In 2002, No Child Left Behind (NCLB) reauthorized the Elementary and
Secondary Schools Act. Extending on the Improving Americas Schools Act,
NCLB required states to meet assessment, accountability, and performance
requirements within NCLB (Epstein, 2004). NCLB provided national visibility of
the accountability scores of each state and held schools accountable for low test
scores. NCLB, followed by much criticism, ended in 2014 and was followed by
Race to the Top, which produced annual performance reports based on the
criteria set by the financial grantees of the initiative for visible accountability and
held teachers accountable for low test scores (Epstein, 2004; Weiner, 2012).
School districts were receiving Race to the Top funding as incentives for
implementing these standards and were given additional rewards for being the
top in the nation under its criteria point system. In 2015, Every Student
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Succeeds Act (ESSA) put an end to the competitiveness and influencing states
to adopt particular education standards for incentives. ESSA is a revision of
NCLB and still enforces a similar system of accountability and standardized
testing. However, accountability under ESSA is under state control, while NCLB
was under federal control (Epstein, 2004; Weiner, 2012).
Government control of education accountability has made school failure a
possibility, and this opens up the doors for profitable opportunities by businesses
to fix what is not working; when schools fail, business-reformers step in (Kovacs,
2011). Under ESSA (2015), schools are held accountable for student test scores
in addition to a broader range of measures on student performance. The state
intervenes with improvement actions when a school has not met accountability
goals set by the state within four years. Data collected for accountability
measures are grouped by race/ethnicity, gender, socioeconomic status,
disability, English language learners, homeless status, students with a parent in
the military, and students in foster care (Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, 2016). Schools must test 95% of students in each
school in addition to 95% of students in each subgroup. Federally prescribed
corrective action will be taken on schools that do not meet these percentages
(Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2016).
Reform
Individual journeys fall along unique paths of experiences, influences, and
world views that shape and mold one’s being. No matter who is discussing
education, there is much polarized political discourse surrounding the values,
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views, and experiences of the ones reforming (Scott, 2014). Reform groups are
shaping the internal and external associations of schooling by attracting
neoliberal influenced shifts in the way its new interactions make an educational
policy of power (Thompson, 2017). Exhausting the professional and ethical
values of education organizations and their value systems and replacing them
with competitive minded organizations and market value systems intends to
produce student success like a product in a business market (Thompson, 2017).
Accountability measures do not take into consideration the home lives of
kids. Many live in lower socio-economic communities, experience single-parent
homes, homelessness, the foster care system, and so on (Ravitch, 2013). The
concern includes the comparison of one student group to the test scores of other
students in other nations, and such comparisons drive reformers who argue our
education is failing (Ravitch, 2013). Unlike schooling in other countries, our
public education system serves a diverse population of students from various
backgrounds of traumas, disabilities, language barriers, poverty, cultural barriers,
and emotional behavior challenges (Ravitch, 2013). Common education reforms
overlook the complexity and diversity of student learning needs and deliver
improvements that do not thrive in educational settings that serve varied
populations, contradicting the claims behind reform purposes. Failure often
prevails in diverse and minority-serving schools, blaming schools and teachers
who unsuccessfully deliver (De Saxe & Favela, 2018: Santaro, 2012; Smyth et
al., 1999).
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Educational reforms value accountability processes and the tasks that
involve measuring and reporting data; they have forgotten the value in the
teacher's instructional classroom work process (Tsang, 2019). Hattie and
Anderman (2013) produced two decades worth of empirical research on student
success and has provided educators and administrators with profound insight
into what best assists students in achievement; however, the participants of this
research were students and teachers abiding by the standards-based testing
system similar to a top-down controlled data-driven system (Terhart, 2011).
Some of Hattie and Anderman’s findings, such as how little class size impacts
student achievement, may hold different results in a system not designed to
teach to the test. Many school districts utilize Hattie and Anderman’s concepts in
professional developments and classrooms today, and some find his methods
align with our current accountability system.
In September 2017, Education Week Research Center (EWRC)
conducted a study on teachers and the impact of reforms for 500 participants
throughout the United States. EWRC (2017) found that reform-impacting
classrooms came from various levels of education governance; 41% initiated at
the district level, 36% initiated at the state level, 19% initiated at the individual
schools, and 4% initiated at the federal level. One-quarter of participants
reported that the reform had a negative impact on their classroom, 36% said
reform had both negative and positive impacts, and 39% of participants shared
that reform had positive impacts (EWRC, 2017). According to the study, 44% of
teachers said the pace of reform change was enough reason to leave the
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classroom, while 58% of teachers noted that reform enhanced their practice to
help students learn (EWRC, 2017):
Teachers may also be experiencing reform fatigue. Fifty-eight percent say
they have experienced too much or way too much reform in the past two
years. Eighty-four percent perceive that as soon as they get a handle on
a new reform, it changes. Sixty-eight percent are skeptical that ‘new’
education reforms are truly new, agreeing with the statement that ‘they
have (all) been tried before’. (EWRC, 2017, p. 2)
U.S. Education
Under the theory of neoliberalism, educational decisions and choices are
driven by enhancing global competitiveness and governmental goals, rather than
what is in the best interest of the students (Davies & Bansel, 2007; Patel, 2014).
To the neoliberalist, globalization of schooling justifies student education as a
means of competitive profitability, not to meet student well-being or
social/emotional needs (Wrigley, 2016). When different interests among
different educational and social ideas compete for power over educational policy
and practice, complexity rises, with replicas of leading pedagogical and curricular
methods and philosophies providing social advantages that supplement the
interests of those seeking its control (Apple, 2004). Figure 2 highlights the threat
of pulling funding from the President of the United States if schools do not
despite the rising cases of COVID-19. Figure 2 captures the political battle in our
school system and the power our politicians, particularly the President of the
United States, has on it.
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Figure 2. President Trump Tweet

Currently, during the COVID-19 pandemic, political leaders are divided in
the push to reopen schools, such as for the sake of the economy, as cases of
infection continue to rise (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2020b;
Superville, 2020). Twitter user and teacher Jillian Starr captured the questions
by educators about decisions being made for schools in Figure 3, questioning the
ones making those decisions (Starr, 2020).
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Figure 3. Social Media Presents Teacher Questions

Globalization in school systems has been visible since at least the 1980s
in capitalist countries, taking part in the global economy as a means to be
competitively successful (Davies & Bansel, 2007; Patel, 2014). Neoliberalism is
an art of creating a society that appears to provide freedom to the people, but
that freedom is controlled and provided by what the government desires and
enables (Davies & Bansel, 2007; Patel, 2014). Davies and Bansal (2007)
theorize that governments have implemented small components of change by
piecemeal functionalism, giving institutions the illusion that they are successful by
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their work and inventions while taking on neoliberal strategies to be more globally
competitive. In the neoliberalist society, education is a service that provides
products to be traded in the marketplace; increased educational accountability,
tied to funding and keeping schools open, reflect the connection of neoliberalism.
Philanthropist Agenda
It is important to mention Bill Gates in the literature because he represents
the influence of business reform, particularly how highly influential individuals
with money and power can be in an area of governance that controls the future of
our nation. Common core state standards, which began under NCLB, are
currently driving educational curriculums throughout the country. Bill Gates, the
founder of Microsoft, was the major financial supporter of the common core state
standards, as he is with many other education reform initiatives (Ravitch, 2013).
Neoliberals seek to create educational systems to increase economic
productivity; test scores are used to measure failures as an effort to improve on
shortcomings for the sake of global economic competitiveness (Davies & Bansel,
2007; Patel, 2014). Philanthropist investments in education go against the
principles of democratic schooling by undermining equitable ideas and education
access (Shepperd, 2012).
Gates expressed his beliefs on poverty and schooling during an address
to the National Urban League in the summer of 2011 (Ravitch, 2013). Gates
said, "We know you can have a good school in a poor neighborhood, so let's end
the myth that we have to solve poverty before we improve education. I say it's
more the other way around: Improving education is the best way to solve
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poverty” (www.cdapress.com, 2011). Many prominent named reformers hold
similar beliefs (Ravitch, 2013), and eight years after Gates’ statement, we are still
in the midst of the achievement gap dilemma that has not improved, and
perhaps, reveals that solving poverty for the betterment of education may not a
bad idea.
“Neoliberalism strongly reinforced the undermining of the teachers’
authority that had been established with progressivism, shifting authority away
from both students and teachers to state curriculum and surveillance authorities”
(Davies & Bansel, 2007, p. 256). Neoliberal agenda “is centered around the deprofessionalization and deskilling of teaching, the application of corporate
strategies to public school governance and management, and the continued
exploitation of technology for testing and evaluation” (Kovacs, 2011, p. 178).
Brown and Carr (2019) found a connection between the rise in mental health
needs and accountability measures, high stakes testing, and accountable student
categorizing in their analysis. “Here, it is argued that a narrative of mental
weakness serves to justify neoliberal rationality towards the treatment of children
for whom the performative logic assumed to motivate all learners fails” (Brown &
Carr, 2019, p.1).
Although funding at both state and national levels strives to close the
achievement gap, there is no proof this solves the issue (Rose, 2018). The
achievement gap has been a focus amongst the Native American Indian and
Alaskan Native students since 1991, provided with federal funding (Rose, 2018).
Despite well-intentioned curricular and staffing changes, the achievement gap
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has not closed with the federally funded support; there was a visible decline and
funding was terminated (Rose, 2018). The Native American Indian and Alaskan
Native populations include the largest number of students with mental health
issues, and funding is significantly needed for these populations. However,
funding was pulled because they did not meet certain test scores (Rose, 2018).
The ultimate purpose of education, in the United States of America, is to provide
a just and democratic educational experience that prepares students to be
members of a just and democratic society (Glickman et al., 2013). Perhaps if
politicians looked at ways to improve social problems of poverty, racism, and
inequity, we could finally see improvements in the functionality of our schools
(Ravitch, 2013).

Students: Diverse Struggles in the Classroom
Decision-makers in the education system are making decisions based on
what they believe is best for our students; however, much of the literature
suggests the mark is being missed when politically charged decisions are made
without coupling societal issues with those educational changes (Ravitch, 2013).
The achievement gap has not improved, as was the intention behind
accountability measures (Konstantopoulos, 2008; Patel, 2014; Ravitch, 2013).
The concern of U.S. students academically falling behind, in comparison to
students around the world, has been an ongoing alarm system that parallels
political cycles, yet this has been a common reason for school reform and
change since our school system began in the 18th century. It is important to
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examine the students within public classrooms to best understand overlooked
barriers students face which may impede their learning and connections to
schools and their teachers. In some cases, these barriers can occur before they
are even born (Ravitch, 2013; Rose, 2018).
Poverty
The effects of poverty often begin before children are born (Kiely et al.,
n.d.). Mothers in poverty do not have access to the same prenatal care as
mothers not in poverty, culminating in premature births and other complications
that can result in health conditions that impact behavioral and learning abilities
(Kiely et al., n.d.; Ravitch, 2013). Children in poverty are less likely to receive
medical care, less likely to have books in their homes, less likely to have
educated parents, less likely to hear large vocabulary words at home, less likely
to eat nutritiously, less likely to live in safe neighborhoods, less likely to be active
in school extracurriculars, less likely to travel outside of their neighborhood, more
likely to move often, more likely to miss school often, and more likely to have
vision or hearing problems - all factors contribute to the achievement gap
(Morgan, 2018; Murphy & Tobin, 2011; Ravitch, 2013).
Negative factors associated with poverty also include exposure to
pollutants, nutritional problems, and a lack of educational activities and materials
at home; achievement gaps are more significant in schools with high poverty
concentrations, despite income levels amongst the student population (Blazer,
2009; Morgan, 2018). Ladd (2012) addressed the Association for Public Policy
Analysis and Management about the link between poverty and academic
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performance, which included international assessments, as similar issues in
countries around the world where she found the inequality gap greatest between
poor and advantaged students. Finland, known for high scores in their education
assessments, was one of the countries that had the smallest gap in Ladd's study;
however, Finland also supports the health care needs of their children (Ravitch,
2013).
According to the National Center of Statistics (2017), 1.3 million students
were identified as homeless during the 2014-2015 school year, not counting
homeless children not enrolled in public schools (Morgan, 2018). Less than 25%
of homeless children complete high school, and they are likely to underachieve in
school while dealing with factors that inhibit them from performing well in school,
behaviorally and academically (Morgan, 2018; National Center for Education
Statistics, 2017). Homeless youth can be difficult to identify, and are likely to
hide this from school staff, preventing them from receiving the aid that is
available to them (Morgan, 2018).
Violence and Crime
No matter the nurturing and safety provided to kids in schools, school
academic culture may be dependent upon the neighborhood’s students live in
and the neighborhood violence brought into the schools. Burdick-Will (2018)
detailed administrative data from five complete cohorts of students in the
Chicago Public Schools (2002 to 2010), crime data from the Chicago Police
Department, and school-level surveys to investigate neighborhood violence on
academic achievement. Results indicated that peer exposure to violence,
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disruptive behavior, and peer engagement, regardless of socioeconomic
background, were significant predictors of student learning (Burdick, 2018).
Students who may not live in neighborhoods with high violence may still
underperform academically because the violence spreads into the schools by
social problems influencing the educational opportunities of all students. Crime
and violence in neighborhoods are not just a policing problem; its effects
percolate into social environments, like the educational environment (BurdickWill, 2018). Carrell and Hoekstra (2010) discovered that children from troubled
families negatively impacted their peers’ test scores in both math and reading,
while also increasing misbehavior in the classroom. According to NCES (2017),
being in a school environment with gang presence or being called hate-related
words at school held a higher percentage for public school students than of
private school students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2017).
Trauma
In a nationwide study, conducted by the Data Resource Center for Child &
Adolescent Health (2017 - 2018); 18% of children ages 0 – 5, 35% of children
ages 6-11, and 45% of children ages 12 -17 had experienced at least one
adverse childhood experience (ACE), in a study measuring childhood trauma
amongst a sample count of 50,932. Children in the foster care system endure
numerous traumatic experiences that have caused them to be removed from
their homes, while some children are removed numerous times throughout their
educational experiences (Racusin, Maerlender, Sengupta, Isquith, & Straus,
2005). Children in foster care suffer from different traumas that resulted in their
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home removals. Still, they all share common psychological and neurobiological
effects associated with a disrupted attachment from biological parents (Racusin
et al., 2005). Additionally, children born from parents who suffer from poor
physical health, depression, anxiety, or other behavioral conditions are at greater
risk to ensue similar health issues; chances are higher in children of poverty
(Racusin et al., 2005; Rose, 2018).
Between July 2015 and June 2016, of the 1,478 homicides of school-aged
children, 18 incidents happened on school grounds (FCSS, 2018). In 2017, there
were 827,000 victims of nonviolent incidents at school and 503,800 victims off
school grounds (FCSS, 2018). During the 2015-16 school year, 79% of public
schools reported that one or more incidents of violence, theft, or other crimes had
taken place, equaling 1.4 million crimes. In 2017, there were 827,000 cases of
theft or nonfatal violent victimizations and 503,800 cases off school grounds
(FCSS, 2018). There has been growth in violent crimes throughout the U.S.,
from 2.7 million violent crime victims in 2015 to 3.3 million victims in 2018 (U.S.
Department Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2019).
The very first school shooting occurred in the United States in 1764 and
has occurred throughout the decades since, with a total of 207 K-12 documented
school shootings in the 20th century (Paolini, 2015). For decades, schools in
areas of poverty, such as the projects, have faced drive-by shootings or similar
violence; however, media and political attention of those tragic events were not
as visible until recently due to the rise in documented occurrences and social
media as a form of reporting and communicating. In December 2018, a school
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shootings report to the President was made by the Federal Commission on
School Safety, finding that between January 1979 and May 2018, there were
approximately 12 suicides, 158 wounded, and 161 deaths due to shootings that
took place on school campuses. According Paolini (2015), there here has been
a 19% rise is K-12 documented school shootings during the 21st century, but this
is even higher based on school shootings still occurring in 2019.
The Federal Commission on School Safety (FCSS) recommends schools
provide access to school-based mental health and counseling for young people,
for teachers to identify and address disorderly conduct in the classroom, utilize
resources and best practices for improving school culture and climate, train
school personnel, conduct facility assessment for risks and vulnerability, prepare
for active shooters, and address security gaps (FCSS, 2018). Schools must
foster character development (moral, ethical, social-emotional), school
connectedness, promote positive behavioral and intervention supports,
implement cyberbullying prevention programs, and train adults to recognize signs
and symptoms of mental illness (FCSS, 2018).
School shootings have caused fear in students and education
professionals across the nation, and as a result, the climate in schools have
shifted as shootings have continued in 2019 (Baird, Roellke, & Zeifman, 2017;
Brown & Carr, 2019; Paolini, 2015; Racusin et al., 2005; Rose, 2018). It is
important to acknowledge that Baird et al., 2017 found a correlation between
large school size and sense of exclusion or rejection to perpetrators who
committed the violence.
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Class Size
Nurturing and fostering the emotional and safety needs of each child has
been a recent trend due to increased mental health issues in youth and an
increase in school shootings (Baird et al., 2017; Brown & Carr, 2019; Paolini,
2015; Rascusin et al., 2005; Rose, 2018). Each school year, teachers undergo
various trainings in weekly/monthly staff meetings, staff developments, webinars,
and conferences on developing emotional intelligence, capturing the heart of the
student, supporting student safety, behavioral support interventions, restorative
justice approaches, supporting high-risk students, and many other programs or
ideas intended to support student emotional well-being. Student connection is
essential for educators to master to motivate each student; the connection is an
essential motivational need for humans in general (Maslow, 1943). In California
secondary schools, class sizes can reach as high as 70 in elective or physical
education classes, and as high as 50 in core class subjects. As moral agents, it
is the intention of teachers to connect with every student; in many cases, the
number of assigned students can present a hefty challenge during a traumasensitive era in education for both teachers and students (Konstantopoulos,
2008).
While class size averages are reported (by district, county, state, or
nationally), the data reveals averages that give the illusion of not only smaller
class sizes, but implies to non-secondary educators or individuals who create
school policy without prior educational experience to believe that the amount of
students each teacher oversees is sufficient for teacher-student connections and
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classroom safety management. In the 2011-2012 National Schools and Staffing
Survey, California's secondary schools had an average of 20 students in
contained classrooms (16 as the national average) and 30 students in
departmentalized classes (20 as the national average) (U.S Department of
Education, 2011-2012). Having one-on-one time with students is challenging for
teachers who have 200 or 300 students to serve each school year; teachers
often work additional hours and on weekends to meet grading periods or other
academic deadlines with extreme student numbers. Making meaningful
connections with parents and students is authentically attainable. Dunbar (2009)
proclaims that human beings cannot sustain more than 150 meaningful social
relationships at one given time in their life, which includes anyone of the nature of
personalized connection from family to work colleagues.
Hattie (2002) does not believe that class size is an essential component to
student achievement; however, his style aligns with an accountability era of
schooling without consideration of diverse student intersectionality influences that
exist in a single classroom environment. In a separate study by the National
Center of Education Statistics, amongst 2,561 schools across the nation, student
achievement gains were higher in smaller class sizes, despite other identifiable
variables (i.e., qualifications), particularly in more top-grade levels (Mclaughlin,
Drori, & Ross, 2000).
Teachers with the largest class sizes are often the teachers serving
children in urban schools, schools with poverty rates, or classes with a vast array
of barriers to learning (Mclaughlin et al., 2000; Ravitch, 2013). In a study
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analyzing small class sizes on student achievement, Konstantopoulos (2008)
found that there was no closure of the achievement gap amongst her 11,000
elementary participants; however, she found that smaller class sizes were
beneficial for all students, usually amongst high achieving students
(Konstantopoulos, 2008). Class size decisions stem from district-level school
board policy, usually in connection with school budgets to maintain the status
quo despite growing class sizes. New mandates build positive behavioral
interventions to support student social-emotional needs, but catching bullies has
presented a challenge in classes with large student numbers (Dunbar, 2009;
Isenbarger & Zembylas, 2006; Lee, 2019; Noonoo, 2019; Santoro, 2011;
Thompson, 2017; Tsang, 2019; Tsang & Lui, 2016). Teachers are encouraged
to save whomever you can, with an understanding that one cannot save them all.
"If you can't feed a hundred people, feed just one” (Mother Teresa of Calcutta,
1979). What if it is a matter of saving the life of a child? Hence, unexpressed
emotional burdens are carried in a teacher’s heart every day.
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Motivation Needs
Many educational reformers, teachers, and leaders mention and utilize
Maslow's (1943) hierarchy of emotional needs when discussing the needs of
students to create their best learning experience. Applying Maslow's theory,
students have needs in particular areas of their lives to fulfill tasks and specific
goals. Basic needs must be met before complex needs. There are five levels:
(a) the first (lowest) level need is food, shelter, sleep, and underlying biological
and physiological needs; (b) the second level is safety, order, stability; (c) the
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third is love, belongingness, friendship, affection; (d) the fourth level is esteem
needs, achievement, status, self-respect; and (e) the fifth (highest) level is selfactualization, realizing self-potential, seeking fulfillment/growth (Maslow, 1943).
If emotional support needs, human connection needs, achievement needs, or
safety needs are not being met, instruction takes a back seat (Baird et al., 2017;
Brown & Carr, 2019; Maslow, 1943; Paolini, 2015; Rose, 2018). Schools and
teachers must meet the motivational needs of students for the betterment of their
learning and overall educational experience.
Teachers and educational professionals throughout education and
government are faced with the challenge of meeting all the needs of the child
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Nationwide, schools were suddenly closed and
applied online learning at the last minute, each state addressing this mandate
through their own governmental styles. To protect the civil rights of the students,
the Department of Education cancelled particular student accountabilities for
students who could not meet them through online learning; for example, students
with specialized needs or students without the proper internet usage tools (U.S.
Department of Education, 2020). According to U.S. Department of Education
Secretary Betsy DeVos:
Students need to be focused on staying healthy and continuing to learn.
Teachers need to be able to focus on remote learning and other
adaptations. Neither students nor teachers need to be focused on highstakes tests during this difficult time. Students are simply too unlikely to be
able to perform their best in this environment. Our actions today provide
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turnkey flexibilities for state and local leaders to focus on the immediate
needs of their students and educators without worrying about federal
repercussions. I've spoken with many local education leaders in the past
days, and I'm inspired by their efforts to help their students continue to
learn and grow. We're going to continue to provide every flexibility
possible to help make that as simple as possible. (U.S. Department of
Education, 2020, p. 2)
Secretary Devos’s comment displayed compassion for the needs of
students and educators, supporting what they could for students during
distressed and unprecedented times. In addition, meals were also distributed for
students in need across the nation (U.S. Department of Education, 2020). It is
important to note, that for some students, every day is a day in a pandemic-like
chaos due to their neighborhoods or home lives that accountability measures
such as testing and attendance do not take into account in relation to Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs (Baird et al., 2017; Brown & Carr, 2019; Maslow, 1943;
Paolini, 2015; Rose, 2018).

Summary
This literature review shed light on those caught in the middle of our
bureaucratic schooling system, the ones in the classroom juggling societal and
political expectations while trying to help students reach academic potential and
encouraging them to go after their dreams. No matter teachers' or principals'
political stances, they are the ones who are standing at the forefront of education
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and learning, which includes blame for the need of these politically charged
changes (Ravitch, 2013). Education will continue to change as reformers and
reforms change. The context of demoralization is intended to resolve the issue
amongst all educational professionals and education policymakers as a collective
unit on educational reform decisions and other systematic changes in education
that is impeding teachers doing good work (Santoro, 2012). Demoralization is a
critical sociological construct that needs to be addressed in the teaching
profession as it serves our country's children and our nation's future.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter presents the research design and methods implemented in
this study to grasp the essence of demoralization as it exists within the teaching
profession. Due to the varying levels in which demoralization may be
experienced, this study thoroughly communicated the multiple layers of school
governance and its framework as intended to support the possible levels of
demoralization experienced by participants in the study. Chapter Three conveys
the research instrumentation, setting, population, participants, validity, procedural
trustworthiness, and the role of the researcher.

Purpose of the Study
When new mandates and accountability measures are enforced, in
addition to present educational system directives, it trickles down into individual
classrooms to enhance the educational experience for students and
professionals. Often directives come with additional red tape that can further
complicate the teaching profession. Since the 1980s, neoliberal influence has
slowly taken over our education systematic vision and purpose (Apple, 2005).
Accountability measures have issued blanket demands on classroom instruction
and testing not equitably designed to support diverse student populations
academically and behaviorally (Ravitch, 2013; Reigeluth, 2014; Tsang, 2019).
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Teacher demoralization exists within the multiple levels of school governance
and management and by politically charged policy changes for purposes not
always transparent in the complexity of the education system under a neoliberal
influence (Lee, 2019; Santoro, 2012; Skaalvik & Skaalvik, 2010; Tsang, 2019;
Tsang & Liu, 2016).

Research Methodology
This phenomenological study aimed to gain insight into teacher
demoralization by investigating and articulating the factors that make up the
content of teacher demoralization through an in-depth literature review and
conceptual framework that aligns to the individual experience amongst
participants (Glesne, 2016; Moustakas, 1994). This hermeneutic
phenomenological study gathered data through focus group interviews, one-onone interviews, and document analysis of publicly available programs or
information that supported eliminating teacher demoralization. The
phenomenological method was selected for this research because it invites
inquiry that honors the essence of individual experience through shared
language (Moustakas, 1994; Van, 1990). Phenomenology also gives voice to
unique circumstances and situations of demoralization from small groups, to gain
an understanding of perceptions and views as a small collective (Glesne, 2016;
Moustakas, 1994).
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Data Collection
Triangulation was used to ensure trustworthiness by using three forms of
data collection to validate claims (Creswell, 2013; Glesne, 2016). This research
included an analysis of documents, focus group interviews, and in-depth one-onone interviews to complete the purpose of triangulation. Triangulation of data
collection contributes to obtaining more complex perspectives on teacher
demoralization (Glesne, 2016).
Document Analysis
Document analysis provided social products from various levels of
governance that may or may not provide support to professional teachers in any
area that would assist with teacher demoralization (Saldana, 2016). Documents
analyzed reveal another viewpoint to the study that may or may not challenge
interview data on the reality of what is provided for teachers as support from the
various levels of education governance (Glesne, 2016; Saldana, 2016).
Document analysis consists of sharing publicly available information on programs
provided to teachers that aide and assist the professionals with mental well-being
and stress management. Documents and information from the local school
district in which the participants were located, the California’s Teachers
Association, and the California State Department of Education were identified for
review.
Focus Groups
Focus group interviews were selected as a method to gather data
centered around participants sharing their thoughts and contributions to interview
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questions, while also engaging in a verbal comparison of their experiences with
what others have to share (Morgan, 2012; Saldana, 2016). Narrative data was
generated in a focused discussion amongst three to six participants in two
different strata focus groups. Focus groups were a selected method to widen the
range of responses, and ignite various details of the phenomena as a collective
group (Creswell, 2013; Curry, 2015). Focus groups were questioned about the
phenomenon of demoralization in the teaching profession. Due to the social
distancing of COVID-19, focus group interviews were done through an online
Zoom meeting set-up for focus group interviews.
One-On-One Interviews
One-on-one interviews were selected as a method for this study to gather
the true essence of the individual experience about teacher demoralization
(Creswell, 2013; Saldana, 2016). Interviews were conducted to analyze
everyday arising stressors amongst the six participants, gaining insight into the
individual experience for analysis of any potential re-occurring themes of the
phenomena amongst each interviewee (Creswell, 2013; Saldana, 2016). Oneon-one interview data was collected from six teachers; each interview provided
the researcher with a deeper understanding of the phenomena experienced by
teachers. In-depth interviews were given, to deepen understanding, as a followup interview with volunteer participants from each focus group (Creswell, 2013).
Each interview was recorded, and each of the interviewees had the opportunity
to opt-out of the being recorded in the interview on their consent form. Due to
COVID-19, this process occurred online via Zoom.
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Setting
This study involved one school district in Southern California. All focus
group interviews began with an email from the state teacher’s union email
system, seeking volunteer participants for focus group interviews. Interested
participants emailed the researcher, and a response from the researcher
provided a consent form and scheduled online interview. After focus groups
were conducted, participants were asked about participating in one-on-one
interviews. Semi-structured interviews were conducted online through Zoom, an
online meeting application. The purpose for utilizing technology for this study,
particularly the teacher’s union email system, was to reach teachers throughout
California during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Participant Selection
The research sample consisted of K-12 public education professionals
who work within a school district located in Southern California. The selection of
participants for this study depended on the respondents per strata group who
responded to the emailed request for volunteers. The email was sent through
the state teacher’s union email system, and participants signed up by emailing
the researcher about their interest to participate in the study. One-on-one
interview participants depended on the participants’ willing to participate out of
each strata group.
K-12 educators were purposefully recruited as focus group participants.
Level of experience with demoralization was not a deciding factor on being
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selected for interviews. Interviews were intended to be open to all viewpoints
from professional teachers, and participants were selected based on the first four
to eight respondents amongst all teachers within one school district. One-on-one
interview participants were selected from participants from each focus strata
group to deepen the understanding of teacher demoralization. Upon completion
of each group interview session, the researcher asked for any volunteers to
complete an in-depth interview, which was scheduled at the convenience of the
participant volunteer.

Informed Consent
Informed consent was acquired from all participants in this research study.
One-on-one and focus group interview consent forms, located in Appendix A,
included information regarding the context of demoralization used in this study
and the academic definition for transparency as the overarching interview focus.
Participants were informed of the following:
1. Participation was voluntary.
2. They may leave any interview at any time.
3. Risks on disclosing personal names or other identifying information in
focus group interviews.
4. No personally identifying information would be utilized for the purpose of
this study.
5. All recorded data would be permanently deleted upon publication of this
dissertation.
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Data Analysis
Document Analysis
Analyzing the publicly available programs, trainings, or courses accessible
to teachers on fostering mental well-being will provide insight into the possibilities
that currently exist for professionals experiencing the phenomena. This study
also benefited from grasping how a school district, teacher’s union, and state of
education department supports teacher well-being through the resources and
professional developments they provide for professional teachers. Each level
was analyzed by the course or program description and an example of what was
available. This understanding may or may not help to gain deeper insight into
what demoralized teachers are perceived to be facing.
Focus Group
There were two strata groups interviewed as focus groups. Each strata
group was divided based on scheduling preferences amongst participants and all
participants were K-12 teachers in public education with 19+ years’ experience in
education. Data was analyzed by coding reoccurring themes and aligning codes
to the conceptual framework utilizing Bryman’s Four Steps (Carpendale, 2017).
Data was provided by participants as a collective group by analyzing
transcriptions from the recordings taken during the group interviews (Saldana,
2016). Due to COVID-19, this research method was conducted through online
Zoom meetings, with results from two focus groups:
•

Strata Group One: 6 participants

•

Strata Group Two: 5 participants
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One-On-One Interviews
The data collected from the one-on-one interviews was analyzed by
coding re-occurring themes and aligned codes to the conceptual framework
utilizing Bryman’s Four Steps (Carpendale, 2017). Transcriptions of data was
utilized to group data into reoccurring themes for an overall analysis of the
phenomena revealed in the collected data (Saldana, 2016). Teachers were
interviewed individually to compare and contrast differences and similarities with
the common themes to further enhance an understanding of teacher
demoralization.
Dissemination
This study was presented at an institutional level (California State
University San Bernardino) to further inform educational leaders of varying
leadership levels on the impact the education system has on teacher
demoralization. Additionally, this study was presented to inform leadership
practices amongst school administrators and leaders for awareness of the
dilemma as leaders guiding and supporting teachers.
Confidentiality of the Data
For purposes of conducting this research, teacher union connected emails
were utilized to arrange interview times and other essential study related
communications for this study and were not utilized to exchange any other
information. Emails were utilized following the study to share results upon
completion of the research.
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Trustworthiness
Participants were made aware of the confidentiality and privacy they
would receive at all times to ensure reliability. The study did not provide any
sensitive participant identifying information. At the start of the focus group
interviews, participants were reminded about the risk of sharing in a group setting
and were encouraged to leave out names of people or anything that may identify
specific individuals they work with for their protection of privacy and
confidentiality. To ensure participants were comfortable and secure in their
statements and in participating in the study, fact-checking took place with
participants throughout the interviews. No identifying information about the
research participants was documented; all collected data was achieved through
coding. The study protected participants by assigning fictitious names to all
participants, the school site, school district, and city. The participants were
informed of the final publication of the study results through the emails provided
by the volunteer participants. During the study, only the researcher had access
to data collected, and all voice recordings and personal email system data was
destroyed upon publication of the study, permanently deleting secure computer
files.

Positionality of the Researcher
The researcher has a background of teaching dance at the secondary
level with more than 14 years with experience as a dance, physical education,
and student leadership teacher. She holds a Bachelor of Science degree in
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Kinesiology with a Pedagogy emphasis and a Master of Arts degree in
Educational Administration. The researcher strongly supports the teacher’s
union and is a support team member of the union’s collective bargaining team,
but does not hold any formal title. As a support team member, the researcher
engages in planning, conversations, and research with the collective bargaining
team. The researcher is an aspiring administrator and educational leader, and is
a board representative for the Association of California School Administrators
(ACSA) Student Associate Board (SAC) as Vice President of Legislative Action
(VPLA). The researcher has attended ACSA's state legislative action day in
Sacramento for the past five years as a teacher and ACSA SAC representative.
This experience has lifted the veil on the underpinnings of processes of policy
governance that impact the classroom.
This study was inspired by the researcher's own professional experience.
As a novice teacher, the researcher worked with a colleague who presented
challenges and conflicts driven by that colleague's need for professional control.
The researcher’s former colleague was supported by political power obtained as
a veteran teacher, community influencer, and daughter of a beloved former
community teacher. The researcher sought guidance for protection, but her case
was passed from administrator to administrator throughout the duration of the
experience; issues of workplace bullying were raised to the administrators, but no
action was taken that could protect the teacher. This taught the researcher a
valuable lesson as she discovered school administration, though in charge of all
teachers, also feared the powerful teacher and community influencer. In
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addition, the union was also consulted for assistance but unions do not get
involved in cases of union member versus union member. This experience
revealed how influential political strings and red tape in policies, in the
educational environment, may contribute to a demoralizing professional
experience.

Limitations
To eliminate researcher bias, colleagues who worked with the researcher
were not interviewed. This greatly limited the study because the school site of the
researcher faces the greatest diversity and socio-economic challenges within the
district. This study focuses on teachers from one school district, and could
otherwise provide more depth into the phenomena if other districts within the
area were included. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the economy was shut
down, which may also impact some of the responses and findings in the study.
Additionally, the researcher acknowledged the high potential for researcher bias
as a secondary teacher with experience of teacher demoralization.

Risks and Benefits
Participants were not put at risk during this research study. Participants were
provided a thorough consent form that disclosed risks of online focus group
interviews and focus group questions before interviews began for complete
transparency of the process. At the start of each focus group interview, participants
were verbally reminded of risks and encouraged to avoid identifying names or places
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to protect confidentiality and privacy. Both one-on-one and focus group interviews
were voluntary and conducted online through Zoom. One benefit of the study was
the sense of professional reflection brought upon the researcher and participants.
Another benefit of the study was the conversations ignited within the group interviews
that began to raise curiosities on what action to take as teachers both professionally
and personally.

Summary
From data collection to publication, the researcher honored all ethical
responsibilities essential for safeguarding trustworthiness in this research study.
It is important to maintain transparency on beliefs and assumptions held by the
researcher who has the potential to influence the viewpoints and sense made of
the data collected.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS

Introduction
This chapter presents findings from interview data and document analysis.
Focus group and one-on-one interviews are presented in a table outlining
Bryman’s Four Steps. Bryman’s Four Steps will include significant statements
and themes as they align to this study’s conceptual framework. Document
analysis includes publicly available data on the support available to teachers as
professionals and humans.
This hermeneutic phenomenological study was conducted to gain insight
into teacher demoralization by investigating and articulating the factors that make
up the content of teacher demoralization through interviews and publicly
available documents. The questions that guided this study were:
1. What governmental education policy restraints contribute to teacher
demoralization in the management and/or governance overseeing teacher
duties?
2. What governmental education policy restraints contribute to teacher
demoralization in the educational systematic design?
3. What programs are in place to support professional demoralization or
what do teachers suggest is needed to support demoralization?
The hermeneutic phenomenological method was selected for this
research because it honors the individual experience through shared language
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about the phenomena, unique circumstances, and situations of demoralization
that may or may not reveal how the system supports professional demoralization
(Glesne, 2016; Van, 1990). This study offers an understanding of the lived
experiences of teachers and professional demoralization. However, this study
does not generalize or make any inferences about all teachers in the profession.
It is centered around the teacher perspective and voice as both individuals and
as a collective to capture the unique essence of teacher demoralization.

Results of the Study
One-On-One Interviews
For the one-on-one interviews, six participants contributed their
experiences. One-on-one interview data was analyzed utilizing Bryman’s Four
Steps as visible in Table 1. For this study, if an area in the data was mentioned
more than once, it was selected within a theme, as highlighted in Table 2. All
themes help deepen the understanding of the research questions designed for
this study that centers around teacher demoralization and ideas on how remoralize.
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Table 1. One-On-One Interview Data Findings, Brymans Steps
One-On-One Interview Data Findings
Particpant 1
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1
What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?

Question 2

What is your
greatest
professional
reward?

Question 3

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

An administrator can make or break
your school

Adminitrative
Negative Influence
and Control

Being completely controlled, being
told what to do and what not to do
Step 1: Ideas in Data
Those aha moments when you
celebrate the moments when a
student really gets a concept.

Step 3: Final Coding

4
Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence
4
Negative
Administrative
Administrative
Micro-Management Control and or
Influence
Step 2: Preliminary
Step 3: Final Coding
Codes

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I currently feel supported by my
current administration but was not at Lack of Support is
the school prior to this… that is why I Time to Leave
changed schools… took a pay cut…
School Site
walked away from my dream job.

The Rewarding
Aha Moment

Step 3: Final Coding

I ask (administration) hey can I do
Working for an
this? And (administration) says I trust Administration who
you to do what you do.
trusts

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

School Site
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Classroom Level

Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

5

Lack of Support at School Site
Level
Multiple Levels

Current administration makes me feel
5
Lack of Support is
Lack of Support at
Do you feel
empowered and appreciated… just
Time
to
Leave
Multiple Levels
supported by
that (they) trust me.
your school site
leadership?
(Administration) trusts me… respects
Working for an
me and lets me do what I do and that’s
Administration who 9 Trust Matters
impact kids' lives and improve school
trusts
culture.

Question 4

School Site
Level

14

Aha Moments

When I could teach students (how) to
Teaching Kindness 10 Witnessing
positively impact another student's
and Collaboration, Student Growth Is
life. Them passing onto another
and seeing it happen Rewarding
student a positive impact.
Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

9

Trust Matters

School Site
Level

School Site
Level

School Site
Level

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding Step 4: Relation to Framework

As time has gone on (I just finished my
19th year of teaching) I have
experienced some amazing creative
lessons with students to now (during a
time of) high stakes testing…collecting
data and numbers.

Creative teaching
lost to reaching
testing goals for
accountability
measures.

7
Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

There were too many factors in what
could cause a student to not do well
on a test… the economic
External Testing
backgrounds, language backgrounds,
Measures in
economic backgrounds; because there
Question
was so many factors it just worries me
that what we are measuring may not
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be accurate.

Federal Level

State Level

Federal Level
7

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?
There were too many factors in what
could cause a student to not do well
on a test… the economic
External Testing
backgrounds, language backgrounds,
Measures in
economic backgrounds; because there
Question
was so many factors it just worries me
that what we are measuring may not
be accurate.
Question 5

Step 1: Ideas in Data

When I first started teaching I was
given a schedule that no first year
teacher should receive… I was
Think back to a
teaching 5 different preps (class
time when you
subjects) and filling in the gaps where
found yourself
they did not have enough teachers.
unable to
I was teaching multiple class subjects,
accomplish your
multiple grade levels, and mind you I
job demands,
wanted to be a teacher since I was 7
what did that
years old, and here I am this young 22
look like?
year old teacher living my dream, or
so I thought, wanting to quit by
Christmas.
Question 6

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

State Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
District Level

Spread Too Thin

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

School Site
Level

District Level
Complex
Assignment
Disempowering

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

What action do
you take to
overcome
I have learned that if I am going
moments of
demoralization? through something, to speak up about Going straight to
it and going to the source of whats
the source despite
causing it gets me in trouble
outcome.
sometimes.

If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

1

I like getting around like to be around Creating a solution
minded people, not to complain or
with like minded
vent but to come up with a solution. people.

Question 7

Federal Level
7

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Step 3: Final Coding

School Site
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework

8

Seeking
Conversations

School Site
Level

11

Department
Level

Finding a
Solution

8

Seeking
Conversations

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I would open up my own school and
hire creative staff who gets the kids.

Opening up a new
school for
creativity.

I think the biggest thing is giving kids
more opportunities, addressing the
opportunity gap. Schooling that is
not on a normal schedule where we
could work around kids schedules,
provide online courses where they
don't have to be in the classroom all
the time.

Working around
stdent schedules to
18
provide many
Student Centered
opportunities for
Class Scheduling
them to be
educated.

Step 3: Final Coding

School Site
Level
Department
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework

State Level
Utilizing School
Models Beyond the Community
Level
U.S. or
Nontraditional
Models

15
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Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level

system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

Nontraditional
I think if we built a non traditional
schooling as a
school that provides more
means towards
opportunites, we could see even more
student centered
success.
opportunities.

15

Utilizing School
Models Beyond the
U.S. or
Nontraditional
Models

State Level
Community
Level
District Level

Participant 2
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1
What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?
Question 2

Finding the ability to continue to
Motivating
motivate my students in a world that's students in an ever
ever changing.
changing world.

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Community
Level
12
Motivating
School Site
Parents or Students
Level

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Classroom Level
Step 4: Relation
Step 3: Final Coding
to Framework

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

When I see those students who kind of
struggle and are not into school where
they have that, for lack of a better
word, that teacher aha moment,
That Aha Moment
where they realize that they can do
something that they didn't think that
they were able to do

What is your
greatest
professional
reward?

Question 3

When I see that with a student... help
somebody, and that, that empathy
and that understanding where maybe
these two people wouldn't normally
communicate in a regular classroom
and that moment and circumstance
Teaching Students
put them together in that moment.
Kindness and
And now all of a sudden they found
common ground in commonality and Collaboration
they realized that we're really not that
different. And through, and through
that interaction that they kind of
broaden their, their breadth of
knowledge with who different people
are.
Step 2: Preliminary
Step 1: Ideas in Data
Codes

I feel supported as a teacher and as an
individual, but maybe not as
supported in my subject area. When
you're in one of the non core classes, I
think sometimes administration just
wants as long as there's no
complaints. And as long as they don't
hear from us, then they're fine. So
that's great autonomy as a teacher
where you're thinking they trust me to
do what I think is correct, but, or is
that part of, they have so many other
focuses.

Do you feel
supported by
your school site
leadership?

Step 3: Final Coding

School Site
Level
14

The Rewarding
Aha Moment

Classroom Level

10

Witnessing
Student Growth Is
Rewarding

Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Federal Level
State Site Level
District Level

Non Core subject
techers have more
autonomy as
individuals, appears
as trust.
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9

Trust Matters
School Site
Level

I feel supported as a teacher and as an
individual, but maybe not as
supported in my subject area. When
you're in one of the non core classes, I
think sometimes administration just
wants as long as there's no
complaints. And as long as they don't
hear from us, then they're fine. So
that's great autonomy as a teacher
where you're thinking they trust me to
do what I think is correct, but, or is
that part of, they have so many other
focuses.

Non Core subject
techers have more
autonomy as
individuals, appears
as trust.

9

Trust Matters
School Site
Level

Federal Level
We're not being tested in my subject
area. They're not being graded as a
Do you feel
school in my subject area that the
supported by
your school site state's not going to come back at them
in my subject area. Um, so I think I
leadership?
want more professional support and
like, how can we make this better?

State Level
Non Core subject
teachers have little
to no professional
developments.

I think this is what most districts say.
We're getting graded on science,
English, math. Some of these other
State Decides
courses are ancillary to that, but this Courses of Value
is really how they're saying where
there were a successful school or not.

Question 4

We want more feedback and I don't
think they have time to give us all
feedback.

Admin to busy to
support.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Lack of Support at District Level
Multiple Levels

5

School Site
Level

Federal Level
6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
State Level

District Level
School Site
Lack of Support at
Level
Multiple Levels
Department
Level
Classroom Level
Step 4: Relation
Step 3: Final Coding
to Framework

5

I think physical fitness testing has
been a throw away for a while. I don't
think the kids feel that taking a test
7
once every two years is something
Testing
that the male would have to focus on. Testing Not Aligned Accountability
Physical fitness testing, is taken
to Student Growth Measures in
freshman year and they don't take it
Question
again. So apparently your, your fitness
is fine to be stopped at your freshman
year.

State Level
District Level
School Site
Level

Classroom Level
Community
Level

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

I think our low parts of the dashboard
is, is attendance and punctuality and I
see that as a district-wide as a whole.
In my first period class, some days... I
have 50 kids in my first period class.
Some days I have 17, 18 absence. I
take attendance. And then by the end,
I might've ended up with five absenct
and nine or 10 tardies. And Just the
ability for people to get to school on
time and kind of see this as a
meaningful endeavor for them.

6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control
School Site
Level

Attendance as a
form of state
reported
accountability.
12

Motivating
Parents or Students
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Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

Question 5

I think our low parts of the dashboard
is, is attendance and punctuality and I
see that as a district-wide as a whole.
In my first period class, some days... I
have 50 kids in my first period class.
Some days I have 17, 18 absence. I
take attendance. And then by the end,
I might've ended up with five absenct
and nine or 10 tardies. And Just the
ability for people to get to school on
time and kind of see this as a
meaningful endeavor for them.

Attendance as a
form of state
reported
accountability.
12

Motivating
Parents or Students Classroom Level

The parents and families, aren't aware
of a behavior that's appropriate in a
learning setting. And I think a lot of
the times when students are getting
suspended or getting disciplined it is
for something that nobody would
accept at a regular job place... but you
kind of need to put some steps in
place that make them realize that
they're accountable for what their
actions are. And hopefully the families
back that up and understand that

Need for
Parent/Guardian
Supporting School
Accountability

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I could not accomplish my job
demands probably ever in my
contract at school day. So if I wasn't
doing things outside of the school
day, doing things at home, working on
a computer after school hours, I
wouldn't be able to accomplish what,
what they had asked you.

Contractual time is
not enough to
complete the
required job
demands for the
profession.

Community
Level

How does that make you feel that
you're constantly on your hamster
wheel trying to just stay caught up as
opposed to staying ahead, which I
think most of us want to have these
plans ahead. And all of a sudden you
go into work that day and say, and my,
then you go to work that day. And I
said, well, you can't use your, your
classroom because we've decided to
have blood drive or ... a college fair
and you have to not have that facility
anymore.

Motivating
Parents or Students

School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

There's not enough time in the school day.
If you say that our contracted hours are
from seven to three o'clock, then I couldn't
get everything done. I couldn't get parent Feeling like failing
Think back to a responses to emails done. Then I couldn't everyday because
daily job duties are
time when you get my lesson planning done then. So I
found yourself think by nature, our job requires that you'renot possible within
doing something outside of your contractedthe contract time.
unable to
accomplish your time. So I guess maybe I do fail almost
every day if I can't do it in my contracted
job demands,
time.
what did that

look like?

District Level
12

State Level
District Level
1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

17

Poor
Administrative
Communication

Plans fail because of
school events taking 6 Top Down Heavy
away your
Influence and or
classroom and lack control
of communication.
5

Community
Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
Department
Level

Lack of Support at
Classroom Level
Multiple Levels
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Question 6

How does that make you feel that
you're constantly on your hamster
wheel trying to just stay caught up as
opposed to staying ahead, which I
think most of us want to have these
plans ahead. And all of a sudden you
go into work that day and say, and my,
then you go to work that day. And I
said, well, you can't use your, your
classroom because we've decided to
have blood drive or ... a college fair
and you have to not have that facility
anymore.

Plans fail because of
school events taking
away your
classroom and lack
of communication.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

5

Lack of Support at
Classroom Level
Multiple Levels

The very human nature of venting to
my fellow colleagues, because a lot of
Talking to
they're the ones taken out of the same
colleagues, being
situation and, and, and they kind of
heard.
understand it. It's just that somebody
else knows that it's happening.
What action do
you take to
overcome
moments of
demoralization?

If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

2

Seeking
Conversations

So I think I go back and forth at some
Productively finding 11 Finding a
point I'm productive with it by asking,
solutions to the
Solution to
how do we prevent this from
problem
Challenges
happening again?

On another point I throw up my hands
and I say, this is the same stuff that,
Moments of
that keeps happening all the time. And frustration
it's frustrating.
Question 7

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

3

Resilience

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site
Level
Department
Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

Federal Level
State Level
I think it's to rely too much on
15
Dropping
Community
Utilizing School
technology, kind of takes away that
technology and
Models Beyond the Level
learning process from them. I'd like to
finding a more
U.S. or
District Level
see us, have the kids put that down
holistic approach to Nontraditional
School Site
and interact more with each other in a
schooling.
Models
Level
holistic approach.
Department
Level
I think it comes from the state or the
federal government down, what they
focus on, what they think is the
measure of somebody being
successful. So I think the United States
could look at some models of some
other countries and how they do
some of their schooling and the
countries that are really successful.

The State and
Federal government
decides on what to
measure for success
in schools, perhaps
looking beyond US
school models
would be a new
approach.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Global Level
15

Utilizing School
Models Beyond the
Federal Level
U.S. or
Nontraditional
Models
State Level

Participant 3
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level

We're all really creative in our own
unique ways, and we try things
differently, but it's really confusing
when kids are being asked to do so
many different kinds of things for the
first time in so many different kinds of
ways. (Covid-19 Emergency Online
Classroom mandate)

Unique Teaching
Styles do not align
to education
governmental
emergencies
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6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

We're all really creative in our own
unique ways, and we try things
differently, but it's really confusing
when kids are being asked to do so
many different kinds of things for the
first time in so many different kinds of
ways. (Covid-19 Emergency Online
Classroom mandate)

Unique Teaching
Styles do not align
to education
governmental
emergencies

Question 2

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

What is your
greatest
professional
reward?

Being trusted and being given more
responsibility and being given
autonomy.

Having more
responsibilty shows
a trust.

9

Question 3

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

I feel supported. I feel validated, I
Do you feel
suppose, when that happens, um, I
supported by
feel like I'm kinda like captaining my
your school site
own ship and I really enjoy having that
leadership?
autonomy.

Being trusted to
have autonomy as a
teacher, is to be
supported.

9

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

Question 4

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

Question 5

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

Department
Level

No. I don't think they are for the
students, I mean, if we're talking
about the external ones, we're talking
External testing is
about state exams, IB exams, AP
not to be for
exams, things like that. I don't think
students.
those are necessarily for the students
… they are actually designed for
external metrics.

We have a new exam (state) exam that
everybody's worrying about, and our
job is to get the students ready for
External testing is
performances... what it really means not to be for
for us is that we can use that is almost students.
like a distant, external motivator, but
is it the most important thing to us?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

6

Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I had, what 80 something students
doing a (advanced level) project…so
getting them graded and read, and
Contractual time is
each one is a 12 pages of really intense not enough to
research, and checking all of their
complete the
math, and then getting them
required job
submitted … it was a nightmare… I
demands for the
think I spent 20 hours everyday for
profession.
like weeks, in front of my computer.
(Covid-19 time period)
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Trust Matters

Trust Matters

7

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework

Federal Level

State Level

7

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

State Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

State Level
Community
Level
District Level

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?

I had, what 80 something students
doing a (advanced level) project…so
getting them graded and read, and
Contractual time is
each one is a 12 pages of really intense not enough to
research, and checking all of their
complete the
math, and then getting them
required job
submitted … it was a nightmare… I
demands for the
think I spent 20 hours everyday for
profession.
like weeks, in front of my computer.
(Covid-19 time period)

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Keep making one positive at a time.
You can simply keep taking one step at Positive steps until
a time, positive steps… realizing that it it is over.
(the challenge) will be totally over.

What action do
you take to
overcome
I have very great colleagues, so when I
moments of
demoralization? needed it, I would email them and ask Conversations with
them - how did you do this? Give me those experienced.
some tips and tricks.
Question 7
If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

13

Student Numbers
Classroom Level

And for me it was learning new things,
uh, lots of new things simultaneously
not getting any sleep, trying to
Loss in sleep, mental
3
manage that in addition to everything and emotional
Resilience
else going on, it was, it was a real
exhaustion.
tough one. It was a real tough one. I
will not lie that were like tears.
I've been in hard situations and I know
it'll be fine, but you know, in that
Acknowledging
moment, you're just like, I don't know ability to overcome.
how I'm going to do this.

Question 6

School Site
Level

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I would really ask that administrators
be way more proactive in
communicating with teachers, um,
because they're not teaching kids…
definitely improving communication
between teachers and admin.

Improve
Administrative to
Teacher
Communication

(During) this distance teaching, I have
noticed some kids are engaged that
were not engaged before…so it would
be great if there a way to offer
students more flexibility.

Give kids more
flexibility schedulewise to increase
engagement.

3

Resilience

State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level

Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

3

Classroom Level

Resilience

Community
Level
2
Seeking
School Site
Conversations
Level
Department
Level
Step 4: Relation
Step 3: Final Coding
to Framework
School Site
17
Poor
Level
Administrative
Department
Communication
Level
2

Seeking
Conversations

Classroom Level
District Level

School Site
Student Centered Level
Scheduling
Department
Level

18

Classroom Level
I've been doing a lot of reading about
...more successful educators... and
there were all these studies from
Finland where the, you know, there,
they are the tops in education and
how are they doing it. I liked that you
need a master's or more personally, I
feel like you should master your
subject before you start to teach it.
Um, but I also feel like they get so
much prep time. They get almost
exactly the same amount of prep time
with each other than they do with the
kids. Um, and that's an interesting
thing because they value that

Global Level
Federal Level

Look at models of
schooling beyond
the US, from
educationally
successful
countries.

82

15

Utilizing School
Models Beyond the
U.S. or
Nontraditional
Models

change?

I've been doing a lot of reading about
...more successful educators... and
there were all these studies from
Finland where the, you know, there,
they are the tops in education and
how are they doing it. I liked that you
need a master's or more personally, I
feel like you should master your
subject before you start to teach it.
Um, but I also feel like they get so
much prep time. They get almost
exactly the same amount of prep time
with each other than they do with the
kids. Um, and that's an interesting
thing because they value that
creativity.

Look at models of
schooling beyond
the US, from
educationally
successful
countries.

State Level
15

Utilizing School
Models Beyond the District Level
U.S. or
School Site
Nontraditional
Level
Models

Participant 4
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1

Step 1: Ideas in Data
Hard to keep parents motivated and
this was happening before COVID-19
was in motion.
Its kind of hard to keep parents
engaged and doing what they're doing
supposed to do.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site
Level

Motivating Parents 16 Parent
is hard.
Disconnect

Classroom Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
Federal Level

(Parents) may not feel as welcomed
into the classroom with all the
heigthened security and everything
else.

Parents Appear
16
Unwelcomed in
Parent
todays very secure Disconnect
educational setting.

We made a pushback to parents and
said, you know we will get this at
school and you do this at home but..
Parent Disconnect
We did not bridge that gap before
and pushback
that, before we kind of pushed away
the parents… as the years go by it feels
we got more of a disconnect.

16

Parent
Disconnect

The changing environment is constant
6
Top Down Heavy
and we're supposed to just go with the Top Down Orders
Influence and or
flow and I think its… top heavy telling determine changes.
control
us what to do.

What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?

They need to stick to one program and
let it marinate because they don't and
6
Top Down Heavy
that causes stress you know? It's like Top Down Orders
Influence and or
the good idea faires float around and determine changes.
control
drop things down and they don’t' care
where it lands.

State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Federal Level
State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Classroom Level
Global Level

I went to the board of education in
Washington DC, the DC Board of
Education as a California teacher of
the year (with other teacher of the
6
years) and we (witnessed) the people
Top Down Heavy
Top Down Orders
making the decisions were lawyers,
Influence and or
determine changes.
doctors, accountants and nobady was
control
in education and everyone had a
83
lawyer with them, it was crazy town.
We sat there and felt like children at
an adult table.

What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?

I went to the board of education in
Washington DC, the DC Board of
Education as a California teacher of
the year (with other teacher of the
6
years) and we (witnessed) the people
Top Down Heavy
Top Down Orders
making the decisions were lawyers,
Influence and or
determine changes.
doctors, accountants and nobady was
control
in education and everyone had a
lawyer with them, it was crazy town.
We sat there and felt like children at
an adult table.

They're all panicking because they
want to be the best, they don't want
to work together, and its like - AVID,
that’s a good program, Bam! Kagan,
6
That’s a good program, Bam, use it, do
Top Down Heavy
Top Down Orders
it, do it, and our superintendents are
Influence and or
determine changes.
like Yes we need to do it, and our
control
principals are like - oh my god Im
gonna have to tell my staff. And then
the teachers are like, what the hell are
talking about?

Question 2

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

What is your
greatest
professional
reward?

I had a (former) student come in his
10
When Students
Witnessing
doctor gear and he was one of my fifth
Reach their dreams Student Growth Is
grade students. He said, look what you
and life goals.
Rewarding
made, you made doctor.

Question 3

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

No. I think favortism kills. It kills. Like I
think that any administrator that
Do you feel
shows any type of favortism is, has lost
supported by
Unfair Treatment
a good amount of staff. Teachers are
your school site
through favortism.
very intelligent, they see when things
leadership?
are not fair and it doesn't matter how
old you are.

Question 4

Step 1: Ideas in Data

I have a bitter taste in my mouth from
the discipline accountability green
zone… I think we are that we are not
suspending students because we are
not allowed to and I feel like it’s a
disservice to kids who come to school
to learn.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Discipline
accountability
measures, and less
disicipline, has a
negative influence
on students learning
in the classroom.
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Step 3: Final Coding

4

Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence

Step 3: Final Coding

8

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Global Level
Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level
Community
Level
District Level

I have a bitter taste in my mouth from
the discipline accountability green
zone… I think we are that we are not
suspending students because we are
not allowed to and I feel like it’s a
disservice to kids who come to school
to learn.

I had a big fifth grader (taller than
me)come up to me, he goes - well
what are you going to do? You can't
suspend me?

Discipline
accountability
measures, and less
disicipline, has a
negative influence
on students learning
in the classroom.

8

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

Classroom Level

8

Students Threaten
without fear of
suspension.

School Site
Level

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

Question 5

We have kids that are bringing scissors
, they have scissors and taping them to
pencils to make shanks to stab each
other with and that’s not okay! We
have kids vaping in the bathroom,
that’s not suspendable? I had a kid
pull my hair, and nothing, nothing...
thay came back to my room 10
minutes later and they said sorry. That
was all they could do.

Lack of student
Discipline because
of negative report to
state on this
accountability
measure.

The accountability part that bothers
me is the discipline, it's ridiculous, it
needs to not be there because we are
not doing it because our
superintendant doesn’t want us to be
in the red or yellow. We're not doing
it because its gonna help the kids or
teachers, we're doing it to make the
district look good.

Lack of student
Discipline because
of negative report to
state on this
accountability
measure.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I have taken on way too much, I took
on the art club, the dance club, and I
just wanted to be great for the kids
but at that time it would be midnight
Spread Too Thin
and I would be trying to get these
dresses sewn and had to get up at five
in the morning, but I wanted
everything to be perfect.

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?
I was able to accomplish all that I
needed to accomplish, but it was very
very stressful and I had no family life, Spread Too Thin
it was all school and no life, I was very
imbalanced in life during that time.
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8

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

8

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

Step 3: Final Coding

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

School Site
Level
1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?
I was able to accomplish all that I
needed to accomplish, but it was very
very stressful and I had no family life, Spread Too Thin
it was all school and no life, I was very
imbalanced in life during that time.

Question 6

3

Resilience

Classroom Level

3

Resilience

Classroom Level

When something is out of my control,
11
I think the best thing that helps me is
Finding a
Research to learn
to research. Why? Because I need to
Solution to
about the challenge.
know the benefits of it and so I have an
Challenges
to open my mind.

Classroom Level

What action do
you take to
My first initial is just to forget
overcome
everything, and I don't even want to
moments of
do this anymore, but in my mind, I
demoralization?
knowI'm going to. I just have a little fit
and then I get myself back on the
horse and its because we have to do it
for the kids.

If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

When I feel things are out of my
control and I can't do anything, I kind
of lock myself in and, you know, in my
mind… and I have a little fit. It's
Releasing
almost like the fove stages of grief.
frustration.
Cause forst you're like, I cannot
believe that just happened, then
there's no way, then you're upset,
then you kind of say, okay now what?

Question 7

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

1

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Releasing
frustration then
overcoming for the
students.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
District Level

Instead of saying grade level, replace
the grade level with skill level
placement.

Grouping kids by
skills, instead of
grade levels.

School Site
Utilizing School
Level
Models Beyond the Department
U.S. or
Level
Nontraditional
Models
Classroom Level

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

15

Participant 5
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1

Being able to meet, really meet the
needs of the students in the middle
school setting with, um, you know,
having 215 students, like to me as a
language arts teacher, it's just too
hard for me to know them and know
how to help all of them meet them,
where they are and, you know, keep
them all engaged, keep them all
challenged, help them all be
successful.

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level
District Level

Large Number of
students creates a
challenge for
student connection,
engagement, etc.

86

13

Student Numbers

Being able to meet, really meet the
needs of the students in the middle
school setting with, um, you know,
having 215 students, like to me as a
language arts teacher, it's just too
hard for me to know them and know
how to help all of them meet them,
where they are and, you know, keep
them all engaged, keep them all
challenged, help them all be
successful.

Large Number of
students creates a
challenge for
student connection,
engagement, etc.

13

School Site
Student Numbers Level
Classroom Level

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties
8

What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?

This year is the first time in all these,
what, 33 years that I have thought, I
don't know if I can keep doing this
because of the extreme change in
student behavior and how it is
handled.

Student behavior is
unsatisfactorily
handled.

I don't know if I can keep doing this,
District level
just because of that whole disconnect initiatives on
between the picture that we want, the discipline are not
reality of students these days it's been, aligned to the
it's so different and there's a million
students we have
reasons why students behave
today. Therefore,
differently as a general, whole than
competency on
they have in the past. But, I feel like
district
the district admin is not prepared to, administrations
or skilled at, or have the tools to help knowledge in the
remedy the situation.
area is in question.

Question 2

What is your
greatest
professional
reward?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem
6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Federal Level
State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

5

Lack of Support at
Multiple Levels

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

When students
10
Witnessing
When I feel like lesson a lesson has
utilize feedback
Student
Growth Is Classroom Level
gone, well, not really a lesson, a series succssfully and or
of lessons has gone well and students improve as learners. Rewarding
have done something and gotten
feedback improved upon it, gotten
feedback, improved upon it.
Step 2: Preliminary
Step 4: Relation
Step 1: Ideas in Data
Step 3: Final Coding
Question 3
Codes
to Framework
School Site
Lack of
Level
17
Poor
communication
Department
Administrative
I'm gonna say no, and there is multiple from
Level
Communication
administration.
reasons. I would like some
Classroom Level
information about what everybody
else is doing, not the teachers, but the
non teachers. What are they doing in
Do you feel
this time? I feel like they're kind of
supported by
not, they don't really want to hear
your school site from us. They don't really want to hear
leadership?
what's going on. We haven't had a staff
meeting in three weeks... so I really
87
don't feel supported. I feel like they
want to give lip service, but I don't feel
like they really want to fix any of the
problems.

Lack of
17
Poor
communication
Administrative
I'm gonna say no, and there is multiple from
Communication
administration.
reasons. I would like some
information about what everybody
else is doing, not the teachers, but the
non teachers. What are they doing in
Do you feel
this time? I feel like they're kind of
supported by
not, they don't really want to hear
your school site from us. They don't really want to hear
leadership?
what's going on. We haven't had a staff
Lack of transparency
meeting in three weeks... so I really
9
under state of
Trust Matters
don't feel supported. I feel like they
want to give lip service, but I don't feel emergency.

Classroom Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level
School Site
Level

like they really want to fix any of the
problems.

Question 4

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

I feel like nobody wants to look bad in
those (accountability) categories ... so
if we can't suspend, we cant do
anything. I don’t think that means we
don’t do anything, consequently we
have this generation that’s growing up
seeing no consequences for their
actions. I don't think we need to
punish them per se, I think we need to
help them change the behaviors but I
don't think we're doing that. I think
we're just, we don't want those
numbers to be looked bad on her
dashboard.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

6

Discipline policies
under the states
accountability
system are
negatively
impacting the
classroom
experience for all
students and
teachers.

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Classroom Level

5

Lack of Support at
Multiple Levels

8

Discipline
Accountability
Measure is a
Problem

I really don't like the overemphasis of
test scores. Cause I think there's so
Students are more
much more to a student, their test so
than a test score.
much more to a school than the test
scores.

7

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Question 5

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

Federal Level
Lack of Support at State Level
Multiple Levels
Community
Level

5

I was given innapropriate materials to
teach beginning reading and was told I
had to use those newly adopted
materials that were too advanced for
beginners.
Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

88

I was given innapropriate materials to
teach beginning reading and was told I
had to use those newly adopted
materials that were too advanced for
beginners.
Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?

Question 6

4

Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence
4

Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence

So I also teach language arts and
science and we're supposed to do
sexual health. I feel it's very important
that we teach that and that we teach
it well. And I think someone who
doesn't feel they can teach it,
shouldn't be forced to teach it
because how can you possibly teach
something that you innately don't
believe?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

School Site
Level
State Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

What action do
you take to
overcome
Talk to colleagues.
moments of
demoralization?

Conversations with
those experienced.

Question 7

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 1: Ideas in Data

District Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site Level

2

Seeking
Conversations

Step 3: Final Coding

Department
Level
Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State Level

If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

Who's not a classroom teacher, but
who has a credential and can be alone
with kids. So anybody on campus who
fits that criteria, but is not a
classroom teacher is in a pool.. when
something happens in a classroom
where a teacher, we just call some
number and that pool whoever's on
the top list has to go to the classroom
(to help).

District Level
Credentialed
Employees who are
prepared to help
Hire Specialized
teachers out in the
Support
classroom in times
of emergency or any
important issue.

School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Participant 6
Brymans Four
Steps
Question 1

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Being a special ed teacher, it's kind of
like having two full time jobs at once,
especially now because I'm a hundred
percent of classroom teacher, but also
a hundred percent the case manager
Time consuming
making sure your IEPs, progress
position.
reports, and your paperwork is all up
to date is a very time consuming and
detail oriented job, not my favorite
part of the job, but it's takes a lot of
time.

89

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

1

School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Being a special ed teacher, it's kind of
like having two full time jobs at once,
especially now because I'm a hundred
percent of classroom teacher, but also
a hundred percent the case manager
Time consuming
making sure your IEPs, progress
position.
reports, and your paperwork is all up
to date is a very time consuming and
detail oriented job, not my favorite
part of the job, but it's takes a lot of
time.

I have to have an administrator that's
supposed to be the principal at every Prinicipal Hard to
meeting. And the principal is a really tie down.
hard to tie down to a time.

What is your
greatest
professional
Challenge?

Oftentimes you're like between a rock
and a hard place because the principal
says I can only make it at seven 30 in
the morning or 8:00 AM or something
like that. The teacher can never make
it at that time ... I'd have to get a sub
for the teacher, so they could come to
the meeting. And it just a freaking
nightmare administratively speaking.

All my kids are the students who are
the ones who act up all the time. So
I'm trying to run a three ring circus,
provide good academic instruction,
provide behavioral and social,
emotional support to kids and get
paperwork done for a meeting that's
either happened or coming up or
whatever. So I do feel like it's an
impossible task at times, and it's set
up to be impossible.

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

Classroom Level

5

School Site
Level

Lack of Support at
Multiple Levels

5

Position requires
multiple duties
extended well
beyond the
classroom.

Lack of Support at
Multiple Levels

Department
Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level

1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties

5

Lack of Support at
Multiple Levels

Job position is
asking the
impossible.

School Site
Level

Department
Level
1

Not Enough Time
for Complex Job
Duties
Classroom Level

Question 2

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

So the rewarding pieces see kids who,
for the most part, most people have
said no way. I can't, I can't do that. I
can't work with that kid. He can't be in
my classroom or she can't be in my
classroom or she's just not getting it is Seeing students
working with kids like that. Who, who progress.
struggled and who continued to
struggle. But we find a way in, you
know, you find a way in and you help.
And to me, that's very rewarding, even
if it's little increments of progress.

90

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

10

Witnessing
Student Growth Is
Rewarding

Classroom Level

Question 3

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

I don't think there's enough support
anywhere. There's not enough support
in the classroom. They got too many
kids, not enough support. There's not
enough support administratively and
Do you feel
or maybe it's the way they divvy it up.
There isnt enough
5
supported by
I think she would like to support me. I
Lack of Support at
support throughout
your school site think she emotionally does try to
Multiple Levels
all levels.
leadership?
support me very much, but I think
technically and, um, professionally,
she would like special ed people to
come in and support me more
because she doesn't feel that that's her
area.
Question 4

Are
accountability
measures
helping your
students? How
or why not?

Question 5

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I've never been a proponent of, of, um,
the government testing stuff. I just, I
don't think it's helped anybody. I
think it takes way too much time and Testing scores
way too much focus or we're so
appear to take away
focused on the testing where we're
from students
pulling people's attention away from overall needs.
how to teach better and what
children need, because it's that, that
score on that test.

Step 3: Final Coding

7

Testing
Accountability
Measures in
Question

6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control

But to me, it's a huge drain on the, on
the kids, on the, on the staff, on the
teachers and on the resources that we
need to put into the kids. We spend an
awful lot of time getting trained on
how the testing day will go, how make
sure the kids get online and, and
practice doing the test so that when
they take the test, they'll do better on
the test.

Accountability
Much time and
resources are used Measures in
every year on testing Question
for all stakeholders
at the school.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

7

Testing

6

Top Down Heavy
Influence and or
control
Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Federal Level
State Level
Community
Level
District Level
School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

4

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
look like?

I had been teaching for 18 years… I
had a lot of stuff on my plate (at the
time) and I was struggling to get
everything done on time. When I went
to my two different supervisors, they
treated me as if I just didn't know how
to manage my time properly and
that's why I was having trouble.

Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence

Sought out
Administrative help
on job struggles and 1 Not Enough Time
was negatively
for Complex Job
received instead of Duties
helped.
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School Site
Level
Classroom Level

I had been teaching for 18 years… I
had a lot of stuff on my plate (at the
time) and I was struggling to get
everything done on time. When I went
to my two different supervisors, they
treated me as if I just didn't know how
to manage my time properly and
that's why I was having trouble.

Sought out
Administrative help
on job struggles and 1 Not Enough Time
was negatively
for Complex Job
received instead of Duties
helped.

Think back to a
time when you
found yourself
unable to
accomplish your
job demands,
what did that
They never gave me credit or whatever
look like?
you want to call it for having a hard
job. It was demeaning to me and
Administration
demoralizing, I guess, is the right word
belittled teachers
when they treated me that way. Cause
job duties.
I went to them for help and they
instead made me feel bad about
myself.
Question 6

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

For me, I mean, it's hard because I
think the negativity can eat you alive,
Avoid being
you know, it can just consume you
consumed by the
and make you feel burnt out. The
negativity.
demoralization can spread to other
things.
What action do
you take to
overcome
The best way to deal with things is just
Seeking
moments of
head on. If it sucks then it sucks and I
demoralization? say so and I'll even say it to my bosses. Conversations

Verbalize and come up with solutions Seeking
with administration.
Conversations

Question 7
If you could
change
something in
the school
system, its
design of
implementing
policies and
practices, what
would you
change?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I think they need to put less kids in a
classroom. I really think they can solve
so many problems that teachers have
Reduce class size.
managing things that kids have
learning. If they would just reduce
class sizes.

Table 2. One-On-One Data Themes
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Classroom Level

5

Lack of Support
at Multiple Levels

4

Negative
Administrative
Control and or
Influence

Step 3: Final Coding

3

Resilience

2

Seeking
Conversations

School Site
Level
Classroom Level

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
School Site
Department
Level
Classroom Level

School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Seeking
Conversations

School Site
Level
Department
Level
Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

2

Federal Level
State Level
Community
District Level
School Site
13
Student Numbers Level

Occurrences in the Data
14

Themes in Data
Down Heavy Influence and or
Control
5Lack of Support at Multiple Levels
1Not Enough Time for Complex Job
Duties
7Testing Accountability Measures in
Question
2Seeking Conversations
3Resilience
4Negative Administrative Control
and or Influence
15Utilizing School Models Beyond
the U.S. or Nontraditional Models
8Discipline Accountability Measure
is a Problem
9Trust Matters
10Witnessing Student Growth Is
Rewarding
11Finding a Solution to Challenges
12Motivating Parents or Students
17Poor Administrative
Communication
18Student Centered Scheduling
13Student Numbers
14The Rewarding Aha Moment
16Parent Disconnect
6Top

13
12
8
7
7
7
6
6
6
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
One-On-One Themes
1Not

Enough Time for Complex Job Duties
The third most reoccurring theme was not enough time for complex job

duties. Student numbers vary from school district to school district, from
schooling level to class subject, and between school site locations which may or
may not contribute to not having enough time to meet the needs of each student.
According to Participant 5:
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Being able to meet, really meet the needs of the students in the middle
school setting with, um, you know, having 215 students, like to me as a
language arts teacher, it's just too hard for me to know them and know
how to help all of them meet them, where they are and, you know, keep
them all engaged, keep them all challenged, help them all be successful.
According to participants, ensuring each student gets the feedback they
need for their growth as learners can take more time than allotted instructionally.
Participant 3 revealed:
I had, what 80 something students doing a (advanced level) project…so
getting them graded and read, and each one is 12 pages of really intense
research, and checking all of their math, and then getting them submitted
… it was a nightmare… I think I spent 20 hours every day for like weeks,
in front of my computer (Covid-19 time period).
Some participants felt that meeting all the needs of students and the
administration was impossible. Participant 2 argued:
There's not enough time in the school day. If you say that our contracted
hours are from seven to three o'clock, then I couldn't get everything done.
I couldn't get parent responses to emails done. Then I couldn't get my
lesson planning done then. So, I think by nature, our job requires that
you're doing something outside of your contracted time. So, I guess
maybe I do fail almost every day if I can't do it in my contracted time.
5Lack

of Support at Multiple Levels
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According to the data, the second most reoccurring theme was lack of
support at multiple levels. When support is lacking, participants choose to leave
the school site to find more support. Participant 2 noted, “I currently feel
supported by my current administration but was not at the school prior to this…
that is why I changed schools… took a pay cut… walked away from my dream
job.” Participants perceive that there is a value set on core subjects that are not
elective, art, or physical education. The state deems some subjects as worthy of
accountability that may impact the professional support and developments noncore subject teachers may not receive. Participant 2 continued:
I think this is what most districts say. We're getting graded on science,
English, math. Some of these other courses are ancillary to that, but this
is really how they're saying where there were a successful school or not.
We're not being tested in my subject area. They're not being graded as a
school in my subject area that the state's not going to come back at them
in my subject area. Um, so I think I want more professional support and
like, how can we make this better?
In general, participants feel that, across all levels in the education profession,
support seems to be lacking. Participant 6 concurred:
I don't think there's enough support anywhere. There's not enough
support in the classroom. They got too many kids, not enough support.
There's not enough support administratively and or maybe it's the way
they divvy it up. I think she would like to support me. I think she
emotionally does try to support me very much, but I think technically and,
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um, professionally, she would like special ed people to come in and
support me more because she doesn't feel that that's her area.
6Top

Down Heavy Influence and/or Control

The most reoccurring theme was top down heavy influence and/or
control; the hands of influence that oversee the decisions being made in various
education related areas that impact the education and the teaching profession.
According to the participants, sometimes, such decisions do not come from
individuals with experience in the education profession. Participant 4 recalled:
I went to the board of education in Washington DC, the DC Board of
Education as a California teacher of the year (with other teacher of the
years) and we (witnessed) the people making the decisions were lawyers,
doctors, accountants and nobody was in education and everyone had a
lawyer with them, it was crazy town. We sat there and felt like children at
an adult table.
Participants feel accountability instills fears in school districts that they will
lose funding or be sanctioned if they do not meet particular numbers set by the
state. Districts are willing to do anything to reach those numbers, no matter the
risks to maintain funding or positive perceptions others may hold in the district.
Participant 5 stated:
I feel like nobody wants to look bad in those (accountability) categories ...
so, if we can't suspend, we can’t do anything. I don’t think that means we
don’t do anything, consequently we have this generation that’s growing up
seeing no consequences for their actions. I don't think we need to punish
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them per se, I think we need to help them change the behaviors but I don't
think we're doing that. I think we don't want those numbers to be looked
bad on her dashboard.
One-On-One Interviews and Research Questions
Research question one asked, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and/or
governance overseeing teacher duties?” Accountability, in areas of testing,
attendance, and discipline, were the overarching policy areas that created
restraints for the participants in this study. Accountability affects the classroom
environment in many ways, and most participants felt disempowered and
frustrated at the many tasks that take away from teaching and negatively impact
the classroom experience they provide for their students.
Research question two inquired, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the educational systematic
design?” From state governance to school site managerial levels, participants
felt a sense of mistrust from the individuals behind educational changes and their
experiences in the field of education. Some participants felt the complexity as a
result of state or federal policies being pushed down the chain of command to the
school site, in which administrators or management must ensure follow-through.
According to the participants, educational changes happen often enough to raise
questions with educators. Some participants felt that the purposes behind these
educational shifts, throughout the systems level of management, also creates
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mistrust; particularly, purposes behind accountability and the benefits of decided
measures on a student’s educational experience comes into question.
Research question three queried, “What programs are in place to support
professional demoralization or what do teachers suggest is needed to support
demoralization?” The results of this study revealed teachers cope by vocalizing
their concerns to management or colleagues (Table 2). There is a need for the
participants to be heard, and while some voice themselves as a means to vent,
some voice themselves as a means to verbally figure out their own solution or to
sort out concerns. There was no mention of any programs or other school site or
district resource utilized for dealing with moments of demoralization (Table 1).
Participants provided some ideas on how to re-moralize education, which
included utilizing international education system designs, from successful
schools, as guidelines on ways to revamp education. Another idea from the
participants was is to provide a student-centered schedule that aligns around the
well-being of youth to increase student engagement.
Focus Group Interviews
Focus group interviews consisted of two separate groups of five
participants each. Focus group interview data was analyzed utilizing Bryman’s
as visible in Table 3. For this study, if an area in the data was mentioned more
than once, it was selected within a theme, as visible in Table 4. All themes help
deepen the understanding of the research questions designed for this study
which centers around teacher demoralization and ideas on how re-moralize.
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Focus Group Interview Data Findings
Focus Group 1: 5 Participants Collective Responses
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

For the last 13 years I have taught
high school. Previously I taught
Over 20 years of
20+ Years
Table
Focusteaching
Group
Interview
Data,
middle-school for
8 years.3.(21
experience
Experience
Years)
I've been middle school. Most of my Over 40 years of
40 years of teaching.
teaching.

Question 1:
What level of
schooling do
you teach?

40+ Years
Experience

I started in high school and went
down to middle school. Loved it.
Then I was asked to go back to high
Over 20 years of
20+ Years
school because I do have a
teaching experience Experience
secondary credential in math. And
then I eventually went back to
middle school. (24 years)

State Level
District Level
Brymans
Steps
School Site
Level
Classroom Level
State Level
District Level
School Site Level
Classroom Level
State Level
District Level
School Site Level
Classroom Level

State Level
District Level
School Site Level
Classroom Level

This is my 19th year of teaching and
Over 15 years of
15+ Years
I've kind of had it split between both
teaching experience. Experience
high school and middle school.
I've taught first grade. I've been
teaching first grade for the last four
years. I was in kinder for 12. I've
Over 15 years of
15+ Years
taught fifth, fifth grade and fourth
teaching experience. Experience
grade. Never third grade. So
basically TK to five without third
grade. (16 yeasrs)
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

State Level
District Level
School Site Level
Classroom Level

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

Federal
What I find most demoralizing is the Breakdown of
State
3
Discipline Policies
complete breakdown in discipline
discipline policies are
District
Disempowering
I've seen at the schools.
demoralizing.
School Site
Classroom
You're treated like a potted plant, your
advice has been asked for, and then
disregarded...don't ask me for
information. If all you're going to do, is
just to checkoff on your box…I don't
want to have my time wasted by people
or disregarded...you know, not treating
you like a human being, being treated
like a potted plant

Asked for advice
from admin as an
admin task, not to
truly be heard.

1

Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

District
School Site
District
School Site
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The big problem is that there are
absolutly no consequences for
defiance. I have a class rule where
students must keep their cell phones
turned off and put away in my class.
One habitually defiant student
informed me that he was going to
break the rule. When I took his
phone to lock in my desk, he came
around behind my desk and got in
my face screaming in a way that
someone who wasn't (as tall as I
am) would have found
intimidating... His outbust was so
extreme that he scared some of the
other students. My school is big into
"restorative justice." As his
discipline he was placed in a
mentoring group and taken indoor
skydiving. The young man who came
behind my desk and screamed at me
strongly resembles Nikolas Cruz. It's
not just that he looks like Cruz, but
like the Parkland shooter he's
obsessed with guns and violence. He
constantly talking about fighting.
I've written him up for
fighting/wrestling in the laboratory
and in the library. If this kid brought
a gun to school and shot people I
would be no more surprised than
Nikolas Cruz's teachers were (they
I've been in situations at one school
where I was being observed by a first
year administrator, um, and who ... and
it was the worst, um, observation score
I had ever received in my career, um, in
our school district. I refused to sign it
(evaluation form) and, um, I was so
frustrated, uh, I asked for a second
person to observe me. (I asked) how
could you Mark me down on certain
things? And this is the administrator
said, well, because this is the first
observation I have to start lower. So
that the next one you can improve. I
said, Oh good God. Like, this is, this is
what is judging us... the observation
was thrown out.

State

No Consequences for
difiant behavior

Student threatens
teacher after being
held accountable for
breaking classroom
policy.

County
Community
District
4

Unsafe
Experiences in
Student is rewarded Environment
with indoor skydiving
as a result of issue
with teacher, as a
means to assist in
anger issues.

School Site
Classroom

This comparison due
to the school
shootings that has
created a fear in this
teacher when dealing
with students with
anger or other
emotional issues.
3
Discipline Policies
Violent prone
Disempowering
students appear to
be rewarded as a
behavioral
intervention.
District
2

First year evaluates
teacher harshly.

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

Evaluation score was 1Teacher
explained to have
Professionalism
been a
Disregarded
predetermined score
to allow room for
growth.
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School Site
Department

District
School Site
Department

In my position, I have to work closely
with my administration and it's hard
when I have to be working for
someone who does not have the
same teaching philosophy as me
and that is, um, putting kids first.
Every decision they make up (should
be) centered around what's best for
kids. And when they're not making
those choices, I become extremely
discouraged as an educator. And a
lot of times I take off and go to
another school because I want to
work for someone that does good
for kids.

The betterment of
students are not
always the reasons
for decisions made
for them by school
management.

Teacher left shool
site where support
from management
was lacking, creates
teacher retention.

I cannot even remember all the names Teachers dive into
of all of the programs that we had to
learn and train one
learn, different learning styles, different program at a time,
teaching styles, some of them in direct and over the years
opposition of each other, like we went the continual process
through capturing kids' hearts. I mean, has created a
just I've been through so many trainings
mistrust on who the
and we'd be sent through training after
programs are really
training, after training. And then the
for.
next year we finally be ready to
implement it... (to find) we're not using New school
it this year. I'm not saying that all of the programs change
programs were bad. I just would have before results of
implementation is
liked to really be able to implement
one.
visible.
Teaching Decades
Former students see me today, and
Ago was about
thank me for what I've taught them.
Now, by the end of my career, the kids fostering
are only going to remember me as
student/teacher
stressed because I was trying to.so many connection, now its
eyes and cross so many teas and provide about fulfilling
evidence. of so many different things. administrative tasks.
Sometimes I wasn't even sure what
program I was supposed to be
following. I agree with as far as, as far as State and District
administration does make a huge
Mandates can be
difference, but what was demoralizing demoralizing.
for me came down from district and
state mandates.

If you don't get that administrative
support, uh, I ultimately, I leave and
I figured I can go put my energy.
And, um, at some other school I am
going to receive those things.

Leaving school site
when not feeling
supported by school
management.
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2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

School Site
Department
Classroom

School Site
5

Teacher Turnover. Department
Classroom

6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

Federal
State
County
District
Department
Classroom

Federal
State
County
District

Federal
Professional
State
Disempowerment County
District

7

5

Teacher Turnover

School Site
Department

You know, and I've had where the,
they wanted me to change a grade
and I said, no, you change it but I
ain’t changing the grade. I mean,
just, it was just disrespect, flat out
disrespectful, but they are our
signatures on our evaluation. Okay.
So your hands are tied and, and it's
so frustrating. And it's demoralizing
to, to not be taken as a professional,
who knows what's best for their
classroom.
The main thing is that we are not
treated like professionals. when we
go to a meeting and I don't know if
it happens out of elementary school,
but in elementary school media, like
we go to the district or whatever
and go into our big things. Right.
They say, okay, put your hands in
your, on your head of your listening.
What the hell is that? If we're
professionals, you know, like when
they say snap twice snap, three
times, I'm like, if you were in a
business, like if you worked for
Amazon, would their staff meetings
look like, would they say clap once if
you're listening.
They said no more suspension. And
in fifth grade I had a kid (a 10 - 11
year old) come up to me. There's
this bully, a big bully comes up to
me, I am the designated principal
sometimes and the kids sometimes
see me in that light sometimes, and
this kid goes - well, what are you
Question 2:
going to do? You can't suspend me.
What do you
You put MTSS as our solution, but
find
nothing, but there's no solution. It's
demoralizing in
made things worse.

School Site
Department
Classroom
School Administrator 2
Mistrust of
requests teacher to
Management
change students
Motives
grade.

School Site

1

Treated like children Teacher
Professionalism
in staff meetings.
Disregarded

State
County
10 year old taunts
3
admin designee over Discipline Policies
District
Disempowering
discipline policy.
School Site

your profession
It's almost like the kids are being
as teacher?

treated with more respect than the
Students more
teachers at this point, you know? it's
respected than
getting, you know, to the point
teachers.
where, um, we're getting attacked
in our classrooms.
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State
3

Discipline Policies District
Disempowering
School Site

Question 2:
What do you
find
demoralizing in
your profession
as teacher?

As elementary school teachers were
getting slapped, I had to wear knee
pads to, I mean, I'm shin guards to
work. I get my hair polled it's and
it's, there's nothing that's done.

State
3
Discipline Policies
Physically handled by
Disempowering
children whom are
District
not held accountable
as supported by
School Site
4Unsafe
discipline mandates.
Experiences in
Classroom
Environment

And it's more like -well, what is your
classroom management style?
What are you doing to make this
happen? You know? And I'm
thinking, trying to teach

Teacher questioned
1
about classroom
Teacher
management when a Professionalism
child has been
Disregarded
disruptive or defiant.

We have to do as classroom
teachers. If something goes on in
our classroom that we used to be
able to discipline for. The first thing
we have to do is take them outside
the room and talk to them about it.
We're going to talk to them about it
and call her and call home or email
home. And that happens a third
time. We still have to do something.
Okay. And every time we're
supposed to write this and a little in
synergy that we did this and the kid
can do this in all seven teacher's
rooms and collect 30 or 40 of these
little dings by the end of the week.
And nothing will still happen
because it's only taken on your
classroom.
At our school, there was a little
group that, um, they stole their,
somebody stole their grandmother's
credit card and went on Amazon and
bought vape pins. Okay. Then gave
them to their friends and they were
vaping in the bathroom. They were
back the next day. Yeah. And they
were just basically like, you can't do
that. That's bad.

School Site
Classroom

State
District
School Site
There are multiple
Classroom
busy steps that must
be taken to "hold a 3
Discipline Policies
student accountable"
Disempowering
for actions, no
matter the extremity
of offense.

State
Students vaping at
elementary school
level not held
accountable for
actions beyond a
conversation.
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District
3

Discipline Policies
School Site
Disempowering
Classroom

Some kids made, they cut, they
broke their scissors and tied them
and, and taped them to pencils and
made shakes. (they were told) Oh
no, no, no. Now go back to your
classroom.That was fourth grade,
and it seems like and we feel like
we've lost control.
I know that there was the term, a
Christmas tree school where they
weren't necessarily doing the things
like watering the Christmas tree or
giving it sunlight. It was just adding
all of this decoration, every new
program. And they were just
grabbing, instead of finding a few
things that we can really hold onto
and implement and do well. It was
like, how many programs can we
show that we're doing at the
school? And then it becomes
overwhelming for us as the
educators, because then we're
expected to implement all those
things with fidelity.

State
4
Students make a
Unsafe
weapon out of
District
Experiences in
pencils and
Environment
scissors,were sent to
School Site
the principal, then
sent back to class.
Classroom
3
Discipline Policies
Disempowering

School programs
thrown at teachers
like ornaments on a
Christmas tree/

1

Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

Federal
State
County

Programs appear to
be for show and
6
competition over
Mistrust of New
who has the best
School Programs
program out there,
over student benefit.

I think if we simplify it and we pick a few
things and we do those extremely well,
Quick program
is it a jumping onto the next new thing?
turnover.
Um, and that's, I think the problem is, is
that we don't even get to do one thing.

It's funny because people who've been
around a long time. It's like, it's like even
Repeat of programs
comes full circle. Something that was
is questionable
thrown out 20 years ago is now making
its way back again.

Back to the Christmas tree analogy
because I feel like exactly, we are
Who are these
decorating for who, and then we're not programs for?
really watering the plant.
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6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

District
School Site

Federal
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom
Federal
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom
Federal
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom

Federal
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom

We're afraid to not do something that
we've just been asked, but we've been
asked to do a hundred things and they
keep, and I think it's just, it's the stress
and it's the frustration.

Why so many
programs? Hard to
keep up with.

I've moved schools because of the
admin and the administration. And I've
gone into where it's been worse. It's not
really jumped the wrong ship. there was
a quote that I love that says the grass is
greener where you water it. I said, but
when someone's stepping on your
hose...

Professional
Leaving school site
Disempowerment
when not feeling
supported by school
School Site
management.
5
Teacher Turnover Classroom

We're also, we're put up against the
parents. Like somehow there was a
change in it where we're the bad guy
and the parents are the good guy and
our administration backs up the
parents, not us trying to help the child.
And I think that it's the non backup. You
don't really get backed up by
administration. If a parent is attacking
you, or if a parent is, you know, it's kind
of basically like, well, what did you do?
And you're, Oh my God, I was just trying
to teach your child. And so I that's
exhausting.

6

Mistrust of New
School Programs

7

Lack of support when 6
Mistrust of New
having parent
School Programs
misunderstandings.
School Site

Questioned on
professionally made
decisions.

1

Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

We can go and apply for other
positions, you know, that's the
administrations thought, but we can't Trapped in profession 7
Professional
leave our profession. We're trapped into because for reasons
Disempowerment
our profession because of retirement
of retirement.
after a while. And I come to the point
where you can't run.
I think favoritism at schools, can change
the energy completely, and I think it's
Admin
kind of an epidemic in our district
where there's only like … it's group think gerrymandering
teachers, who are
where they choose people, the
favorited, for
principal will choose people, that will
say yes to what they have to sayand then purposes of program
we're supposed to be like, there was no buy-in or to fulfill the
argument to the principal. Everybody
necessary teacher
just agreed to this horrendous writing say in logistical
program and we're all in it. And it was needs.
just a group of four people being
people.
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State
District

8

Systemically or
Socially
Disempowering
Politics
District
2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

School Site

Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

I'm a high school teacher and I honestly
think the middle school teachers have it
worse. There are even fewer
consequences for misbehavior at that
leve. Yesterday I received a phonecall
from a colleague who I had taught with
at a middle school for many years. She
had experienced so much defiance that
she was ready to quit. She has spent 19
years in the system and always had
excellent classroom management skills,
but she's burning out. All of the times
when I'd been threatened by students
had happened at the middle school
level, including a student who
threatened to do a drive-by of my
house.
I was at a school where I completely
stepped down as a coach, because I sat
in a meeting for an hour with a parent
just going off on me telling me they had
illegally videotaped me. And I looked to
my administration to back me up, um,
in the meeting, I said, I would resign.
And everybody walked out of that
meeting, shaking hands. Like I didn't
even say it. And then when it was all
over and the administrators walked out,
I'm sorry. As the parents walked out.
Question 3: At
Um, I said, no, I don't think you
what level, in
understand. I am, I am stepping down.
education
I'm just not worth it. my (friend), who
management,
was also a teacher in, in (same district),
have you felt
had a parent issue last year. The parent
the most
came into the room and, the
disempowered
administrator, who's my administrator
and why?
now, pretty much told the parent here's
the situation. I, 100% back my teacher
up, every decision she made - I would've
made the same thing, so can you now
explain what your issue is?
I think that you stay at a school when
you feel empowered, supported, and
appreciated. And if you don't have those
three things, um, it starts breaking you
down and you have to start weighing
your purpose, being there to make a
difference in kids' lives versus your own
personal joy and sanity. And, it's hard.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes
Veteran Teacher
ready to quite over
discipline policies.

Step 3: Final
Step 4: Relation
Coding
to Framework
3
Discipline Policies
Disempowering
State
County
District
7

Professional
Student threatens
Disempowerment
teacher with drive-by
shooting from middle
school student.
4
Unsafe
Experiences in
Environment

School Site
Classroom

5

Quitting position due
to lack of support at
the administrative
level.

Teacher Turnover

1

Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

School Site

Aware of similar
case in which
another teacher was 2Mistrust of
supported in the
Management
same district.
Motives

Support is important
to feel empowered 7Professional
overall as a
Disempowerment
professional.
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School Site

8

We have a lot of politicians who have a
lot of say in what's going on in
Politicians have a
education and maybe if they let the
strong political voice
actual practitioners, um, help guide
that direction, maybe we wouldn't be in in education policy.
this
When I have a personal issue with the
person who oversees issues, you know,
people that are moving into these very
high positions, I can't go to her if I ever
had an issue because I have a personal
issue with her, where she was turned
and tried to get rid of me at a previous
school.
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data
I remember a group of young
students would rush up to the subs
barking like angry dogs to intimidate
the substitutes right off the bat.
While this was going on, the old
timers on the faculty would walk
past like they didn't see anything. I
didn't understand why they didn't
nip that behavior in the bud. But it
became apparent that they were
burned out, but stayed on the job to
keep paying into their pensions.
When teachers face constant
behavioral issues, they burn out.
There is something that rarely gets
talked about. The students that treat
teachers with defiance and
disrespect aren't limiting their
misbehavior to teachers, they're
also making life miserable and
learning impossible for students.
Last year I had several unleasant
interactions with an "emotionally
disturbed" young man in special
education classes. He wasn't my
student but he frequently left class
to wander the campus and would
frequently be hanging out by my
classroom. Whenever I tried to
correct his behavior he became
defiant and profane. Later this kid
talked a very low functioning SDC
girl into performing a sex act, that
he recorded with his phone and
shared widely among other
students. This poor young girl was a
victim of a system that allowed an
"emotionally disturbed" young man

Question 4: Do
you think
demoralization
is something
worth looking

Systemically or
Socially
Disempowering
Politics
1
Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

7
Professional
Unable to seek
Disempowerment
support because of
8
Systemically or
the person
Socially
overseeing that area.
Disempowering
Politics
Step 2: Preliminary
Step 3: Final
Codes
Coding

Student behavior
creates burnout.

Federal
State

District
School Site

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

School Site
Department
7

Observation of
another colleague
and burn out.

Professional
Disempowerment

Other students have 4Unsafe
to deal with peers
Experiences in
who are disruptive
Environment
and or difiant.
Entire class had to
evacuate because of
7
a violent episode
Professional
from a student
Disempowerment
(assessed as
emotionally

Classroom

Federal
State
County
District

Same kid who
created classroom
evacuation sexually
took advantage of a
low functioning kid.
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3

Discipline Policies
Disempowering

School Site
Classroom

also making life miserable and
learning impossible for students.
Last year I had several unleasant
interactions with an "emotionally
disturbed" young man in special
education classes. He wasn't my
student but he frequently left class
to wander the campus and would
frequently be hanging out by my
classroom. Whenever I tried to
correct his behavior he became
defiant and profane. Later this kid
talked a very low functioning SDC
girl into performing a sex act, that
he recorded with his phone and
shared widely among other
students. This poor young girl was a
victim of a system that allowed an
"emotionally disturbed" young man
I think that we need to make sure
that beginning teachers really do
Question 4: Do have that support. Maybe it's
you think
something that BITSA programs
demoralization
really need to talk about so that we
is something
can't pretend it's not there. Um, we
worth looking
need to make sure that young
into? If so, by
teachers and future teachers know
who?
so that they are aware of it and they
can speak up, um, go to their union.
Um, and so that they can work
through it and not, so we're not
This issue needs to be discussed in,
programs for future administrators,
because if we could instill what the
problem is before they ever get into
that profession or into that position,
then maybe those people are going
to be our advocates once they get
into those positions.
I believe that it would need to start
at the union level as our advocates
because where these programs are
coming from our beyond our
administrators and sometimes even
beyond our district.
I think the union, would need to get
involved first and, you know, they do
everything they can to support us
and liaison with the district
personnel and make sure that we're
treated fairly, they really do.
If we had some kind of internal
investigation team, that like had
counselors and, lawyers and I mean
saying, okay, let's come in and see
how you run business. And just look
at every section of this district
Why I think that if like the media
would have like little spots of, Hey,
here's an athlete saying my favorite
teacher was so and so this and
whatever. And so, and so, and
maybe they would have a little more
respect if we had another, um, you
know, somebody else promoting us.
Cause it feels every time there's
something about a teacher it's

Same kid who
created classroom
evacuation sexually
took advantage of a
low functioning kid.

Discipline system
supports kids with
behavior issues to
stay in school no
matter the offense.

3

Discipline Policies
Disempowering

9

Blaming
Education System
for Failures

Programs and
support for new
teachers

State
County
More Beginner
Teacher Support

Mentoring voice and
empowerment with
new teachers

Educate new
administrators on
issues of teacher
demoralization.

District
School Site

State
Educate Future
Administrators

County
District

Starts with the
teachers union

10

Starts with the
teachers union

10

Union Specialized State
Support
Community

Union Specialized State
Support
Community

An internal
Federal
investigation team to 11
State
Internal
look into any issues
Investigation Team Community
within the school site
and or district.
Utilizing the media
to promote and
encourage teachers,
instead of the
Media Support and
negative stories that Encouragement
seem to always
appear on media
platforms.
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Why I think that if like the media
would have like little spots of, Hey,
here's an athlete saying my favorite
teacher was so and so this and
whatever. And so, and so, and
maybe they would have a little more
respect if we had another, um, you
know, somebody else promoting us.
Cause it feels every time there's
something about a teacher it's
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data
Politicians in CA have passed three
laws AB 1729, AB 420 and SB 419
have stripped teachers of all
disciplinary authority and tied the
hands of administrators. When the
young man came behind my desk
and screamed at me in a
threatening manner, nothing
happened to him, I was told he
would face no consequences.
There's a restroom near my
classroom where students meet to
do drugs. I've caught numerous
students smoking weed or vaping
marijuana in the bathroom this year,
not because I was looking but
because I was going to the restroom
and they were being blanant.
Eventually, administration warned
me to stop using that bathroom. I
was told that if I kept catching kids
doing drugs, the kids might make up
a story to retaliate against me and I
could have my career ruined.
I had a student who every single day
was disruptive and I had to make a
choice and I, I never, I don't write
referrals. I don't even own them. I
don't know how to fill them out.
Um, I really try to work with the
kids, but this kid constantly shouting
out meowing in class, making weird
noises of yelling the word pickle. I
don't know what was going on, but
so I finally asked him, you need to
just go sit in the, uh, in the discipline
office. so the student came back
with a taco, like 10 minutes later, a
taco in his hand, eating it in class.

Utilizing the media
to promote and
encourage teachers,
instead of the
Media Support and Community
negative stories that Encouragement
seem to always
appear on media
platforms.
Step 2: Preliminary
Codes
Certain California
Mandates have
stripped admin and
teacher disciplinary
management of
classrooms and

Step 3: Final
Coding

Classrooms are not
safe.

4

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

3

Discipline Policies
Disempowering
9

Blaming
Education System
for Failures

State
County
District
School Site
Classroom

Unsafe
Experiences in
Environment

Reporting drug use to
admin, that occurred 3
Discipline Policies
outside of classroom,
Disempowering
appeared
School Site
unwelcomed.
Admin requested
teacher to not
2
interfer with those
Mistrust of
students anymore to Management
avoid "retaliation",
Motives
message perceived
as a threat.
1

Teacher
Professionalism
Student misbehaving Disregarded
District
in class appeared to
be rewarded with
School Site
food and sent back to 3
class with food after Discipline Policies
Classroom
Disempowering
being sent up for
classroom
disruptions.
2
Mistrust of
Management
Motives

Question 5:
Have you ever
experienced a
time in your
career in which
you were not
supported due
to policies in
place?
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Question 5:
Have you ever
experienced a
time in your
career in which
you were not
supported due
to policies in
place?

The problem with that is a lot of
times, if it depends on who the
administrator is, if you're one of
their favorites. , I have another
student who, somebody that I look
after and I find actually to be a
really good student, but the missing
administrator hates this kid. And
that kid will be suspended for
things. And can't, I mean, it's just,
it's frustrating because a lot of
times it comes down to if they like
the kid or not. Um, but I felt
powerless, uh, when I was sending
the student up because I knew
nothing was going to happen and
I've totally stopped taking, I mean,
sending kids to the office, it's a joke.
At the start of the year, when we
review our state test scores, the
administrators have that meeting
where they're looking at
(accountability measures), and how
many referrals did you guys have?
How many suspensions, you better
lower your numbers. So I know that
that pressure is from the district
down to our administrators
We have the, um, the dance of the
administrators where like, if you're
not doing your job, you're now going
to be sent to another school. So I
think if they're happy in the spot in
the school that they're in our
administrators, a lot of them don't
want to rock the boat. And so if, if
you have someone at the top saying,
you better decrease your
suspensions by 10, this year, you
better believe they're going to do
that. Or they risk being transferred
I've even had administrators say, it's
the program and this is, and I'm
doing everything I can, but because
of what I'm told I have to do. And
that's why this is bigger than our
admin admin. This is bigger than

Students who disrupt 1Teacher
class are sent back to Professionalism
class right away.
Disregarded

School Site
Classroom

The admin
overseeing discipline
appears to have
favorite students that
may impede on how
those students are
handled in regards to
disciplinary actions.
Waste of time to
send kids to

8

Systemically or
Socially
Disempowering
Politics

3

Discipline Policies
School Site
Disempowering
State

Accountability review
County
3
shows school
Discipline Policies
suspension numbers Disempowering
District
matter to state.
School Site

State
The pressure is on
County
administrsation to
make those
District
3
Discipline Policies
suspension numbers
work for the sake of Disempowering
School Site
accountability
measures.

Federal
Administration is
under pressure.

7

Professional
Disempowerment

County
State
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Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final
Coding

Teachers need to be given back the Discipline system needs
Discipline Policies
to support classroom
disciplinary powers they used to
that Support
have in the classroom. The laws that learning environments.
Learning
restrict the ability of administrators Alternative solution
Environments
to discipline for misbehavior need to areas needed for
be repealed. We also need to have students who need one15
alternative educational placement on-one resolutions
Resolution Center
for the most defiant and disruptive during class instruction for Students
time.
students.
I feel a lot of times nobody's
listening to us. And so if they
actually took the time to sit us down Listen to our needs, 12
Question 6:
To Be Heard
empower our voice
like this, I would feel more
How would
empowered just knowing that we're
you re-moralize
all kind of going through the same
education if
thing, you know? And so if we could Give teachers a seat 13Classroom
given the
just have that time for them to
at the decision
power?
Teacher Voice in
really sit and listen to what, what
making table.
Education
we love about education, what we
Decisions
don't want them to touch and what
we need to fix. And we actually get
a seat at the table. That's I think
that's all we really want because
If we could re moralize, I would just
13
want to be heard. I mean, just make
Classroom
me feel like my voice matters and
Teacher
Voice in
To be heard.
take our advice. We're in the
Education
trenches, and we know, what works
Decisions
and what doesn't work.
Focus Group 2: Five Participants Collective Responses
Brymans Four
Steps

Question 1:
What level of
schooling do
you teach?

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Step 3: Final Coding

I have been in high school for 20 years.
Some middle school work too, but
More than 20 yrs
mostly high school. I currently teach
experience.
grades three through five. This is my
21st year

20+ Years
Experience

It's going to be my 26th year and most
of it has been elementary. I currently
teach second grade.

More than 20 years
experience

20+ Years
Experience

I teach a third grade currently. I've
More than 20 Years
taught third, fourth and fifth. And this is
Experience
my, 21st year of teaching.

20+ Years
Experience

This is my 33rd year for the last 19.
I've been at middle school, I think
that's right. Um, prior to that I
taught elementary school.

Step 4: Relation
to Framework
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom

Federal
State
County
District

Federal
State
County
District

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

State
District
School Site
State
District
School Site
State
District
School Site
State

More than 30 years
of teaching
experience.
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30+ Years
Experience

Question 1:
What level of
schooling do
you teach?

This is my 33rd year for the last 19.
I've been at middle school, I think
that's right. Um, prior to that I
taught elementary school.

More than 30 years
of teaching
experience.

This is my 40th year of teaching and
40 Years of teaching
I have taught in three different
States and never done elementary. experience.
I've done middle school and high
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Nothing is more demoralizing than
when your administrator throws you
under the bus in front of parents,
because they are the ultimate
authority on a, on a school campus.
It's very demoralizing to have
administrators at any level of
administrators who, in my opinion,
don't the experience or knowledge,
let's the experience, I guess, to
really understand what our job
entails could be. They don't have the
experience with a certain student
population, um, or it could be, they
don't have a enough, in my opinion,
classroom experience.
When you are asked, uh, something
and then go, Oh, well, that's good.
And then totally blown off and, you
know, well, why, why did you ask
me if, you know, why did we get all
of this together for you just to make,
make the decision anyway.

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Unsupported by
school
administration.

40 Years
Experience

State
District
School Site
Classroom

Step 3: Final Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

Administrators who
lack experience in
7
areas they are
Professional
assigned to oversee Disempowerment
that express opinion
without competence.

Being asked for
professional
feedback by
administration
without follow
through.

When Admin doesn’t
Administrators who pretend they're
back you or support
on your side and it's obvious, they're
you.
not, is very insulting. And, you know,
you may as well be a potted plant in
the room.
I think, um, maybe administration or
institutionally, they think too much in,
in boxes, and they have a hard time
being flexible, but it's very frustrating to
try to do what's best for kids, and then
to be kind of not supported and not
understood and not given the resources
you need in order to do that.

30+ Years
Experience

School Site

District
School Site
Department

1

Teacher
Professionalism
Disregarded

School Site
District

2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives
7
Professional
Disempowerment

Feeling unsupported
and misunderstood 7
Professional
as professionals lead
Disempowerment
by rigid
management.
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District
School Site
Classroom

District
School Site

District
School Site

I had an administrator make
assumptions, uh, when they're told
something about me and instead of
asking me what happened or my side of
Not being adequately
it, and seeing my perspective, uh,
supported by
assumptions are made and I get yelled
Administration.
at, or, um, punished in a way. Um, and I
haven't even been asked, like, why did
this happen? Or what happened? What
was your side of the story?
I've been doing this for over 30 years
and there's always a new wave of things
that we're doing, new initiatives,
whatever it is. And so the district has it,
they bring it, they try to get everybody
on board and, some of us like, go, okay,
well, we're going to try it. oftentimes
it's, it appears to me that there's really
no support for it.
To them, it's like, Oh, well, we made this
PowerPoint and we pushed it out to
everybody. So now it's seamlessly
implemented that across the district or
Question 2:
across the school site, because we told
What do you
you, we send it to you in an email and
find
demoralizing in everybody's doing it. And so it's a check
your profession off the box thing rather than like the
amount of time that it takes for us to
as teacher?
implement it, and then there's not
really the support for it.
I felt so eerily prepared for the year that
I just had because not only did I have
one, but I had two students with a 504
plan and to begin with, I didn't even
know what that was. . I'm a general ed
teacher. I have very, to no experience
with children that have special needs
like that. So I don't know how to
preempt or how to respond adequately
and how to look for those triggers that
are going to set a student off. Well, we
had at least three episodes in my class
and I had to evacuate the classroom and
I'm thinking, this is silly. Why am I going
to take 22 kids out of a room for just the
sake of one child and then allow them
to destroy the classroom because they
need to get it out of their system.

7

Professional
Disempowerment
School Site
2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

Multiple program
shifts that don't last, 6Mistrust of New
little guidance on
School Programs
programs too.

State
County
District

Support on program
changes is only
School Site
enough to check off 7
Professional
the required boxes
Disempowerment
showing an
implementation has
begun.

4

Unsafe
Had to evcuate
Experiences in
classroom because of Environment
one students violent
episode, student
diagnosed with
special needs.

3

Discipline Policies
Disempowering
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Federal
State
County
District
School Site
Classroom

We don't want to restrain them in any
way, even if it might hurt them because
we're not allowed. I go, where does it
say that in the ed code, show me where
the law States that I can do this, but I
cannot do that. And they don't, they
don't do that. They don't, they don't
inform me. They don't adequately
prepare you for something like that. It's
learning on the job, how to deal with it.
Well, they're allowed to overturn desks
and it's not just property. That's mine,
it's property that belongs to all the
other students in their classroom.
They're allowed to throw things around
the room and that's probably why we
evacuate the other kids. But with the
social, emotional learning aspect is you
need to be concerned about all kids
equally. So what is that doing mentally
and emotionally do the 21 other
students who have never either
witnessed an outburst of anger like that,
first of all, or I have to deal with it, you
know, secondly, so it affects the whole
classroom.
If this is the way we're going, where is
the preparation for it? Where is the
proper, uh, dissemination of
information? Where is the
underpinning philosophy so that we
can understand cognitively where our
leadership is trying to take us, not just
throw us into the water and expect us
to swim.
They should try to figure out a way to
have services and resources on campus
that you can go to, or that the student
can go to when they're having an issue
like that. And they can't be in the
classroom. There should be a, like a
decompressing place
Brymans Four
Steps

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Administrative lack
of transparency on
education laws
creates mistrust.

2

Mistrust of
Management
Motives

School Site

Student violent acts
are supposed to be
met with one-on-one
intervention that the 3Discipline Policies
systematic design of Disempowering
State
a traditional
classroom setting
District
does not aupport.
School Site
Violent students
impact all peers who 4Unsafe
Classroom
share the same
Experiences in
classroom or
Environment
environment.

Lack of support with 7Professional
education shifts.
Disempowerment

Provide a space for
kids who need to
decompress.
Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

Educational coaches are always moved
around. They never are able to do what
they were hired to do, which is to
(coach their fellow teachers)... Instead,
they haven't occupied with, uh,
processing data or grading tests or
doing all this other administrative stuff
that doesn't really belong on their plate.
So I think that that would be very
demoralizing to someone in that
Educational coaches
position who, even though they're
getting paid to do that, the pressure put are over occupied
with data more than
on them is overwhelming.

coaching.
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District
School Site

Resolution Center State
County
for Students
District
School Site

15

Step 3: Final Coding

7

Professional
Disempowerment

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

Educational coaches are always moved
around. They never are able to do what
they were hired to do, which is to
(coach their fellow teachers)... Instead,
they haven't occupied with, uh,
processing data or grading tests or
doing all this other administrative stuff
that doesn't really belong on their plate.
So I think that that would be very
demoralizing to someone in that
Educational coaches
position who, even though they're
getting paid to do that, the pressure put are over occupied
with data more than
on them is overwhelming.

coaching.

District
School Site

7

Professional
Disempowerment

In a meeting I was in, it was (for my
department) and, and some supervisors.
And I was suggesting saying something
about something that needed to be
changed. I said, what can we do about
Department
that? Because it was a department issue.
colleagues don't
7
And they're like, Oh, you need to talk to
support new teacher, Professional
the principal. I'm brand new to the
Disempowerment
pass her onto the
school and brand new to this (district
and state). And I said, so you want me principal.
the brand new person who doesn't even
have professional status yet to go to the
principal to tell her she needs to do it
differently.
I would say that it's frustrating because
you're always sent to the principal. She
or he doesn't always have the, the,
either the knowledge or the
wherewithal or even, maybe they don't
have the resources. I don't know, but it
doesn't go very far when that's what
they say to you.
It's frustrating because it seems unclear
on the one hand, they seem very clear
that they're not going to deal with it. It
just seems like everybody's always
passing the buck. They pass it to the
principal. The principal says, Oh, that's a
(department/level) issue. I get this a lot.
It's like a tennis match and I love tennis,
but I don't love that. So, you know, I'm
like, well, why don't you just tell me to
my face? You don't flippin’ care. You
don't want to do it. I can, I can deal with
that better than being passed off, like a
pawn back and forth. I don't have time
for that.

School Site

District
Principals who are
without resources or 7Professional
helpful knowledge
Disempowerment
when help is needed.

Admin appears to
pass on issues from
teacher to someone
else.

School Site
Department

7

Professional
Disempowerment
School Site

Being passed off over 2Mistrust of
and over again is
Management
frustrating.
Motives
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Brymans Four
Steps

Many people feel they don't have any
power. Therefore they don't want to get
involved in that discussion. Even if they
feel like educationally and
philosophically, it's correct. Or maybe
they just don't feel to correctly. I don't
want to tell me that. I don't know. I
don't think so though. I think they just
feel powerless. And so they don't want
to, they get enough on their plate too.
They don't want to waste their time on
something. They feel like can have no
effect on anyway.

Teachers have a lot
on their plates, so
much they feel too
exhausted to do
anything about any
issues.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

District

It's almost like it's the reason why a
police department has an internal
affairs department, so that you're not
going to have that favoritism going on
and the hiding of things. And it's, so
Yes, Internally
who's going to look, Oh, who's going to
be the guard for that. Well, it almost
needs to be someone from everywhere. you need all stakeholders.
I've been in a school before where it's
like, no one would listen to all the
problems that we were having. And it
finally, it was pretty ugly how it ended.
But if they, if someone had only listened
to all the evidence a year or two before
the incident happened, the incident
would've never happened, the it would, Being Heard
things would have probably been taken
care of. And how did that, but as it is
now, when you've got the Fox guarding
the hen house, there's, there's, there's
no way I think you're going to have any
one or several people from within to be
able to fix if there's problems.
Stuff like this, isn't pretty, it's
embarrassing, you know, air dirty
laundry, but it needs to happen to get
that elephant out of the room. And so
the only way to do it is, um, you know,
so we, maybe we need our own internal
affairs and it's, and it comes with rules
and regulations of what you can do and
can't do.

School Site
7

Professional
Disempowerment

Department

Step 3: Final
Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

11

Internal
State
Investigation Team
Community

Federal
12

To Be Heard

State
County
Community
District

Demoralization is a
State
sensitive and discreet
matter, and it would 11Internal
County
take a discreet
Investigation Team
internal team to
Community
support such issues.
District
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Don't just plop a bunch of people in
there and say, go figure it out. Like they
do with us with, with what all these
programs they throw at us from gate to
A systemic,
reading programs. They're like, Oh yeah,
professional, and
11
here it is, go figure it out. No, it needs to
Internal
caring approach is
be systematic, professional and caring.
Investigation Team
And it's got to, they have to have critical needed to dig
eyes, you know, and not just take care of through these issues.
it, to go dig through it and let's get to
the truth is what I think would need to
happen.
If we don't start addressing the fact that
teachers are burning out, we're going to
end up with less and less teachers
wanting to join the ranks. And most of
us at my age that are, and, you know,
represented here. We've already put in
our 20 plus years collectively. And so,
uh, it's time for the next generation to
come in and they're not wanting to
come in. They look at what's going on
and say, no, you can't pay me enough to
do that.

Step 1: Ideas in Data
I'm at middle school now and we were
going to have an intervention class and
it was a scripted program where we had
to read out the book. Like we totally
had to read it out. And, um, it was not
appropriate for the students in the
class… but you know (we were told)
well these kids have bad test scores
we’re going to put them in that class
and we have this new program and
anybody can do it and you just read it.
So I went and talked to the principal. I
had all my data (prepared) about why
and what would work better. Um, so
the principal thought, okay, that totally
makes sense, I don't see why we can't
switch. Then the principal came back
and said, no, this is a district program
that they want implemented with
fidelity. To me, educationally, it was
wrong, it was just so wrong.

County
Community
District

State
County
There is fear that we
will lose future
teachers if issue is
not addressed.

It needs to be a safe place and people
who, you know, have concerns and then Union could provide
somebody who will address it. And I'm safe space for
kind of thinking the union, but that's
teachers.
just, that's just off the top of my head.
Brymans Four
Steps

State

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

5

Teacher Turnover

District
School Site

State
Union Specialized
Community
Support
District

10

Step 3: Final
Coding

Intervention program
7
not deemed
Professional
appropriate to
Disempowerment
teachers.

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

State
County
District

Was informed by
principal mandatory
push to use the
program from higher
8
levels of
Systemically or
management than
Socially
the principal.
Disempowering
Politics
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School Site
Department
Classroom

appropriate for the students in the
class… but you know (we were told)
well these kids have bad test scores
we’re going to put them in that class
and we have this new program and
anybody can do it and you just read it.
So I went and talked to the principal. I
had all my data (prepared) about why
and what would work better. Um, so
the principal thought, okay, that totally
makes sense, I don't see why we can't
switch. Then the principal came back
and said, no, this is a district program
that they want implemented with
fidelity. To me, educationally, it was
wrong, it was just so wrong.

Was informed by
principal mandatory
push to use the
program from higher
8
levels of
Systemically or
management than
Socially
the principal.
Disempowering
Politics

This was years ago at school committee
meeting, where I was asked by the
administrator to sign off on, some
minutes that I had not written. I said,
'well, I didn't write the minutes and
they said, 'okay, well what can you write
them?' I wrote minutes for what I
recalled and then my supervisor said,
'no, you need to add in that we
discussed and voted on this, I'm hiring
this person consultant person for
$X0,000.00' And I said, 'but we didn't
do that.' I never thought I would need a
union person, but I wasn't going to
write that. But they came in and helped
fix it. But it was, another system in place
where I was given that role and it was
wrong.

Unprofessionally
asked to sign off on
something,
incorrectly so, by
supervisor.

I can tell you one that probably applies
to all of us and that's with the new
policy now that you cannot suspend
Discipline policies in
kids from your class. First of all, that is
question.
not totally true. You can, if they present
Question 5:
a present danger to themselves in the
Have you ever
classroom, you can.
experienced a
time in your
career in which I've heard a lot of colleagues express
you were not that same sentiment, that, what am I
Confusion on Law
supported due going to do with this kid? When the
parent
won't
do
anything
about
it.
And
and discipline from
to policies in
while my administrator is saying, I can't administration.
place?
do anything about it because it's the
law.
When you know that legally, you
cannot send a kid home because they're
disrupting the class and then not letting
you teach. And that's what we're there
for. They're there to learn. We're there
to teach. That's all do our job, but
because of this one child, the day is shot
and the administrator, if they don't
cause what's been shared already and
they don't want to deal with it, they
don't have to, they can just say, it's the
law. You, you figure it out. And we know
the parent's not going to do anything
cause they've already tried that route,
but that's a really frustrating situation.

8

Systemically or
Socially
Disempowering
Politics

School Site

State
Discipline Policies
Disempowering
County
District
School Site

3

State
3

Discipline Policies
Disempowering

District
School Site

Frustrations on
State
classroom discipline 3Discipline Policies
policies and its
Disempowering
District
impact on classroom.
School Site
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When you know that legally, you
cannot send a kid home because they're
disrupting the class and then not letting
you teach. And that's what we're there
for. They're there to learn. We're there
to teach. That's all do our job, but
because of this one child, the day is shot
and the administrator, if they don't
cause what's been shared already and
they don't want to deal with it, they
don't have to, they can just say, it's the
law. You, you figure it out. And we know
the parent's not going to do anything
cause they've already tried that route,
but that's a really frustrating situation.

Frustrations on
classroom discipline 3Discipline Policies
policies and its
Disempowering
impact on classroom.

I had a classroom full of kids who had
some emotional disabilities and so
they'd have the schedule and I was
scheduled to have a prep or time off
period. But sometimes my students
would be having trouble. And so in fact,
pretty much every day, they, there
wouldn't be a time when they will.
We're all gone, even though, maybe on
their schedule, it looked like they were
all gone. And the policy was, if you had
to work extra periods or whatever, you
got paid to teach an extra class. And I
was doing it routinely for my kids. And
so I had gone to the principal and said,
Hey, you know, I'm working all eight
periods and shouldn't, I get paid extra
and, no, you've got, your kids are
scheduled to be out and that's your
prep. They weren't going to
acknowledge it for me because they
didn't see me as a typical teacher. They
saw me as somebody outside of that.
And therefore I wasn't going to get it. I
never put in any kind of complaint with
the union or anything.

Having to use
preparation time to 7Professional
work for free due to Disempowerment
teaching assignment.

Step 1: Ideas in Data

Step 2: Preliminary
Codes

I would want to give everybody a safe
place to have a voice. so I definitely find
a way to make a safe place for someone
to not just the complaint, maybe even To be heard in a safe
compliments to just be able to put
space.
suggestions or things that are
happening and not have that come back
on them in any way.

Question 6:
How would
you re-moralize
education if
given the
power?

Department

Step 3: Final
Coding

Step 4: Relation
to Framework

12

State

To Be Heard

We could put up a kudos to you all. And
that was something that we could post,
you know, like a post note that we
observed another colleague doing
Positive
14
something that was a Hora. And we put
encouragement from Colleague
that up. I mean, you don't have to put
Encouragement
colleagues.
your name on it, but it was in the
lounge. And everyone that crossed by
could read all the postings. And that
was one way to motivate one another.
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School Site

Community

School Site

We could put up a kudos to you all. And
that was something that we could post,
you know, like a post note that we
observed another colleague doing
Positive
14
something that was a Hora. And we put
encouragement from Colleague
that up. I mean, you don't have to put
Encouragement
colleagues.
your name on it, but it was in the
lounge. And everyone that crossed by
could read all the postings. And that
was one way to motivate one another.

Question 6:
How would
you re-moralize
education if If we don't cheer each other on, then
given the
we're always going to think that we're
power?
alone and we're not, we're not alone.
And that's what we need to continue to
remember that this is a, a very unique,
uh, animals that we participate in. It's
Cheer on and support 14
Colleague
very organic. It's very social. And, uh, I each other more as
Encouragement
hate to think of it as, uh, as a, uh, an
colleagues.
assembly line process because it's not,
but that's how a lot of people look at
education that you just put in the right
information and you're going to get the
right results. That's not the case.

School Site

I just want my schedule to be more
A schedule that
inclusive of those times so that I do have
allows more one-on- A supportive school District
that connection time to do things that
one student
bell schedule.
I'm not so busy that I just don't have a
connection.
School Site
second to think.
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Table 4. Focus Group Data Themes
Occurrence in the Data
21
21

Themes in Data
Disempowerment
3Discipline Policies
Disempowering
2Mistrust of Management Motives
1Teacher Professionalism
Disregarded
4Unsafe Experiences
6Mistrust of New School
Programs
5Teacher Turnover
8Systemically or Socially
Disempowering Politics
11Internal Investigation Team
10Union Specialized Support
9Blaming Education System for
Failures
13Classroom Teacher Say in
Education Policies
14Colleague Encouragement
12To Be Heard
15Resolution Center for Students
7Professional

15
11
9
7
6
6
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
Focus Group Themes
2Mistrust

of Management Motives

The third most reoccurring theme in the data was mistrust of management
motives. Throughout focus group interviews, this common theme revealed the
lack of trust that exists between the participants and their school management
due to unforeseeable lived experiences. As one participant in Focus Group 1
noted:
When I have a personal issue with the person who oversees issues, you
know, people that are moving into these very high positions, I can't go to
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her if I ever had an issue because I have a personal issue with her, where
she was turned and tried to get rid of me at a previous school.
Participants expressed experience with novice administrators,
acknowledging that some may do wonderful in the role, but poor judgement can
taint the trust with the new administrator. As another participant in Focus Group
1 reported:
At one school where I was being observed by a first-year administrator,
um, and who ... and it was the worst, um, observation score I had ever
received in my career, um, in our school district. I refused to sign it
(evaluation form) and, um, I was so frustrated, uh, I asked for a second
person to observe me. (I asked) how could you Mark me down on certain
things? And this is the administrator said, well, because this is the first
observation, I have to start lower, so that the next one you can improve. I
said … this is what is judging us... the observation was thrown out.
Participants expressed the importance of administrative support during
times of conflict and felt demoralized when their administrator questioned their
professionalism, in front of parents. A Focus Group 2 participant recalled,
“Nothing is more demoralizing than when your administrator throws you under
the bus in front of parents, because they are the ultimate authority on a, on a
school campus”.
3Discipline

Policies Disempowering

The second most reoccurring theme in the data was discipline policies
disempowering. Participants felt the recent changes in school discipline
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laws/policies has increased struggles in managing student behaviors in the
classroom. A participant in Focus Group 1 declared:
Politicians in CA have passed three laws AB 1729, AB 420 and SB 419
have stripped teachers of all disciplinary authority and tied the hands of
administrators. When the young man came behind my desk and
screamed at me in a threatening manner, nothing happened to him, I was
told he would face no consequences.
Participants felt demoralized by students who have threatened them
verbally, physically, and mentally. Participants felt there were not, and currently
are not, enough repercussions available to them to stop these threats from
happening. A Focus Group 1 participant remembered, “All of the times when I'd
been threatened by students had happened at the middle school level, including
a student who threatened to do a drive-by of my house.” A participant from
Focus Group 2 recalled:
They're allowed to overturn desks and it's not just my property. It's
property that belongs to all the other students in their classroom. They're
allowed to throw things around the room and that's probably why we
evacuate the other kids. But with the social, emotional learning aspect is
you need to be concerned about all kids equally. What is that doing
mentally and emotionally do the 21 other students who have never either
witnessed an outburst of anger like that, first of all, or I have to deal with it,
you know, secondly, so it affects the whole classroom.
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Participants feel this is connected to the pressure that is on schools to
maintain low suspension numbers. As a participant from Focus Group 1 noted:
At the start of the year, when we review our state test scores, the
administrators have that meeting where they're looking at (accountability
measures), and how many referrals did you guys have? How many
suspensions, you better lower your numbers, so I know that that pressure
is from the district down to our administrators.
Participants have experienced the impact on their entire classroom of
students, due to preventing suspensions or not providing a space for students to
overcome their behavioral struggles. A participant in Focus Group 2 posited:
Well, we had at least three episodes in my class and I had to evacuate the
classroom and I'm thinking, this is silly. Why am I going to take 22 kids
out of a room for just the sake of one child and then allow them to destroy
the classroom because they need to get it out of their system.
7Professional

Disempowerment

The most reoccurring theme, professional disempowerment, reveals the
various levels, within education management, in which participants experienced
teacher demoralization. At the classroom level, a participant in Focus Group 1
stated:
I remember a group of young students would rush up to the subs barking
like angry dogs to intimidate the substitutes right off the bat. While this
was going on, the old timers on the faculty would walk past like they didn't
see anything. I didn't understand why they didn't nip that behavior in the
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bud. But it became apparent that they were burned out, but stayed on the
job to keep paying into their pensions. When teachers face constant
behavioral issues, they burn out.
At the district level, another participant in Focus Group 1 shared:
I've even had administrators say, it's the program and this is it, and I'm
doing everything I can (about a program that is not working), but because
of what I'm told I have to do. And that's why this is bigger than our admin.
This is bigger than even our district.
Participants experienced frustration over the speedy turnover of school
programs and policy changes before their school, colleagues, or students have
had a chance to see the results of programs already in place. Programs come
from varying levels of education governance. A Focus Group 2 participant noted:
I cannot even remember all the names of all of the programs that we had
to learn, different learning styles, different teaching styles, some of them in
direct opposition of each other, like we went through capturing kids'
hearts. I mean, just I've been through so many trainings and we'd be sent
through training after training, after training. And then the next year we
finally be ready to implement it... (to find) we're not using it this year. I'm
not saying that all of the programs were bad. I just would have liked to
really be able to implement one (to its end).
Participants also expressed feeling demoralized at the school level due to
the school site level distribution of job duties and managerial oversight amongst
administrators. Participants seeking a resolution to a problem felt like they were a
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tennis ball in a tennis match between administrators. A participant in Focus
Group 2 illustrated:
It just seems like everybody's always passing the buck. They pass it to
the principal. The principal says, Oh, that's a (department/level) issue. I
get this a lot. It's like a tennis match and I love tennis, but I don't love that.
So, you know, I'm like, well, why don't you just tell me to my face? You
don't flippin’ care. You don't want to do it. I can, I can deal with that better
than being passed off, like a pawn back and forth. I don't have time for
that.
The sense of professional disempowerment is strong amongst participants
in this study. They feel their voice is lost amongst the decision makers who
impact classroom instruction and climate. A Focus Group 2 participant shared:
Many people feel they don't have any power. Therefore, they don't want to
get involved in that discussion. Even if they feel like educationally and
philosophically, it's correct. Or maybe they just don't feel to correctly. I
don't want to tell me that. I don't know. I don't think so though. I think
they just feel powerless. And so, they don't want to, they get enough on
their plate too. They don't want to waste their time on something. They
feel like can have no effect on anyway.
Focus Group Interviews and Research Questions
Research question one asks, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and/or
governance overseeing teacher duties?” Policy restraints include policies that
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oversee school accountability, which is related to school discipline policy
discrepancies found at varying levels of education management. School site
hierarchy of school administrative managerial areas demonstrates the perception
that issues may be passed on from administrator to administrator instead of the
issue falling under the management of more than one administrator. Seeking
support from school management can be disempowering or empowering.
Accountability was the largest policy restraint due to the multiple areas it impacts,
particularly discipline and testing.
Research question two focuses on, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the educational systematic
design?” The results conclude that school discipline policies hold the highest
concerns for teacher demoralization as it can impact the classroom environment
for both the teacher and the students. According to these results, participants
have shared observations on how the learning experiences, and in some cases,
safety, are impacted when they share classrooms with a peer undergoing a
behavioral need. Participants expressed concerns about lacking appropriate
one-on-one intervention time and space away from students in the classroom to
address the concern; essentially, there was nowhere to send the student for
assistance. Participants felt trapped between intervening with one student
outside the classroom and walking away from supervising and instructing the
remainder of students in the classroom, or continuing forward with instruction and
hoping the student de-escalates. Participants expressed situations in which they
sent the student to the office, and had more issues with the student when they
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returned to class. Discipline policies were the restraints for these participants that
systematically stem from state, to district, to school site.
Research question three examined, “What programs are in place to
support professional demoralization or what do teachers suggest is needed to
support demoralization?” According to these results, teacher’s best cope with
demoralization by moving to another school site, waiting for the administrative
shuffle of new administrators or by seeking each other out for support or
encouragement. It was clear that the methods of coping with demoralization was
uncertain due to the various way’s demoralization can be experienced and from
whom the experience is occurring. There was no mention of any provided outlets
or programs that may assist teachers in times of disempowerment from school
site or district.
Document Analysis
Analyzing the available programs and information for teachers
experiencing demoralization provided insight into the possibilities that currently
exist for professionals experiencing the phenomena. This study benefited from
grasping how a school district, teacher’s union, and state of education
department supports teacher well-being through the resources and professional
developments they provide for their teacher professionals.
School District
The school district level provided teachers with many resources and tools
for classroom instruction and testing. There were not any publicly available
documents on specific trainings, professional developments, or resources for
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teacher well-being. The school district fully supports the logistical and technical
side of teaching for their professionals. Figure 4 reveals the resources available
to teachers through one school district, displaying the only publicly available
information.
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Figure 4. School District Level, Staff Resources
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Teacher’s Union
The state’s union level provides teachers with instructional tools and
resources, advocacy tools and resources, and mental well-being resources.
Figure 5 displays the 2020 Summer Institute course grid, presented by the
California Teachers Association (CTA). The state’s teacher’s union provided an
online summer conference for teachers that supports various aspects of wellbeing, empowerment, and instructional strategies. Course “To Your Health!”
(Figure 6a) addresses anxiety and stress professional teachers may experience;
it was provided in past summer institutes. This year’s course specifically
addresses the current COVID-19 pandemic, as well as the science behind stress
(Figure 6b). Figure 7a provides a description of the course “Creating a Healing
Centered School in a post COVID World.” Figure 7b displays the focus on the
course, which emphasized identifying healing as a collective need, beyond the
individual need, through learning from the experience of the pandemic and social
racism. Figure 8a describes the course, “Strategies and Tools for Resilience”,
which focuses on self-care tools that help lower stress levels. Figure 8b displays
an example from the course.
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2020 SUMMER INSTITUTE - HOME EDITION!
Workshop Grid - Subject to Change
*all sessions are pick and choose with the exception of Member Organizing, which must be taken as a track
IPD = Instruction and Professional Development
C4OB = Center for Organizing and Bargaining
Time

Monday, July 27

9:00 AM
10:00 AM

Opening General Session
Toby Boyd

Tuesday, July 28
Science & The Law: Public
Health, Workplace Safety,
and COVID-19 UPDATED
Dr. Robert Harrison
Laura Kurre

10:00 AM
10:15 AM

Thursday, July 30

CA State Budget Overview

Special Session
Open

Break
C4OB
C4OB
*Member Organizing:
*Member Organizing:
Building Site-Based Power Building Site-Based Power
Part 1
Part 2

C4OB
C4OB
Emerging Leaders: Building Emerging Leaders: Building
Relationships in the Midst Relationships in the Midst
10:15 AM
of a Pandemic - Part 1
of a Pandemic - Part 2
11:30 AM
C4OB
C4OB
Enhancing Basic Bargaining
School Finance: The Basics
Skills in a COVID-19 Era
Member Benefits
Get on the Right Track with
CTA/NEA
Member Benefits
11:30 AM
12:15 PM

Member Benefits
All Aboard! CTA/NEA
Member Benefits
for Leaders

C4OB
*Member Organizing:
Building Site-Based Power
Part 3

C4OB
*Member Organizing:
Building Site-Based Power
Part 4

Community Engagement
& Coalition Building

Community Engagement
& Coalition Building

C4OB
School Finance During
Challenging Times

C4OB
Bargaining During
the COVID-19 Pandemic

Member Benefits
Journey to Financial
Independence

Member Benefits
Generation Debt:
Student Loan Forgiveness

Break
C4OB
Economic Justice Part 1:
Connect the Dots
Communications
Digital Tools: Canva,
Animoto, Action Network

12:15 PM
1:30 PM

Wednesday, July 29

C4OB
Economic Justice Part 2:
Who Decides
Communications
Social Media Strategies
to Support Local
Advocacy Campaigns

IPD
To Your Health!

IPD
Strategies and Tools for
Resilience

C4OB
Strategies for Charter
School Educators:
Organizing to Protect our
Students and Colleagues
During COVID-19

C4OB
Making Sure California
Education Code Protects
Charter School Students
and Educators

Communications
Involving Parents
and the Community
in Advocacy Efforts
IPD Keynote
Creating a
Healing-Centered School
in a Post-COVID World

Closing Keynote

Figure 5. 2020 CTA Summer Institute, Course Grid
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Figure 6a. To Your Health! Course Description

Figure 6b. To Your Health!, Example from Course

Figure 7a. Creating a Healing-Centered School, Description
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Figure 7b. Creating a Healing-Centered School, Example from Course

Figure 8a. Strategies and Tools for Resilience, Description
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Figure 8b. Strategies and Tools for Resilience, Example from Course

State
California provides information on how to become a teacher, credentialing
processes, and university coursework for aspiring educators to become part of
the education profession or those looking to enhance their professional abilities.
State resources are centered around certification and professional development
course links for education professionals; within those course links, stress
management courses are available through various state universities. University
courses come with a tuition fee and a commitment of time throughout a grading
time period, as with any regular college course. University courses provide
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college unit credit that may be applied towards any credit seeking goals. Figure
9a provides an example an overview of a stress management course provided by
Fresno Pacific University. Figure 9b displays the course description found in the
“Stress Management” course syllabus.
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Figure 9a. Stress Management Educator Course, Overview
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Figure 9b. Stress Management Educator Course, Syllabus Description

Research Questions and Document Analysis
Research question one examines, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and/or
governance overseeing teacher duties?” The management and governance that
oversees educators provide tools and resources that contribute towards the
mechanical side of teaching, with certification and professional development links
from the state (Figures 9a & 9b), and resources and tools for the classroom from
the district (Figure 4). During this unusual time, the state’s resources connect
educators to university courses that are currently online; however, these courses
are not normally available to teachers throughout the state who do not live within
driving proximity to where the courses take place. University courses cost
money that any college bound student is required to pay. It appears that the
state is supportive if a current or future teacher is willing to financially invest in
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learning more through its educational system, or if the participant lives near one
of the universities that provides the courses they are seeking. There is limited
accessibility to courses and courses come at a financial cost which may or may
not be deemed as demoralizing to those who cannot make the financial or time
commitments.
Overall, it appears that the management of teachers from the state and
district do not have anything in place to supports teacher demoralization or
mental well-being. Lack of mental well-being supports display an idea not yet
taken on, considered, or thought of by those management levels. The teacher’s
union provides supports in the areas of mental well-being; however, the union
does not oversee the educational management of its members.
Research question two explores, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the educational systematic
design?” The document analysis revealed that stress management support is
not visible within the school district observed (Figure 4). There were many
technical and instructional resources that aided teachers as classroom
instructors; those instructional tools were connected to various programs and
tools that the district agreed to use as it aligns to their district-wide instructional
goals. The restraint to this design is that the district’s teacher resources are
solely focused on instructional tools; there did not appear to be a place for
teacher well-being within its design (Figure 4). The state’s design is connected
to its own university system, and teacher credentialing processes that are
connected to financial costs and university credits (Figure 9a).
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The state’s website navigation is challenging in finding the resources to
the courses available to teachers. Once resources were found, the state
redirected the seeker to an outside website that connects to a university within
the state. The state Department of Education does not have its own courses, but
the state does have a section where future educators pay fees to the state for
credentialing (new and renewal) purposes.
What may be deemed as demoralizing, within the systematic design
connected to teacher program support, is that the programs utilized by the district
and state are all connected to outside sources or institutions that profit off of
teacher professional needs. Education policy is what drives the educational
design, and there is no educational policy that oversees the support of teacher
well-being. The teacher’s union provides supports in the areas of mental wellbeing; however, the union is a sperate entity from education governance.
Finally, research question three determines, “What programs are in place
to support professional demoralization or what do teachers suggest is needed to
support demoralization?” The district did not provide evidence of this sort of
support on their district website; however, they did provide support for technical
and instructional needs (Figure 4). The state provides program resources that
cost money, but are endless through university programs state-wide. The
California Department of Education supports educators or aspiring educators by
linking continuing education options to meet their needs through the state’s
university system with tuition and supply fees (Figure 9a). Overall, there are not
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any programs or trainings in place to support teacher well-being at either the
state or district levels.
Overall, the union provided the highest support to educators by offering
the same resource connections found at the state level and tools found at the
district level, beyond the district in this study. They also provided their own
webinars and trainings for teachers. It is important to note that in regular
circumstances, some webinars are free and some come with a cost that may be
reimbursed depending on the union members role; however, under our current
state of emergency, everything has been offered free online by the union, no
matter the union member’s role. The union’s conference delivered courses that
correlated to teacher well-being, such as teacher voice, empowerment, and
advocacy (Figure 4). The courses that addressed teacher well-being included:
(a) “To Your Health!”, (b) Creating a Healing-Centered School in a Post-COVID
World, and (c) Strategies and Tools for Resilience. The union’s solution to
supporting teacher demoralization is through sharing self-awareness practices
and tools, providing members with stress management tools and exercises,
teaching its members how to utilize their voice through advocacy, and ensuring
its members are aware of their contractual rights.

Summary

Chapter Four provided findings for the one-on-one interviews with six
participants, and focus group interviews with 11 participants utilizing Bryman’s
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Four Steps to analyze transcriptions and align key themes to the conceptual
framework. The top three reoccurring themes, in both the one-on-one and focus
group interviews, were discussed further and then aligned to the research
questions. Document analysis revealed the type of supports available to
teachers at varying levels of governance through publicly available documents
which presented insight on what is available to teacher professionals from the
various levels of governance that supports them.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
In the previous chapter, the presentation and analysis of this study’s data
were reported. Chapter Five includes a summary of the study, discussion of the
findings, implications for practice, recommendations for future research, and
conclusions. The purpose of this final section is to further enhance the elements
of teacher demoralization in an effort to provide a further understanding of the
phenomena’s influence on the teacher profession, provide recommendations to
school leaders and policymakers, and present suggestions for future research
centered around teacher morale and demoralization.

Summary of the Study
The purpose of this study was to unveil the most significant educational
policy restraints that contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and
governance of K-12 public education through individual and collective
experiences. This hermeneutic phenomenological study aimed to gain insight
into teacher demoralization by investigating and articulating the factors that make
up the content of teacher demoralization through triangulation of focus group
interviews, one-on-one interviews, and document analysis (Glesne, 2016; Van,
1990). Data collection utilized triangulation to ensure trustworthiness by using
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three forms of data collections as a way to validate claims (Creswell, 2013;
Glesne, 2016).
The document analysis utilized publicly available information on programs
provided to teachers that may aide and assist the mental well-being of teachers
from the school district, state, and teacher’s union. Data collected was intended
to provide information on the support and aid available for teachers in the overall
area of demoralization through anything that may empower teacher voice or
mental well-being. If there was not information in the area of mental well-being,
the study shared the teacher support that was available.
Focus groups generated narrative data as a collective; Focus Group 1 had
six participants and Focus Group 2 had five participants. Focus groups were
questioned about the phenomenon of demoralization in the teaching profession.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, focus group interviews were conducted through
an online Zoom meeting.
One-on-one interview data was collected from six teachers; each interview
provided the researcher with a deeper understanding of the phenomena
experienced from teachers. In-depth interviews were given as a follow-up to any
volunteers from each focus group. One-on-one interviews were conducted to
analyze everyday arising stressors amongst the six participants to gain insight
into the individual phenomena of teacher demoralization and for analysis of any
potential re-occurring themes of the phenomena amongst each interviewee.
Each interview was recorded, and each interviewee had the opportunity to opt-
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out of being recorded in the interview on their consent form. Due to COVID-19,
this process occurred via the online meeting application Zoom.
This study took place in Southern California. Participants were K-12
public educators who all worked within the same school district. There were
eleven participants, with years of professional teaching experience that ranged
from 19 to 35 years. All participants represented a wide range of public school
grade-level teachers from kindergarten through 12th grade. The selection of
participants for this study depended on responses to the emailed request for
participants; the email was sent through the district’s teacher’s union email
system and purposely sought out teachers who have or are experiencing
demoralization.
Research questions were answered through the triangulation of focus
group interviews, one-on-one interviews, and document analysis. Both interview
data collections were analyzed by coding reoccurring themes and aligning codes
to the conceptual framework in Figure 1 utilizing Bryman’s Four Steps
(Carpendale, 2017). Data was provided by participants as a collective group in
focus group interviews and individually in one-on-one interviews by analyzing
transcriptions from the recordings (Saldana, 2016). The combination of the three
forms of data collection helped to answer the research questions according to the
lived experiences of the study’s participants with the teacher demoralization.
Below are the three research questions and summarized findings.
Research question one asked, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the management and/or
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governance overseeing their duties as a teacher?” The governmental education
policy restraints within management processes overseeing teachers that
contributed to teacher demoralization amongst participants included: (a) school
discipline management and (b) teacher mistrust on the intentions of school site
administrators.
Research question two examined, “What governmental education policy
restraints contribute to teacher demoralization in the educational systematic
design?” The governmental education policy restraints within the educational
systematic design that contributed to teacher demoralization amongst
participants included: (a) school discipline mandates, (b) teacher mistrust on the
ones overseeing educational governance, and (c) state accountability.
Finally, research question three focused on, “What programs are in place
to support professional demoralization or what do teachers suggest is needed to
support demoralization?” The programs in place to support teachers in
overcoming demoralization are not provided at the district or state levels;
however, support is heavily provided by the teacher’s union. Participants dealt
with demoralization by talking about their issues with someone or moving to
another school site where they feel would be more supportive. Participants
suggested a school site support member from the union to assist full-time in their
professional needs as separate position from union site representatives whom
assist specifically in times of contractual resolutions while managing their own
professional obligations as teacher.
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Discussion of the Findings
Findings further deepen previous research on teacher demoralization
through the dissection of education governance or system design as it correlates
to the individual experience, the literature review, and data collected for this
study. The results of the study found that research questions one and two were
answered in a very similar manner; for purposes of this discussion, they will be
discussed together. It was clear in the study’s results that both the systematic
design and management and/or government oversight blur together as one
working unit. Question one addressed the management and/or government
oversight, while question two addressed the education systematic design that
leads to teacher demoralization regarding policy restraints. The governmental
education policy restraints, found to contribute to teacher demoralization, existed
in areas of school discipline management, trust, and school accountability. This
discussion will cover school discipline management, governance and teacher
trust, and accountability and the multiple themes found in each finding.
School discipline management included the following themes: (a)
8Discipline

Accountability Measure is a Problem, (b) 13Student Numbers (Table

2), (c) 3Discipline Policies Disempowering, (d) 4Unsafe Experiences, and (e)
15Resolution

Center for Students (Table 4). Governance and teacher trust

overarched the following themes: (a) 2Mistrust of Management Motives, (b)
1Teacher

Professionalism Disregarded, (c) 6Mistrust of New School Programs,

(d) 8Systemically or Socially Disempowering Politics (Table 4), (e) 4Negative
Administrative Control and/or Influence, (f) 9Trust Matters, (g) 17Poor
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Administrative Communication, and (h) 5Lack of Support at Multiple Levels (Table
2). School accountability themes included: (a) 6Top Down Heavy Influence
and/or Control, (b) 7Testing Accountability Measures in Question (Table 2), and
(c) 6Mistrust of New School Programs (Table 4).

School Discipline Management
State and District Level
School accountability in the area of discipline left participants feeling
disempowered in classroom management because they felt students were not
being held responsible for their actions and saw discipline disappearing from
their classes. The study’s results concluded that school discipline policies hold
the highest concerns regarding teacher demoralization as it can impact the
classroom environment for both teachers and students. The idea behind the
state’s discipline accountability is to ensure that every student is treated kindly,
nurtured towards healing, and overcoming what they are struggling through,
without mistreatment or harsh punishment for something they did not deserve;
the state is supporting student rights. The logistical manner of a teacher being
able to provide an intervention privately and effectively for a student when that
student has a behavioral need in a class of 15 – 70 students is being overlooked
in that area of policy. Participants felt demoralized by the expectation of juggling
instruction with their other students while also tending to the one student in need;
a student who is very deserving of one-on-one intervention and care. However,
the task was impossible in some cases and participants found that they were not
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supported by their administrators when they deemed some behaviors as
physically or mentally threatening. As moral agents, it is the intention of teachers
to connect with every student; in many cases, the number of assigned students
can present a hefty challenge during a trauma-sensitive era in education for both
teachers and students (Baird et al.; 2017; Dunbar, 2009; Konstantopoulos,
2008).
School Site Level
According to the data, participants did not have anywhere to send their
students, nor the appropriate space or time for an intervention to take place; in
some cases, the student in need would get violent or threatening towards the
teacher or other classmates. The educational and mental state of the entire
class may potentially be impacted by such events, as shared by participants in
this study. Students have needs in particular areas of their lives and need to be
motivated to fulfill tasks and specific goals. Basic needs, such as safety, must be
met first before complex needs (Maslow, 1943). The best first instruction,
emotional support, human connection, achievement, and safety assurances all
take a back seat when a student's primary needs are not being met. School
teachers are expected to meet these needs (Maslow, 1943). According to these
results, the students in the classroom with a student undergoing a behavioral
need face disruption in their learning experience and, in some cases, safety.
School discipline is in the hands of the administrative team who oversees
it at each school site level. Each school site within each district may look
different, but each school site needs to meet state accountability goals.
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Creativity, experience, and competency is necessary to sustain a sound
discipline system. However, not every school site assigns these jobs to experts
in the field of student discipline, and as discipline policies stand, it is up to the
teacher to handle the interventions.
It was surprising to learn about violent incidents from students by
participants, about students who created weapons or students who got physical
with their teachers without removal from the school site and, in some cases,
without removal from the classroom due to the policies in place. It was also
revealing that there is a concern of not feeling safe, and participants expressed
fear for their students in and out of the classroom who are in school with students
who are not held accountable for extreme incidents. In addition, school
shootings have placed fear in students and education professionals alike and the
climate in schools has shifted in this direction as shootings continued in 2019
(Baird et al., 2017; Brown & Carr, 2019; Paolini, 2015; Racusin et al., 2005;
Rose, 2018). The recent COVID-19 pandemic has added a new element to the
fear experienced by students and teachers.

Governance and Teacher Trust
School Site Administration
The data revealed the wobbly bridge between the school administrator
and the teacher, although there was credit given to the administrators who hold
strong bridges of trust and communication with the staff they lead. Administrative
duties logistically create barriers between them and their teachers, sometimes
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due to the rapid and unexpected policy changes from the government or other
events that extend beyond the scope of the classroom teachers’ awareness;
other times due to their own job assignment tasks that are often confidential.
Lack of transparency or competency amongst constituents and their leadership
often leads to mistrust; mistrust leads to change resistance and frustration
(Tschannen-Moran, 2014). Sometimes, educational policies or program changes
are new enough that the administrator overseeing the particular area needing the
change at their school site may not hold the competency necessary to
strategically plan and/or develop enough buy-in from the staff. Participants
expressed the need for competent administrators and how the opposite leads to
a form of mistrust. Often, politically charged school reform and policy changes
are for purposes that are not always transparent due to the complexity of the
education system; this often includes a lack of clarity on the how, who, or why of
certain changes (Brown & Carr, 2019; Clarke & Kissane, 2002; Tsang, 2019;
Tschannen-Moran, 2014).
At the school site level, school administrative trust can make or break a
professional teacher experience as an educator. This study found that
administrators who were supportive of teacher efforts, open to teacher
collaboration upon curriculum changes and professional developments, and were
willing to recognize the efforts of staff members were more likely to empower
self-efficacy amongst teachers (Gonzalez, 2017). Participants expressed feeling
valued when their administrator trusted and empowered their professional
direction. Placing too many demands on teachers resulted in teacher loss of
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planning and instructional time, depleting self-efficacy, and increasing emotional
exhaustion (Gonzalez, 2017; Tsang & Lui, 2016). Participants who felt
micromanaged or unsupported moved to another school site in which they felt
they could find more support.
Governmental Accountability
Throughout the past few decades, policy analysts found that teachers do
not feel effective as teachers or influential about student learning due to the
demands of accountability systems (Berryhill & Fromework, 2009; Jeong, 2018).
Findings in this study suggest accountability affects the classroom environment
in many ways, and teachers feel disempowered and frustrated at the many tasks
that take away from teaching and negatively impact the classroom experience
they provide for their students. Policymakers continue to push for achievement,
despite the individual lives or circumstances that heavily influence a child's
academic learning and success. Often, they turn to research that is driven by
reformers. “We must be more deliberate in naming, challenging, and pushing
back against the current neoliberal agenda" (De Saxe & Favela, 2018, p. 45).
The individuals behind educational changes and their experiences in the
field of education brings a sense of mistrust across all levels to the participants in
this study. Accountability, in areas of testing, attendance, and discipline, were
overarching policy areas that created restraints for educators. Participants
questioned the rapid educational changes, including the ones overseeing the
decisions in our education system and questioned if the students really benefited
from accountability. Teachers become subject to bureaucratic control through
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accountability measures and enforced practices designed for disciplines of
classroom performance, and teachers are stuck between supporting unique
student needs and the disciplines of performance, causing a decrease in power
to control and moral connection to their work (Jeong, 2018; Robertson, 2000;
Thompson, 2017; Tsang, 2019; Zhao, 2008).
Purposes behind these educational shifts, throughout the system’s
multiple levels of management, also creates mistrust; particularly, purposes
behind accountability and the benefits of decided measures on a student’s
educational experience also comes into question. Globalization of schooling, to
the neoliberalist, justifies student education as a means of competitive
profitability, not to meet student well-being or social/emotional needs (Wrigley,
2016). Under the theory of neoliberalism, educational decisions and choices are
driven by enhancing global competitiveness and governmental goals, rather than
what is in the best interest of the students (Davies & Bansel, 2007).

Stress Support, Multi-Level
On the available programs for teachers at the varying levels, document
analysis showed that there was not enough support in this area of the profession.
Stress management support is not visible within the school district observed;
however, there were many technical resources that aid teachers in other ways.
The teaching profession has been associated with high levels of stress,
according to research released over the last three decades (Wolgast & Fischer,
2014). In a Gallup (2014) study, among 12 other professions, the teaching
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profession was founded to have the highest amount of stress at 46%. When
stress levels are too high, it impacts student learning and teacher retention
(Clement, 2017). The California Department of Education supports teachers by
linking educators or aspiring educators with continuing education opportunities
through the state’s university system at the cost of tuition and supply fees.
Programs that support professional demoralization or support on stress
were lacking at both the district and state levels. However, during the time of this
research, the district was creating a plan to change this due to the COVID-19
pandemic and California State mandates of social emotional learning amongst
students in the public-school system. The district now has some resources on
their website that connects teachers to self-care articles, programs, and lessons
for students and themselves; there are also resources for parents and students in
the same website area.
The teacher’s union conference documentation provided evidence of
support for teachers in stress management. The teacher’s union holds various
conferences throughout the year that provide courses that correlate to teacher’s
well-being, empowerment, and advocacy. Teachers undergoing problems
associated with stress can negatively impact their relationships with their
students, and as a result, influence their academic and mental functioning
(Hinds, 2013). According to these results, teachers cope with demoralization by
talking with someone, moving to another school site, waiting for the
administrative shuffle of new administrators, or seeking out for support or
encouragement from each other.
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Implications for Practice
Educational policymakers may find inspiration from this study’s findings to
incorporate teacher voice, in the classroom to be specific, into policy that impacts
the classroom. Although such support is in place, many educators are unclear
on how to voice their values and beliefs about educational policy to legislators.
In addition to the potential limitations on resources, teachers may also be limited
on time, as addressed in this study. Teachers are continuously engrossed in
their profession and focused on their students beyond allotted classroom duty
time. As a possible idea, a teacher convention or invitation to hold discussions
on education policy between policymakers and teachers could be a great start in
this direction.
Teaching credentialing programs may benefit from this study’s findings by
incorporating programing that would enhance their aspiring teacher knowledge
on the innerworkings of the educational system design. This could enhance
resourcefulness and clarity that could enrich teacher confidence and deepen
their competency about the profession. In addition, incorporating self-awareness
and mindfulness practices into a credentialing program may foster self-care and
stress management techniques; skills that would beneficially carry over into the
classroom experience for their students and their own mental well-being. Finally,
teacher credentialing programs may benefit by focusing on behavioral
interventions and patterns amongst diverse students within unique school
settings in a thorough and realistic manner.
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School administrators may utilize this study to gain insight on the
innerworkings of the professionals they lead, how they manage stress, and why
they may be struggling. Perhaps this study can increase compassion for
teachers in the classroom from administrators who have not been in the
classroom in many years or have never been in the classroom. In addition,
school administrators may benefit from this study in applying their creativity in
fostering the stress needs of teachers through school site training or other unique
practices that may foster their community of staff. Finally, school administrators
may benefit from this study’s findings for purposes of education advocacy in
areas of policy.
The teacher’s union may benefit from this study for purposes of advocacy
and deeper teacher support. Participants in this study suggested an idea for an
additional union member at each school site whose full-time function would be to
listen and support teachers voicing their struggles, working out their thoughts, or
seeking professional advice that is not related to the current union
representatives overseeing contractual issues. This representative could foster
teacher needs in a confidential and immediate manner which would prevent
issues of bombarding trusted colleagues or administrators. Other participants
suggested another possibility to form an internal investigative team or liaison to
foster administrative and teacher relations amongst school sites. The union
should consider advocating for a behavioral support policy that supports the
functionality of classroom instruction, class size, or school site stress support for
educators.
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Recommendations for Future Research
The goal of this research was to dive into the depths of teacher
demoralization. The results of the study revealed many significant findings within
one school district. Future research may benefit from analyzing school site
policies at each school site within one district as each school site has varying
management styles that may provide deeper insight into teacher demoralization.
Another area that could enhance the study of demoralization would be to
examine administrative demoralization; discovering their experiences as the
liaisons between policy and classroom practice may provide tremendous insight
into the phenomena.

Conclusion
Teacher demoralization is a dark area that needed to be addressed for the
betterment of the profession. In general, it is not easy for adults to cope with
stress-related needs especially when the needs of children must be tended to
before their own, particularly children who have faced trauma or who have
specialized individualized needs. In the case of the teacher professional, this is
not about only the needs of the children; it is also about the needs of the
community, society, government, and anyone or anything with a loud enough
voice and heavy enough hand to guide the direction education is taken. As an
educator, I am overwhelmed at the struggle to connect one-on-one with all of my
assigned 260 students. The reality is that I do not and the everchanging shifts in
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policies and practices complicate my goals of connecting with each and every
deserving child.
Teachers carry a lot of blame for educational failings, and awareness
about how educational policies are development and implemented should be a
focus. Such awareness would increase voter advocacy and voice. I believe the
design of our education system was created to improve school and global
competitiveness; however, the design needs to be reworked as the COVID-19
pandemic has revealed. Our governmental system, and the overwhelming
complexities of it, will only get more convoluted as time moves forward. The
question is, how can we support education professionals as a result of these
complexities? This study was intended to bring about awareness on the need to
support teacher morale in a complex managed profession, influenced by
neoliberal agenda.
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FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Participant Name: ________________________
Principle Investigator: Dionne Elvira
Title of Project: Teacher Demoralization
The research study you have been requested to participate in is designed to
investigate and analyze the phenomena of teacher demoralization amongst K-12
public education teachers with varying levels of experience. This study will be
conducted by Dionne Elvira, a doctoral student from California State University,
San Bernardino. Dionne Elvira is working on this study under the supervision of
Dr. Enrique Murillo, professor at California State University San Bernardino for
completion of the doctoral dissertation. This study has been approved by the
Institutional Review Board at California State University, San Bernardino.
Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this phenomenological study is to analyze
teacher demoralization as it exists within the education system, throughout its
multiple levels of management and policy, in a group and individual setting.
Description of Procedures: Participation in this research study assumes form
each participant:
1)
Willingness to participate in group or individual interviews that will last
between thirty minutes to one hour through Zoom, and not during contractual hours.
2)
Interviews are for the purpose of a research dissertation under the direction of
the department of education program at California State University, San Bernardino.
3)
Agreeance upon Zoom recording interviews for accuracy of information and
transcription of collected data.
4)
Option to opt out of video recording with the awareness of information losing
its accuracy, the chat feature in Zoom may be used instead.
5)
All questions for the interview will be provided before the interview, after
completion of the RSVP under the provided Sign-Up link.

Participation and Withdrawal: Participation is voluntary and the participant may opt
to not answer questions asked in the questionnaire process they do not wish to
answer. There is no sort of compensation for your participation in this study,
participation will occur between May - June 2020.
Confidentiality: Participant names will not be utilized on any document in this study.
Participant questionnaire responses will be collaborated with the strata group that
aligns to the participants number of professional teaching experience, and
responses will be analyzed as a collective group not revealing any personal
information. The researcher will hire Kelsey Transcripts to transcribe the interviews
and all transcriptions be placed in a password protected Google word document. All
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audio recording files, on audio recorder and the computer, will be deleted and
destroyed upon publication of this dissertation.

Risks: The researcher is aware of the sensitivity on the topic of teacher
demoralization, and believes there are minimal risks in the conduction of this study.
All participants will be asked to maintain confidentiality of the focus group interview
participants and all that is shared. However, due to the nature of the interview
method, there is a risk that you may know other participants in the focus group as
well as the possibility that your answers could be shared outside of the focus group.
Further, the researcher will conduct interviews in the safest available way possible
for you to speak freely about the phenomena. You may stop interviewing at any time
during the interview process should you feel your safety, comfort, and privacy is at
risk.
Benefits: Data collected in this study will add to the literature of teacher
demoralization within the greater context of educational research and will add to
a dissertation analyzing teacher demoralization.
Contact: For any questions or concerns, please contact lead investigator Dionne
Elvira at elvirad@coyote.csusb.edu, or the dissertation chair, Dr. Enrique Murillo
at Emurillo@csusb.edu, or at the address: Department of Educational
Leadership, 5500 University Pkwy., San Bernardino, CA, 92407
Confirmation Statement:
I have read the information above and agree to participate in your study
conducted by doctoral student Dionne Elvira from the Educational Leadership
program at California State University, San Bernardino. I am aware that I may
contact Dr. Enrique Murillo, Dionne Elvira’s supervisor, for questions or concerns.
Signature of Research Participants:
I certify that I am a secondary level educator. All my answers and concerns have
been addressed to my satisfaction and I fully understand the procedures of this
study. I hereby give my consent and agree to participate in this interview
process.
Participant Name: ______________________ Date: ___________
Investigator Signature: __________________ Date: ___________
It is the position of the researcher that the procedures have been explained and
defined to the participant and all concerns and questions have been addressed.
Participant knowingly and voluntarily has given full informed consent to be a
participant in this research study and I am cosigning this form as proof of
acceptance of this person’s consent.
Participant Name: ______________________ Date: ___________
Investigator Signature: __________________ Date: ___________
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ONE-ON-ONE INTERVIEWS
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN RESEARCH
Participant Name: ________________________
Principle Investigator: Dionne Elvira
Title of Project: Teacher Demoralization
The research study you have been requested to participate in is designed to
investigate and analyze the phenomena of teacher demoralization amongst K-12
public education teachers with varying levels of experience. This study will be
conducted by Dionne Elvira, a doctoral student from California State University,
San Bernardino. Dionne Elvira is working on this study under the supervision of
Dr. Enrique Murillo, professor at California State University San Bernardino for
completion of the doctoral dissertation. This study has been approved by the
Institutional Review Board at California State University, San Bernardino.
Purpose of the Study: The purpose of this phenomenological study is to analyze
teacher demoralization as it exists within the education system, throughout its
multiple levels of management and policy, in a group and individual setting.
Description of Procedures: Participation in this research study assumes form
each participant:
1) Willingness to participate in group or individual interviews that will last between
thirty minutes to one hour through Zoom, and not during contractual hours.
2) Interviews are for the purpose of a research dissertation under the direction of
the department of education program at California State University, San
Bernardino.
3) Agreeance upon Zoom recording interviews for accuracy of information and
transcription of collected data.
4) Option to opt out of video recording with the awareness of information losing its
accuracy, the chat feature in Zoom may be used instead.
5) All questions for the interview will be provided before the interview, after
completion of the RSVP under the provided Sign-Up link.
Participation and Withdrawal: Participation is voluntary and the participant may opt to
not answer questions asked in the questionnaire process they do not wish to
answer. There is no sort of compensation for your participation in this study and
participation will occur between May and June 2020.

Confidentiality: Participant names will not be utilized on any document in this study.
The researcher will utilize the Zoom transcription feature for interviews and all
transcriptions be placed in a password protected Google word document. All
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computer files and Zoom recording files will be deleted and destroyed upon
publication of this dissertation.

Risks: The researcher is aware of the sensitivity on the topic of teacher
demoralization, and believes there are minimal risks in the conduction of this
study. Further, the researcher will conduct interviews in the safest available
location for teachers to speak freely about the phenomena. You may stop
interviewing at any time during the interview process should you feel your safety,
comfort, and privacy is at risk.
Benefits: Data collected in this study will add to the literature of teacher
demoralization within the greater context of educational research and will add to
this dissertation analyzing teacher demoralization.
Contact: For any questions or concerns, please contact lead investigator Dionne
Elvira at: elvirad@coyote.csusb.edu, or the dissertation chair, Dr. Enrique Murillo
at Emurillo@csusb.edu, or at the address: Department of Educational
Leadership, 5500 University Pkwy., San Bernardino, CA, 92407
Confirmation Statement
I have read the information above and agree to participate in your study
conducted by doctoral student Dionne Elvira from the Educational Leadership
program at California State University, San Bernardino. I am aware that I may
contact Dr. Enrique Murillo, Dionne Elvira’s supervisor, for questions or concerns.
Signature of Research Participants
I certify that I am a secondary level educator. All my answers and concerns have
been addressed to my satisfaction and I fully understand the procedures of this
study. I hereby give my consent and agree to participate in this interview
process.
Participant Name: _____________________ Date: ____________
Investigator Signature: _________________ Date: ____________
It is the position of the researcher that the procedures have been explained and
defined to the participant and all concerns and questions have been addressed.
Participant knowingly and voluntarily has given full informed consent to be a
participant in this research study and I am cosigning this form as proof of
acceptance of this person’s consent.
Participant Name: _____________________ Date: ____________
Investigator Signature: _________________ Date: ____________
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May 8, 2020
CSUSB INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
Expedited Review
IRB-FY2020-308
Status: Approved
Ms. Dionne Elvira and Prof. Enrique Murillo Jr
COE - Doctoral Studies, COE – Teacher Education &Foundation TEF
California State University, San Bernardino
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, California 92407
Dear Ms. Elvira and Prof. Murillo:
Your application to use human participants, titled “TEACHER
DEMORALIZATION: NEOLIBERAL INFLUENCE ON THE COMPLEX
EDUCATION SYSTEM AND TEACHER MORALE” has been reviewed and
approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB). The informed consent
document you submitted is the official version for your study and cannot be
changed without prior IRB approval. You are required to keep copies of the
informed consent forms and data for at least three years.
The study is approved from May 6, 2020 through May 5, 2021.
Your IRB application must be renewed annually and you will receive notification
from the Cayuse IRB automated notification system when your study is due for
renewal. If your study is closed to enrollment, the data has been de-identified,
and you're only analyzing the data - you may close the study by submitting the
Closure Application Form through the Cayuse IRB system.
You are required to notify the IRB of the following as mandated by the Office of
Human Research Protections (OHRP) federal regulations 45 CFR 46 and
CSUSB IRB policy. The forms (modification, renewal, unanticipated/adverse
event, study closure) are located in the Cayuse IRB System with instructions
provided on the IRB Applications, Forms, and Submission Webpage. Failure to
notify the IRB of the following requirements may result in disciplinary action.
•
•

•

Ensure your CITI Human Subjects Training is kept up-to-date and current
throughout the study.
Submit a protocol modification (change) if any changes (no matter how
minor) are proposed in your study for review and approval by the IRB before
being implementing in your study.
Notify the IRB within 5 days of any unanticipated or adverse events
experienced by subjects during your research.
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•
•

Submit a study closure through the Cayuse IRB submission system once
your study has ended.
Keep your CITI Human Subjects Training up-to-date and current throughout
the study.

The CSUSB IRB has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to
weigh the risks and benefits to the human participants in your IRB application.
This approval notice does not replace any departmental or additional approvals
which may be required. If you have any questions regarding the IRB decision,
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Focus Group Interview Questions
Q1: What level of schooling do you teach?
Q2: What do you find demoralizing in your profession as teacher?
Q3: At what level, in education management, have you felt the most
disempowered and why?
Q4: Do you think demoralization is something worth looking into? If so, by who?
Q5: Have you ever experienced a time in your career in which you were not
supported due to policies in place?
Q6: How would you re-moralize education if given the power?
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One-On-One Interview Questions
1. What is your greatest professional challenge?
2. What is your greatest professional reward?
3. Do you feel supported by your school site leadership?
4. Are accountability measures helping your students? How or why not?
5. Think back to a time when you found yourself unable to accomplish your job
demands, what did that look like?
6. What action do you take to overcome moments of demoralization?
7. If you could change something in the school system, its design of implementing
policies and practices, what would you change?
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